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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 MEETING WITH PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

* TO DISCUSS SEISMIC DESIGN REVIEW, DIABLO CANYON UNIT 1

5 ---

8 Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

Room P-118
7 7920 Norfolk Avenue

*' Bethesda, Maryland
,

8
Wednesday, February 3, 1982

9
The meeting was convened at 9:00 a.m.

10

NRC STAFF PRESENT:
11

H. DENTON, Chairman
12 R. DE YOUNG

R. VOLLMER
13 3. EISENHUT

H. SCHIERLING
14 B. JONES

W. OLMSTEAD
15 F. MIRAGLIA.

J. CREWS
16 P. MORRILL

R. BOSNAK
17 F. SCHAUER

G. BAGCHI
18 K. HERRING
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| 19 W. HAAS

e. cAIR
[

20'

.

21 PRESENT FROM PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY:

22 J. HOCH
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| 23 D. BRAND
B. NORTON'

24 R. LOCKE
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3

1 PROCEED I4 GS

2 MR. DENTON: Good morning. Is everybody

3 present th a t needs t6 be here?

4 Dick, our staff, are they here?

5 3R. YOLLMER: Yes.

6 MR. DENTON: Dave, would you like to wait for.

7 Herb? Oh, he is here.

*
8 Let me begin by describing the purpose of

9 today's meeting and set forth some ground rules and

10 agenda topics.

11 On Decamber 19, the Commission extended PGCE's

12 licensing pending satisfactory completion of four

13 items . One was the conduct of the independent design

14 review program for all safety-related activities

15 performed prior to June 1, 1978, under all

16 seismic-related service contracts, reviewing the design

17 of safety-related structures and components ;

18 rwo, a technical report that fully assesses

19 the basic desiga errors identified by the programs and

20 the significance of the errors and their im pact on the-

21 design;
.

22 Th ree , PGEE's conclusions on the effectiveness

23 of design verification program, assuring the adequacy;

24 and

25 Four, the schedule for completing any

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,iNC,
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1 modifica tions to the f acilty that are required as a

2 result of the program.

3 In addition, the Commission ordered PGCE to

4 provide for NRC review and approvalt one, a description

5 and discussion of the corporate qualifications of the

6 company or companies that PGCE would propose to carry ,

7 out the independent design verification program,

"

8 including information that demonstrates the independence

9 of the companies; and two, a detailed program plan for

10 conducting the design verification program.

11 These two aspects are the subject of today's

12 mee ting and were described in PGEE's submitta] of

13 December 4, 1981.

14 Governor Brown of California commented on

15 PGCE's proposal in a letter dated December 17 and

16 further comments on the Governor's behalf were provided

17 on January 15. Comments on behalf of the Joint

18 Intervenors were provided in a letter dated December 22

j 19 of last year.

20 The Commission ha s extended the time for .

21 submittal of final comments to one week from the
.

22 distrimution of the Cloud report , the prior

23 authoriration to proceed with f uel loading. The

24 Commission must be satisfied with the seinmic
|

| 25 reverification program and with any plant modification

ALOERSoN REPCRTING COMPANY,iNC,
1
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1 resulting from the pecoram that may be necessary prior

2 to fuel loadino.

3 The decisi6n to permit PGEE to proceed with

4 fuel loading will not be made until all of the actio7s

5 contained in the Commission's November 19th order are

6 satisfied.-

7 What we will do today is to go through the

.

8 agenda that has been provided and passed out to you. We

9 will plan to brief the Commission on the results of our

10 review of your companies and programs around the end or

11 around the middle of February.

12 We intend to use the transcript of today's

13 mee ting , in large measure, in coming to a staff

14 recommendation to the Consission. 'Je will provide the

15 transcript promptly to all parties so that any

16 corrections can be made that need to be to the
17 transcript.

18 And *.e will also provide PGCE an opportunity

19 to supplement their December 4th submittal if, as a

20 result of today's meeting, it appears that th a t is*

21 appropriate.
.

22 I will also provide an opportunity -

23 periodically th ro ugh the day for comments by other
!

24 parties to this proceeding.

25 We have quite a few NRC staff people here who

|

|

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 participated in reviewing the submittal. Sitting to my

2 lef t is Dick Deroung, director of the Division of

3 Enforcement and Insp4ction. Next to him is Dick

4 Vollmer, director of Inspection and En gin ee ring . To my

5 right is Darryl Eisenhut, director of Reactor Licensing

6 Division.
.

7 Why don't we go around the table and let the

8 NRC members introduce themselves first, and then we will *

9 turn to you.

10 MR. SCHIERLING: Hans Schierling, the project

11 manager for the reverification program.

12 MR. JONES: Brad Jones. I am from the

13 Execu tive Legal Dir ecto r 's Of fice.

14 MR. MIRAGLIA: Frank Miraglia, NRR Licensing

15 Branch.

16 MR. CREWS: Jess Crews, Region V division

17 directo r, Nuclear Reactor Programs.

18 1R. 33RRILL: Phil Horrill, inspector, Region

19 V .

20 3R. BOSNAK: Bob Bosnak, Division of
,

'

21 Engineering, Mechanical Engineering Branch.

*

22 MR. SCHAUER: Ron Schauer, Structural

23 Engineering Branch.

24 ER. BAGCHI: Gootan Bagchi, Qualifications

25 Br a nch.

ALCERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 MR. HEHRING: Ken Herring, Division of

2 Licensing.

3 5R. SKJEI: Steven Skjei, Antitrust and

4 Economic Analysis.

5 ER. HAAS: Walt Haas, Quality Assurance

6 Branch, NHH.-

T HR. DENTON: Any other participants, planned
.

,

8 participants from the NRC staff?

9 52. FAIR: John Fair, Inspection and

10 Enf orcement.

11 NR. BRAND: Good morning, Mr. Denton and

12 members of the NEC Staf f. My remarks are exceptionally

13 short. We are very pleased to be here today. We are

14 certain that you have comments on our December 4th

15 proposal, and that is the purpose of this meeting. And

16 I would imamediately turn the meeting over to our Diablo

| 17 Canyon project managers that will entertain our program

18 for today.

19 MR. HOCH4 I as John Hoch, project manager for

20 Diablo Canyon f or PGCE. The gentleman who just spoke is*

|

21 probably known to you all, but I will nevertheless
..

22 introduce him and the people here at the table. He is

23 Don Brand, our vice president of engineering.

!
24 Immediately to my left is Bruce Norton, an attorney

l

25 representing PGCE. To my right is James Rocca, chief

,

!

|
!

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,
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' 1 mechanical and nuclear engineer.

2 Also at the table with us today are

3 consultants associa ted with Phase 1 of the independent

4 verification program.

5 First, Dr. William Coopec from Teledyne

6 Engineering Associatess Roger Reedy, immediately to his ,

7 right, who is serving to review quality assurance,

8 reporting to Robert Cloud Associates. To his right, Dr. *

9 Cloud and Edward Dennison of Robert L. Cloud

10 A ssocia tes.

11 Also, let me introduce, because they are here

12 today , the three gentlemen sitting directly behind them

13 who a re f rom Stone Websters Craig MarGrochmal, Frank

14 Sestak, and Carl Richardson, I think in the proper

15 order, beginning en my end, who are here today, although

16 Stone Webster is associated , as you know, with our

17 proposal for Phase 2 of the vertfication program.

18 We understand it is possible you might wish to

19 ask some questions in that area. And consequently,

20 these gentlemen are here. .

21 He met with these consultants , the consultants

*

22 associated with Phase 1 of the program and with Phase 2,

23 yesterday in preparation for this meeting. At the

24 meeting with the consultants we had the benefit of the

25 agenda which you furnished us in your letter, which

.

ALCERSCN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 corresponds at least in substance with the agenda you

2 provided us today. So we have been over these agenda

3 items. We understand that the primary purpose of the

4 mee ting is to address those items.

5 The consultants dealing with the independent

6 verification program have structured their materials-

7 somewhat differently than your agenda, since we did not
.

8 have the scenda itself. And we would like to take the

9 opportunity, along with opening comments and

to introduction, I would like to just turn the floor over

11 to, first, Dr. Cloud and then Dr. Cooper, who have

12 presentations about the verification program that are
13 indeed structured around the elements in your agenda but

14 may not be in exactly the same order as your agenda

15 i te m s .

16 MR. DENTON: I think a brief summary by the

17 consultants would be in order to set the stage.

18 MR. HOCH: Do you want to get on with it, Dr.

19 Cloud ?

20 MR. Cl0UDs Thank you."

21 I ha ve prepa red a discussion following receipt
.

22 of the questions that you sent us, and I would like to

|
23 p re sen t this discussion to you in the hopes that it will
24 answer most of the questions expil:itly and, secondly,

25 set a framework for the ensuino discussion.

!

i

ALDERSoN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 I will discuss the scope, our QA program, our

2 -- I am sorry, I am not going to discuss the Q A program

3 but I will discuss the way it fits in. I will discuss

4 the approach that we have taken to independent

5 calculations, the approach that we have taken to

6 sam pling, including our methodology and our criteria. ,

7 Now, very briefly, and I will try to go

*

8 quickly through the introductory slides.

9 (Slide)

to The scope of our program, as delineated in the

11 order, includes the seismic design or qualification work

12 done prior to '76 by service-related contractors

13 internally and internally to PGCE.

14 (Slide)

15 That is what our scope includes.

16 Our scope excludes -- and I want to make this

17 very clear so that there will not be any mistake about

18it -- there is a g rea t number of contractors that are

19 doing work for PGCE. Those contractors whose work did

20 not affect the design at all were removed from the .

21 lis t. These would be primarily in many cases single

*

22 people, independent people, professors and the like, who

23 attend a meeting or do some bit of work that does not

24 cha nge the design.

25 The second group that we have excluded are

ALCERSCN REPCRTING CCMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA .WE S.W., WASHINGTCN, D.C. 20024 (202L554 2345
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1 those contractors whose work went totally into the

2 definition of the Hos7ti ground motion. And our basis

3 for doing that is thi Hosgri ground motion was a

4 consensus decision between the electric company and the

5 mRC aLd their host of respective consultants. And we do

6 not think that needs to be reviewed now..

7 Thirdly, following the wording of the order,
O

8 we have excluded work done by vendors and, la stly , the

9 work done sf ter June of '78.

10 (Slide)

11 Following through on that scope of work, the

12 primary contractors that fit into that category are EDS,

13 Uyle lab , ANCO, Earthquake Engineering Systems -- who

14 recently changed their name to Sigma -- and URS/31ume

15 and Harding-Lawson soil consultant for Blume and PGEE.

16 (Slide)

17 Mow, our program rests upon these points.

18 Following the wording of the order, our one thrust is

19 the quality assurance review for adequacy and audits of

20 all of those contractors and PGEE for the implementation*

|

| 21 of the program. And Mr. Reedy will describe that
.

22 subsequently .

23 The second point of the program is that we

24 will perform an independent analysis of the sample of

25 structures and equipment, as was described to you

.

ALDER $CN REPoATING COMPANY,INC,
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1 previously. And I want to poin t out that the reason

2 tha t we took this, if you recall, even before the order,

3 we had presented a program that called for independent

4 calculations which had represented a change on our part

5 with respect to how the verification should be done.

6 And the reason that we prefer to do a sample .

7 of independent calculations is that in that way, by'

'

8 taking the beginning input and the final answer, doing

9 all the work separately, we can get a verification of

10 all the steps in the design chain and all the interfaces

11 that are involved.

12 Now, to illustrste that here how complicated

13 it can be --

14 (Slide)

15 -- this is the way the electrical equipment

16 tha t is qualified by test is done, o rga niza tio nally

17 speaking. We start with the dra wings he re, the input

18 spectra here , sna go through all of this. Our approach

19 -- and we will get into all of these, of course, in more

20 detail -- our approach is to start with the spectra, -

21 verify this interface, take the drawings, take the
.

22 output from th e test table, and then do our own

23 checking, and in that way verify all of the steps, all

24 o f these interf aces and internal transactions, provided

25 they are verified, of course.

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W, WASHINGTON. O C. 20024 (202).554 234S
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1 3R. DENTON: Let me ask a question there. How

2 do you go about performing that? Do you collect then

3 all of the documents'that were made available in that
4 area and bring them back and examine the documents, or

5 do you discuss them with your reviewers? How do you

6 obtain the basic information?.

7 MR. CLOUDS Yes, Nr. Denton, it is my hope to

.

8 discuss in detail exactly how we do each class, the

9 electrical and mechanical in the building. And I hope

10 to answer that when we get there.

11 ( Slid e)

12 Now, the first thing that -- well, this is our

13 overall approach on the analysis. We choose our sample,

14 perform the independent analysis, check against the

15 design analysis.

18 Now, between Christmas and New Year's, we

17 worked out this approach. When we find any differences

18 between our analysis and the design analysis, whether it

19 is significant or insignificant, whether we understand

20 it or no t, we issue an error or open-item report. And*

21 in a few minutes I will describe exactly what that
, -

22 consists of and the definitions associated with it.

23 The point I as making is that we found it more

24 convenient to put any discrepancies that we find,

25 regardless of their significance, up on the table so

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 454 2345
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1 everyone can see them.

2 MR. DENTON: Let me ask a question about

*

3 tha t.

4 MR. CLOUDS Sure.

5 MR. DENTON: How far do you go in trying to

6 resolve an issue like that before you flag it? Do you
,

7 make one phone call? That is why I asked ' wha t your

8 sources of information are. But after reading the *

9 information and should I assume tha t if the reviewer is
10 unable to, based upon his independent calculation, to

11 confirm the original analysis, that the E0I is written,

12 or does he make some effort to attempt to straighten it

13 out ?

14 MR. CLOUDS Let me make sure we understand.

15 We issue -- our program involves more than, as you will

16 see , independent calculations; we also do field checks,

17 and there are drawing reviews and spectra reviews and

18 the like -- we issue an open-item report when we find

19 any discrepancy, and we issue it in most cases right

20 a wa y . In some cases it makes little . sense, or it makes .

21 sense to make some effort to understand it better. And

*

22 particularly in those instances to determine if it is a

23 bona f tde error or not. So we might spend a day or two

k
24 phoning or chasing down additional documentation. But

25 our objective is to get it out within a day.

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY, INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S/# WASHINGTON. D C. 20024 (202).554 2345
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1 MR. DENTON4 \nd who in the company can

2 classify it as an EDI? Is this done by you or by the

3 reviewer assigned thb task, or is there someone under

4 you that makes the determination that it really is an

5 E0I?

6 MR. CLOUD: Becommendations are made to me,.

7 and I decide.
.

8 MR. CREWS: Before you move off of that E0I,

9 are other parts of the program -- for example, in Nr.

10 Reedy's review of the Q A program for deficiencies -- are

11 they also covered by the EOI?

12 MR. CLOUD 4 Yes. Just recently, we have

13 implemented an identical, an essentially identical,

14 program procedure for the quality assurance work, except

15 tha t we are going to follow the quality assurance

19 n om encla ture , we are going to call them findings and

17 observs tions. And they have comparable meanings and

18 will have explicit definitions for those.

19 MR. DENTON: And who do you send these E0Is
,

' 20 t o?-

21 MR. CLOUDS We send the E0Is immediately over
i ,

22 to PGCE , and they are collected and sent to you every
|

I

l 23 two weeks -- bimonthly, I am sorry.

24 MR. DENTON: Are they serially numbered

25 somehow?
!

ALCERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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.

1 NR. CLOUDS No. I am sorry about that. We

2 started out on an uneven footing with a numbering

3 scheme. Let me describe it when we get there.

4 Our plan is, following the quality assurance

5 work or following the independent calculation, that we

6 will perforn additional verification 99 times out of 100
.

7 or 90 times out of 100. Additional verification will

8 sean the recalculation of an independent sample. -

9 However, in certain circumstances, it may be

10 better to chase a particular error through tne work

11 rather than redo a lot of samples.

12 So in any case, any of those will be

13 justified, b ut, in general, when you see the words on

14 the slide " additional verification," in general, it

15 seans an independent calculation of an additional

16 sam ple.

17 MR. VOLLMER: Before you leave that particular

18 o ne , additional verification, is that just if errors

19 were found in other than nonconservative or conservative
20 direction or something is found to be beyond the access ,

21 aargin or something like that? In o ther words, if you

-

22 find something that has an error in it but it is in a

23 conservative direction, would you look further to see if

24 tha t error is not prevalent somewhere else?

25 MB. CLOUDS If we get a significant -- which I

ALCERSCN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTCN, D.C. 20024 (202).554 2345
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1 will descri'~' when we come to it -- discrepancy between

2 our work and the design work, we will look into the

3 reasons for that, whether it is over the stress limits

4 or not.

5 MR. DENTON: I have one more question on

6 that. Should I assume that the last item only goes from-

7 the E0I, or is that a branch point?
.

8 MR. CLOUDS We will discuss that in ucre

9 detail later. But particuirly, when an EOI is issued,

10 most of the time it will be the responsibility of the

11 electric company to fix it.

12 In certain instances, when it is not an error,

13 it is just an open item, and we have to determine the

14 significance , the action will be to us to find out what

15 the hell we are talking about. And we list

16 recommendations on the form both to them and to us.

17 (Slide)

18 I hope all my slides are that popular.

19 (Laughter)

|

I 20 Oh, excuse me, there is something I forgot,'

21 and I want to make this very plain. I missed one of the
.

22 rules of public speaking, which is to define everything

23 on your sliden.

24 Now, this black mark along the side is Scotch

25 Tape to help me handle the slide. It is not blocked-out

|

ALCERSON REPCRTING CCMPANY,INC,

|
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I Comments.

2 (Lauchter)

3 And next, the black spot down here is a piece

4 of Scotch Tape where I have written in some numbers

5 which those of you who have copies of these can read the

6 numbers so it comes through. So we are not hiding
,

7 any thing.

*

8 And these numbers refer explicitly to the

9 questions that you asked us. And the code is the Roman

10 numerals ref er to the Schierling letter, like Romar_ I,

11 II, and V or whatever. And the numbers with an E in

12 f ront refer to the Eisenhut letter. So if you are

13 interested in trytnq to keep up, which I would

14 discourage you from --

15 (Laughter)

16 MR. DENTON: Have you passed out copies of

17 these ?

18 MR. CLOUDS I gave them early this morning to

19 H r . Schierling, and he told me they vern going to get

20 th e m . .

21 MR. MIRAGLIA: Copies are being made now.
*

22 MR. CLOUD: Now, on the discussion on the

23 sam ple, how do we choose our sample? Our general

24 criteria, the general principles that we have employed

25 are to orient the choice of sample towards systems that

ALDER $CN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 are important to safety. Now, all of these systems, of

2 course, are important to safety, but like in other

3 things, some are more equal than others. So we tried to

4 get the most important.

5 We attemp ted to get a diverse sample, and we

6 attempt to choose the sample of sufficient size to give-

7 a clear understanding of the quality of the basic
.

8 engineering work. This is based upon our judgment, and

9 ve are going to go into each of these points in a little

10 more detail.

11 Now, of course, in smaller samples there is a

12 larger percentage sample.

13 MR. DENTON Let me ask here, you did not

14 indicate as one of your criteria structures or systems

15 wherein seismic loads are a major part of the design

16 load. Some systems have other loads which dominate the

17 design other than seismic.

! 18 So when you picked systems, did you pick them

19 merely on their importance to safety, or did you try to

20 see to what extent seismic loads were a big part of~

21 design' consideration?
.

22 MR. CLOUD I cannot answer that question on a

23 point-b y-point basis. However, I think it is clear that

i 24 s os t of our sample, I believe it is ;ue, that the

25 seismic loads are either dominant or very important for

!

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 all of our samples. And there may be one or two

2 exceptions. And we will come to that. I do not have a

3 point-by-point answer.

4 MR. DENTON: Based upon the systems you have

5 looked at, what structure or system is designed closest

6 to limits with regard to seismic input? -

7 MR. Cl0UDs I do not know.
.

8 MR. DENTON4 Have you looked a t tha t?

9 MR. CLOUD: No. But let ne talk some about

to the sampling because this is important. In the original

11 plan it was stated the samples would be presented for

12 verification on the basis of judgment, and I would like

13 to clarify that statement and explain some of the

14 underlying philosohoy that we employed in this program.

15 Now, it is important in understanding the

16 entire program plan that the objective of the

17 verification effort is to gain assurance that there are

18 no uncorrected systematic errors or f undamental safety

19 weaknesses in the Diablo Canyon plan t.

20 It is not the program intent to develop any -

21 statistical confidence level that every single random
.

22 discrepancy or technological change has been covered.
e

23It is the function of the design margins to develop the

24 assurance tha t the number and consequence of such errors

25 is acceptable on a qualitative basis.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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.

1 Now, in an undertaking of the size and

2 complexity of designing nuclear power plants, it is not

3 meaningful to talk in terms of statistical levels of

4 confidence, but by ma nipula ting the assumptions, one can

5 characterize the data as practically any numerical

8 measure..

7 For example, a single input error in one
.

8 building or one deficiency out of hundreds of thousands

9 of numb 9rs associated with the design of that building

10 could be -- excuse me, I missed my thought -- an y wa y ,

11 either would mislead the evaluator.

12 The intent of our program is a thorough

13 review, looking for systematic errors. In selecting

14 samples for verification, the process started with

15 sorting into broad categories involving the same

18 criteria, engineering disciplines and personnel. Now,

17 it is a logical grouping, and it follows the grouping of

18 the documentation and the organizational structure of

19 design f unctions.

20 The categories chosen were the building's-

21 mechanical vauipment, electrical equipment, and so
.

22 f or th . 'Jithin each category the objective was to pick a

23 sam ple which would be representative. And that depends,

24 among other things, on its importance to safety, the

25 number of design groups involved and the complexity of

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. !NC.
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1 the engineering, the degree of standardization in the

2 methods employed in the design, and, of course, the

3 experience of the design group.

4 Now, where a single group did all of the

5 engineering in a category using a single set of

6 procedures and a stable and well-established engineering .

7 sethods, a modest sample is adequate to verify the
'

8 engineering work.

9 On the other hand , if in a given category many

10 dif ferent groups were involved using different methods

11 and procedures, then a more comprehensive sample is

12 required . Now, in practice, there is as much of one as

13 there is of the other.

14 Now, it is inherent in that tha organization

15 of the engineering work was originally set out to be

16 manacable and to avoid multiplicity of interfaces. And

17 thus, modest samples would be adequate to assess the

18 quality of the engineering for most categories.

19 The next area as regards sample size in this

20 program involves the concept of progressive sampling; -

21 that is, what to lo if the initial sample reveals
.

22 discrepancies.

23 MK. DENTON. I do not want to interrupt you

24 too much here, but I want to be sure I understand you.

25 On your first point, could you cha racterize what you

!
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1 found when you applied that criteria about the

2 cohesiveness of the design group? In looking, did you

3 find mechanical more ':chesive than structural or

4 electrical? Or, coing back to your previous comments,

5 could you give me a feel for what you found when you
i

6 tried that approach?.

7 MR. CLOUD: As we will see when we talk about

8 the approach taken in each of the specific areas, the

9 widely discussed conduits supports is an extremely

10 cohesive and uniform design methodology. Now,

11 unf ortunately, there were problems there.

12 But another case in point is the piping. The

13 small-bore piping was designed using a very ste.ndardized

14 methodology . The pipe supports at Diablo Canyon, not

15 generally but at Diablo Canyon, were designed using a

16 highly standardized methodology, as we will see.

17 Now, in the sample, when discrepancies are

18 f ound , the choices of what to do range from no action

19 to, at the other extreme, examination of 100 percent of

20 the sample.- .

21 The overall intent of this program is to
.

22 objectively verify the quality of the engineering work.

23 And so what is the guiding principle that is the guiding

24 principle for the decisions that will be taken on what

25 to do with the verifica tion . And the proper action

- ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 depends, as I said before, on the significance of the

2 observed discrepancies, the nature of the discrepancies,

3 and any patterns, any patterns in the type of errors

4 involved.

5 In the case of many minor discrepancies, it

6 would be appropriate to look at a larger sample to see .

7 if there is an aggregate problem of carelessness or
*

8 inadequa te checking. But where fundamental or

9 systematic problems are identified in the sample, the

/ 10 proper course is to check all areas affected on a 100

11 percent basis.

12 Now, statistical and numerical guidelines for

13 such a decision would be very difficult to compose,

14 probably impossible to defend, and most likely

15 aisleading to the evaluator.

16 So the emphasis in this program, as we have

17 said before, is on competent judgment to guide the

18 decisions both as to samples selected for initial

19 scrutiny and for the actions subsequent to finding

20 problems. And 1n each case the basis of the decision -

21 will be documented and subject to review by you and the
.

22 electric company.

23 Now, it is our belief tha t this is the most

24 reliable and efficient way to get a good program, and it

25 avoids what I think wo uld be a predictable morass

ALDERSON AEPoRTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 involving an attempt to define in the abstract numerical

2 or other decision rules for this kind of work.

3 Okay, well', with that out of the way, let me

4 show you what our sample is.

5 (Slide)

6 We will talk about these in detail. We are.

7 taking one building. He have got 10 piping analyses, 20
.

8 pipe supports, a :ouple of hundred feet of the

9 small-bore pipe, 20 conduit supports, and heat

10 exchangers and the like. We will talk about these in

11 each case.

12 The middle column, which requires a note to

13 understand, denotes groups where grouping is

14 appropriate , and we have identical items and they fit

15 into a class. For example, as you can see looking at

16 the tanks, there sre 13 tanks but there is only three

17 kinds.

18 Okay, we will talk about these specifically.

19 And now I would like to talk about our approach to the

20 b uilding . And in order, I will discuss the choice of-

21 the sample, the methodology employed, and the criteria

22 used to judge.

23 (Slide)

24 We chose the auxiliary building because it

25 does contain the largest amount of safet'y-related

i

!

|
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1 equipment, it is one of the most complex structures, and

2 it gives us a large sample of engineering calculations.

3 And, thirdly, keying'into our preliminary program there

4 was an open item, for those few of you who may have read

5 that report.

8 Really the only other choice was the .

7 containment building, and we felt that the containment
*

8 building was under separate scrutiny because of the

9 annulus there, but in addition to that, it is a simpler

.

10 structure. That is the basis for our sample.

11 (Slide)

12 Our approach toward the review, first, to

13 review the model to assure that it is a satisfactory

14 dynamic representation and calculate the model

15 properties, the masses, stiffness, shear areas and the

16 lik e. We will make the comparison to the design

17 analysis at that stage.

18 Then we have alreade made the decision to go

19 on and compute the floor spectra, the frequencies, load

20 shapes, and get the spectra. And then we will compare .

21 the spectra to the design spectra.
.

22 Now, how are we going to do these things?

23 (Slide)

24 Looking at the model and using the regular

25 considerations in modeling, we will look at the number
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1 of dynan'ic degrees of freedom, were the masses lumped

2 properly -- it is a massiva model -- and were the

3 stiffnesses correctly represented, were eccentricities

4 considered. And we are in the process of that

5 examination at the moment.

6 Our criteria are that we will accept a 15-

7 percent variation on model properties. And generally

.

8 our program cansiders a 15 percent variation in

9 engineering calculations acceptable. These are lengthy

to calculations, and we would expect it to be done by

11 separate engineers, that we could end up with a 15

12 percent variation.

13 Similarly, on the peak frequencies, provided

14 that the mode shapes agree, and ye will look at the

15 participation f actors. We are thinking in terms of 15

16 percent for variations there. And that in the spectral

17 accelera tions, provided the shape of the spectra which

18 would follow from the mode shapes, is the same.

19 That is our approach to the building.

| 20 NR. CREWS: Excuse me a moment. On that one,*

| 21 you said earlier that the only other choice was the

22 containment building. Now are you suggesting there are

23 no other structures?

24 MB. C10U04 I certainly did not mean to -- I

25 certainly did not mean to mislead you on that, Mr.

ALDERSCN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Crews. There are several structures at the plant. Wha t

2 I meant was tha t the only other logical choice from the

3 point of view of verification. Thank you for the

4 clarification.

5 MR. DENTON: Were you just getting into this

6 one, or had you put a lot of effort into this ? .

7 MR. CLOUD We put a fair amount of effort
~

8 into the building work. We still have the model under

9 review. But we have gone ahead with the calculation of

to the model properties, and we a re really done with that.

11 3R. DENTONs Could you characterize the level

12 of effort that you have put into the overall

13 verification to date in terms of man-hours?

14 MR. CLOUDS Well, the whole business of level

15 of ef fort, we put a lot of work into it, but the level

16 of ef fort in the organization I tho ugh t we were going to

17 reserve for items 5 and 6.

18 MR. DENTON: All right.

19 (Slide)

20 NR. CLOUD: As I mentioned, the next largest -

21 class of work on the plant is the piping. Our thought
.

22 w as t ha t first within the scope of the program, as we

23 talked about it initially, there are about 230

24 analyses. Our thought was that if we completely redid

25 10 of these , that we would get a pretty good
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1 verification of the piping work and particularly if we

2 do it completely from scratch.

3 You have to look at a lot of that data to do a

4 piping problem. Our criteria for the sample was to

5 attempt to obtain a sample from each building, from each

6 elevation in the buildings, and from a diversity of.

7 systems and from the lines that were more important to
.

8 safety. And I will show you the ones we chose.

9 (Slide)

10 We have piping problems in these systems and

11 in these locations. And the building is the second

12 column. The first column is our own notation. The

13 second column is the building that the system is in.

14 The next column is the systen in which our

15 problem is contained. And then the last column is just

16 th e d ra wing . You can see that we have a couple of

17 problems in the aux feedwater lines from the RHR system,
,

18 the safety injection systen and the lines.

19 How do we do this? How are we doing it?

|
' 20 (Slide)

,

|
21 Our first step is to go into the field and'

.

22 perform a field verification of the drawing. So our

23 engineers go into the field and walk down the line. I

24 was going to say bef ore tha t I was advised tha t they

25 walked down the line. They crawled down the line and,
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1 in some cases, they squirmed down the line. It is

2 f airly congested in some cases.

3 We developed models from the drawings that we
~

4 had verified ourselves. And our loading following the

5 Hoscri criteria is the deadweight pressure and seismic

6 load. .

7 Now, there is a discussion on computer codes.
*

8 We are using a dif f erent computer code than was ust, for

9 the design analysis. And for the piping work we usod --

10 it is a question on benchmarking. We are presently

11 tracking down the documentation on that. But we believe

12 it is well benchmstked, and we believe that it is one of

13 t he most widely used piping codes in the country. So I

14 do not foresee any problem th e re .

15 I would like to emphasize on the field

16 verification that every item in our sample is

17 field-verified as to its installa tion by our people.

18 And even the building was checked, and the dimensions on

19 the building. Although not 100 percent, a good sample

20 of those measurenants were made. .

21 HR. VOLLME3: Does this verification include,
.

22 I assume, hanger location, hanger types, actual routing

23 o f the pipe and so on? Do they have criteria beforehand

24 f rom which they can determine whether or not an

25 exception should be raised ?

!
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1 MR. C10UDs We all worked together in a team,

2 Mr. Vollmer.
*

3 (Slide)

4 We go down to the field with this checklist in

5 our hand, and we have the checklist for all classes of

6 equipment. And we specifically check these. I am only-

7 going to show you this one in the interest of time. But

.

8 ve have similar checklists.

9 We go through the location area, ele va tio n ,

10 orientation , the size of the pipe, where its elbows are,

11 what kind they are, the attachments, the installation, ,

12 the vents and drains, the valvec orientation, number of

13 fla nges, the supports, their orientation, their

14 direction and point of attachment to the building.

15 MR. BOSNAKs Do you look for masses, that sort

16 o f thing?

17 MR. CLOUDS Yes. So all of these points are

18 checked in the field. And even though I am not going to

19 talk about it at great length, comparable points are*

20 checked for the other equipment.'

21 (Slide)
.

22 Now, how do we judge the piping? Ger first

23 objective will be to choose reference points for stress

24 com parisons. And our plan is to take all of the points

25 th a t are higher than 70 percent of the allo wable stress
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1 and use those as reference points. If there are fewer

2 than five, we would use at le ris t five points. We vill

3 accept a variation of 15 percent on the stress.

4 MR. BOSNAX A variation from what?

5 MR. CLOUDS A va riation between our design

6 analysis and the verification analysis. Any analysis, -

7 either ours or the design, above the allowable vill be
.

8 taqued with either an error or an open item regardless.

9 If the varia tion is greater than 15 percent, then we

10 vill inquire into the basis for the difference.

11 And, of course, the way you do tha t is to look

12 into the dynamics of the problem, look at the modes and

13 f requencies, and then if there are any errors in that

14 dif f erence, then that will be cause for additional

15 verifica tion. N'ot our errors, but the design errors.

16 We did sdmit to the conceivsbility that we

17 could make errors also.

18 HR. EISENHUT: Before you leave the piping, a

19 couple of questions. You started out saying that there

*

20 were 10 out of 230 piping problems. What is the

21 sampling criteria feedback on here? Suppose you find in
.

22 these 10, suppose you have a lot of problems, would you

23 go on to more?

24 MR. CLOUD. If we have an error in the piping,

25 an error vill be cause for additional verification. As

|
,

i

!
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1 I indicated earlier, anytime you see the words

2 " additional verification," in general, that refers to an

*

3 additional sample of piping work.

4 MR. EISENHUT But you have back in your

5 sampling program then, you clearly have it spelled out

6 that at this point you trip something and you go in and.

7 take 10 more pipes?
-.

8 MR. CLOUD: That is exactly right.

9 MR. EISENHUT You basically go back in and

10 pick up another family, you do not just reverify, do

11 more homework on the exact same problem?

12 MR. CLOUD: Oh, no, no. The ides here in this

13 step is to determine why there might be errors.

14 Hopefully, if we do it completely independently, the

15 homework will all be done on the sample.

16 MR. EISENHUTa But the point is you decide

| 17 now ?
l

18 MR. CLOUDS At this step right here.

19 HR. EISENHUT I am not making myself clear.

|
20 Do you gc through this whole scheme and then decide,-

21 vell, now, I have to decide whether I pick up more pipes

|
'

I 22 and how I go about doing th a t? Or do you have a clearly

23 defined criteria teday that you would trip when you find*

24 errors in piping, if you find errors in piping?

25 MR. CLOUD: If we find errors in piping, my

i
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1 criteria is that we would chtose an additional 10

2 samples.

'

3 MR. CREWS Just following up on that, in

4 progress report number 5 you have artempted to define

5 errors actually there are classes of errors.

6 MR. CLOUDS Yes, we are coming to that. I an -

7 going to go through that, yes.
.

8 MR. CREWS 4 Maybe you are answering this

9 later, but basically my question is, does the

to classification of the error af f ect the sampling or the

11 additional sampling, or is it just an error, per se, be

12 it class A or class B?

13 MR. CLOUD: No, I was going to elaborate on

14 that. What we have said is that our words " additional

15 verification" indicate that we will take an additional

16 sam ple.

17 However, the reason that we wrote it this way

18 is because we f elt that there may be situations where at

19 some particula r time kind of there might be some

20 particular type of inadequacy that would be best, as I -

21 said bef ore , it just tracks through all of the
.

22 engineering and look f or that particular one if we get a

23 uniform quality level.

24 But if there is one isolated type of error,

25 then it is possible. So we admit to tha t
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1 conceivability, and we say that if we take any course of

2 action other than the choice of an additional 10
3 samples, that we will justify that separately.

4 The open items, as such, would not be cause,

5 necessarily, for, following Jess' question, additional

8 verification. An error would be.-

7 MR. CREW 3 I was not talking about an open

O

8 item. I was talking about where you talk about open

9 items but you go on to define what I believe are

to classifications of errors.

11 MR. CLOUD: Exactly righ t. And certainly, we

12 still have the issue of deciding of the type and kind

13 and significance of the error.

14 But the type A, the worst kind of errors,

15 would require relatively little thought to require

16 additional modifica tion or additional verification. The

17 lower-level type errors perhaps would not, or could be,

18 or we might find it appropriate to justify separately.

! 19 MR. CREWS I guess I still have in my mind --

20 MR. DENTON: Why don't we make that an 11:00*

| 21 o' clock item for the sample criteria?
| .

22 MR. B AG".9 7. There is one item about

23 systematic error. I assume you are looking for

24 systematic errors.

25 MR. CLOUDS Absolutely. That is our first
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i quest.

2 MR. EISENHUT I have one simple, very trivial

3 question, in a sense'. Do you know whether the algebraic

4 summation was one of the ve rifica tion codes?-

5 MR. CLOUD My memory was that there was the

8 code that had tha t situation in it for a couple of -

7 years, and they fixed it way back when. Is that right
.

8 or wrong?

9 MR. BOSNAK4 Tha t is righ t. Before you get

10 into the supports, can you help us bridge -- I do not

11 know if you call it apparent discrepancy but you are--

12 trying to see how you can decouple supports from the

13 piping system, so would you try to cover that?

14 MR. CLOUD s Well, I was coming to that

15 immediately because ve really cannot. We are going to

16 take 20 supports out of aur piping sample and then

17 verif y those and using the loads tha t we calculate from

18 the piping work.

.-
19 (Slide)

2C Dur methodology for doing this, you asked -

21 about the uniformity of the design method. In general,
.

22 except other than the components, wrought hangers and

23 spring hangers and snubbers, the supports a t Diablo

24 Canyon are designed essentially in a very uniform way.

25 They are, even th o ugh they perhaps, or many of

.
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1 them, may look differant, they are all steel frame

2 supports. And they were all designed with the idea of

3 saking them rigid, and they are in tended to have th e

4 original design basis for the supports so that they have

5 a minimum first mode f requency of 20 hertz.

6 And it would be our objective to verify that.

7 and , secondly, to calculate the stress in the supports.
.

8 And we will again accept a verification of 15 percent on

9 the stress, but the frequency, we believe, should meet

10 its original design criteria, 20 hertz.

11 MR. DENTON: Who did the piping and support

12 original design? Is that all PGCE?

13 MR. CLOUD: I believe it was all PGCE.

14 MR. RCCCA There were consultants involved in

15 doing the pipe support work for this. Initially, it was

16 done by Blum e , and then subsequently after the Hosgri it

17 was done partially by PGCE and EDS and EES.

18 (Slide)

19 MR. C10UDs The small-bore piping is our first

20 departure from the methodology that I outlined in-

21 general. In the :ase of the small-bore piping, it, as I
.

22 men tioned, has specific criteria for the su pport of this

23 pipe and basic table rules. And in this ca se we will

24 verif y the pipe is supported according to its spacing

25 tables.
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1 But in addition to that, we will be reviewing

2 the methodology for the design of the small-bore pipe,

3 in order to ensure tila t that methodology would not lead

4 in some instances to overstressed pipe. And then we

5 will take 20 supports from the small-bore piping also.

6 And tha t was not listed on the first table I showed .

7 you.
.

8 We will do independent calculations to verify
1

9 those critaria, and we will once again perf orm a field

10 verification, the stresses are within 15 percent again.

11 And we are using the 79-14 tolerances to pick up

12 discrepancies in the field, and that is the set of

13 tolerances that has, I believe, previously been used.

14 Now, on the equipment qualified by analysis

15 --

16 (Slide)

we use the sane approach. We intended to17 --

18 use an adequate sample. We wanted to choose a sample

19 tha t was important to safety and from a diversity of

-

20 locations.

21 As far as the methodology, we used s ta nda rd
.

22 dynamic analysis methods, both com pute rs and

23 calcula tions . We considered the seismic data. We

24 verified the seismic criteria before we accept it.

25 And we compute the stress in the critical
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.

1 locations as well as the anchor bolts and supports in

2 general. Stresses f rom the critical sections and the

3 anchor bolts from the verification and design analysis

4 are compared. And we seek a 15 percent agreement. If

5 not, we will require additional verification.

6 The sample that we are doing is shown here..

7 (Slide)
.

8 We have an array of equipment that we are

9 verifying, including the auxiliary feedwater pumps and

10 some important starting tanks for the diesels. The

11 component cooling wa ter heat exchanger, the very

12 important a uxilia ry feedwater pump. And also we are

13 test-checking the response, the test that the equipment

14 be qualified by test and verifying the response spectra

15 applied to the equipment.

16 (Slide)

17 This equipment was grouped into seven groups

18 according to its location in the plant. And in order to

19 obtain an envelope spectrum they apply to all of the

20 equipment, we verify that the equipment is in the*

,

t

21 location it is supposed to be. We verify that the
.

22 spectra is applicable to each item of equipment. We

23 verif y the test sp e c. t ra envelopes.

24 And then our criteria, ence again, is is in

25 f act the test spectra envelope, the required spec t ra .
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1 And we review it to see that the requirements of the

; 2 IEEE 344, which in this case was applicable, are

3 satisfied.

4 3R. BAGCHI: Is there any equipment that needs

5 to be sequentially tested due to the IEEE requirements?

6 Do you have to qualify the equipment not only for .

7 seismic but for the harsh environment? Have you found

*

8 indications that the equipment ought to be qualified by

9 IEEE-323?

10 MR. CLOUD: No. We are only verifying the

11 seismic portions of that wo rk .

12 (Slide)

13 Raceway supports, we have some experience with

14 these f rom the preliminary effort. We are ta king a new

15 sam ple, putting the su ppor ts, but in addition we felt

15 that it would be desirable as with the small-bore piping

17 to perf orm - a separs te review of the design methodology.

18 So we will be verifying the field

19 installa tion. We will verify the PGCE methodology,

20 which is dif f erent , and taking a sample. And we will do .

21 an independent analysis of the supports, using the PGCE
.

22 methodology .

23 The criteria that we want to assure is that it
24 accounts fo r all dynamic ef fects and the seismic loads

25 are adequately considered in supports or adequately

,
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1 considered throughout the seismic supports

2 qualification.

3 The variations, once again, in excess of 15

4 percent will be cause for additional ve rifica tion.

5 (Slide)

6 Now, to discuss in more detail our error and*

7 open-item approach . We have said we have defined an
! -

8 open item as a possible error or inconsistency that has'

9 not been verified, fully understood, or its significance

10 assessed .

11 One of the reasons for this very loose

12 definition is to permit us to report it very quickly

13 without the need to search out and define and understand
14 i t , because in some cases that is lengthy. And if we

15 see that it is going to take a lot of time, we just
,

i

18 immediately classif y it as an open item and report it.

17 An error is an incorrect result. It may be

18 due to any of several methods, any of several reasons,

I
| 19 of which some are listed.
l

~

20 Now, we will say that an error is a class A

21 error if the design criteria or the . opera ting limits of
.

22 the saf e ty-rela ted equipment are exceeded and tha t

23 changes in design or operating procedures are required.
l 24 So this says that a class A error is one that requires a
|
i

I
25 modification .

|
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1 A class B error is one that exceeds the

2 criteria or the operating limits but it may be

3 resolvable by means of more realistic calculations.

4 A class C, a class C error -- sc we will have

5 them all on the board at the same time --

8 (Slide) ,

7 -- a class C error is one where we found
"

8 incorrect engineering but no design criteria or

9 operating limits are exceeded.

10 And then a class D error is one that does not

11 aff ect the safety-related equipment.

12 MR. VOLLMER: How is incorrect engineering

13 dif f erent from an error?

14 53. CLOUD 4 It is not. What this says is that

15 an error is considered class C as incorrect

16 engineering. I am only differentiating between

17 installation. And by the way, installation applies

18 throughout anyway.

19 MR. DENTONa On this point, I guess I do not

| 20 understand clea rly whether you will attempt to resolve ,

21 any of these errors. In other words, you could, in
~

22 theory, produce a report, classify them A through D, and'

l

|
23 complete your eff ort, and then they would fall somewhere

i

24 else in the process to resolve those differences with
I

25 the NRC and make modifications.
t

l

1

!
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1 Now, it seems that your process, though, has

2 some iteration back again, which I think leads to some

3 members of the staff *being confused about do you just

4 identify differences or do you also participate in the

5 resolution?

. 6

7

*
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

- 20

21

.

22

23

24

25
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1 MR. C100D2 I would like to explain tha t. We

2 identify the discrepancy. If additional engineering is

3 involved , if additiohal dra wing work or whatever, a

4 technical effort is involved, the rule is generally tha t

5 it would be the responsibility of the utility to correct

6 the discrepancy.'

.

7 We have on -- I think possibly the confusion

*

8 can arise because on the open items, on several of the

9 open items where we haven 't really understood them, but

10 ve flagged them in order to get them out on the table,

11 we have made a recommendation to ourselves of the nature

12 of do this, this and or this in order to properly

13 understand it, so that you can classify it as an error

14 or no t.

15 Now secondly, once the discrepancy is

16 repaired, once the corrective action has been completed,

17 the work package vill come back to our shop, and then we

18 vill verif y that that verk does, indeed, fix the error

19 tha t we identified. We will separately verify the fix,

20 and that will be done at a later time. .

21 DR. DENTON: But you are not then identifying

~

22 t h e error and proposing a solution of that error. I

23 mean, you don 't undertake when you find, sa y , a support

24 t h a t is overstressed, to redesign that? That is done by

25 the company or someone and resubmitted to you?
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1 MR. CLOUD: That is exactly correct. Any

2 engineering work required. Now, if it's obvious the

3 course to take, w e ll', we would naturally say what our

4 impressions on how to do it might be. But the

5 engineering work to fix the error is the responsibility

6 of the utility.-

7 DR. DENTON: I think we ought to dwell on this

.

8 just a little bit because I think it has been the source

9 of some conf usion. Your arm's length relationship in

10 identif ying these areas, and since it has been an

11 ongoing operation, you've been identifying things and

12 the y ge t fixed and then it gets fed back into the

13 process. And I guess it would help if it were maybe

14 clear to everyone else what I thought from the

15 observa tions. I inferred it is not clear to everyone.

16 Your results that are found are tagged and

17 identified f or this IOF procedure or some other type of

18 procedure and given to the company and given to us.
i
| 19 MR. CLOUDS That is right.

20 DR. DENTON: And then eventually, a record-

21 comes back to you that you would see if it comports to
|

.

22 w h a t your views on this design of that component should
|

23 b e , but you don't do that design yourself.

I \

24 MR. CLOUDS Absolutely not.
|

25 DR. DENTON: Now there is another problen that
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1 ve are interested in. Whethat or not that design is

2 dif ferent from the application. Because what we

3 reviewed, of course, was the application that the

4 company made to us in saying we're going to do it this

5 way and use these kind of factors.

6 But it seems there is this other aspect to .

7 this process, that a different company, as a result of
'

8 your identif ying the errors, finds tha t they want to

9 redesign some aspect of the plant, and make it different

10 than the application . Then we need to be notified by

11 the company that this is a regulatory matter separate,

12 within the verification area per se. And maybe that

13 aspect would fit in here.

14 MR . CLOUD : That will be Mr. Hoch 's question.

15 DR. DENTONa How the process would work in

16 tha t regard.

17 MR. HOCHa I am not quite sure I understand

18 wha t you mean by a design different tha n the

19 applica tion . And something that would not meet the

20 criteria that was agreed to and was prescribed for the -

21 Hosgri language and for the plant. Is that correct?
.

22 DR. DENTON: I was thinking one case could be

23 tha t you would find that piping was not designed in

24 accordance with the ASME code, and assume that you had

25 committed in the application to meet the ASME code

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY, INC,
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1 section. You could either correct tha t piping design

2 under the ASME code and restore the plant to its

3 description containe'd in the application to the NBC, or

4 you could decice perhaps that you were going to vary

C from wha t is in the application and do it somehow

8 differently. And if you vary from the application, then
.

7 it needs to come back to the staff for review if the

*

8 plant is not ultimately going to end up as described.

'

9 MR. HOCH: I think the latter case would be

10 very unusual. Our intention is where there is something

11 like this identified, to do whatever is necessary to

I think I12 restore the design to the condition that --

13 vill use the words you used -- that you thought the

14 plant was in when you issued us our license. In other

15 words, in all respect adhere to the criteria and

16 methodology that was agreed to that was applicable by

17 code standards and regulations. I would think it would

18 be a very unusual circumstance where we would come back

19 to you and ask to do something differently. I won't

20 preclude that, but it is our intention to try to make.

21 the plant design agree with that committed-to in the
.

22 applica tion.

23 MR. EISENHUT Just so I understand, maybe I

24 d o n ' t understand. Your product, what comes out of your

25 program , ends up with a rep o rt. And tha t report

ALOERSoN REPORTING COMPANY tNC.
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1 basically has one through I of whatever you call them,

2 your findings or your E0I's, or here is what you found

3 -- discrepancies or whatever. At some point you end up

4 with a product. Is that going to be an actual formal

5 report? I mean, I know they are coming out now and the y

8 are addressed in the different monthly reports or .

7 biweekly reports, et cetera.
*

8 Is your product bas'ically a book of those that

9 you give the utility ?

our reporting is10 MR. CLOUD: We are issuing --

11 as follows: One, we issue the E0I forms as they come

12 u p . Bimonthly we issue a progress report to the

13 u tility . At the conclusion of the verifica tion work , we

14 will issue a final report of all of our findings. Then,

15 it's not clear yet on the timing, but on the conclusion

16 of all of the fixes, then we would issue a further

17 addendum to that report that we have verified that the

18 fixes are co rrect and that they did fix the error.

19 MR. EISENHUT: So it is clearly distinct. It

20 all goes to the utility, and basically you are out of .

21 business for that period of time?
.

22 MR. CLOUDS That is exactly right.

23 MR. EISENHUT: And for this exercise, you wait

24 f or the prod uct to come back from the utility and then

25 you reverify whether it fixes the problems that you

ALOERSoN REPoATING COMPANY, INC,
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1 identified?

2 MR. CLOUDS That is right. It is black and

3 white on that point.'

4 MR. EISENHUTs Tnat is just why I wanted to go

5 through it again.

6 MR. VOLLMER One of the important points that-

7 you made before was that the purpose was to try to find
.

8 any generic or systematic errors in the process.

9 MR. CLOUDS Yes.

10 MR. VOLLMER4 Then going through the error and

11 open ites classification. I am left wondering exactly

12 whether or not this process or what process is used to

13 make the decision on whether something is a systematic

14 or generic error. It is certainly not, I don't think,

15 contained in the error and open item classification

16 system.

17 MR. CLOUDS No, it would not be. The decision

18 on whether we have a systematic error would depend upon

19 the type of error. That is to say, it would fall into

20 the description of the error. And it might, for*

1

21 example, require additional sampling to verify that it
.

22 w as , indeed, systematic. They are not segregated as

23 suen . .

24 MR. VOLLMERa It is a separate system, then,

25 the error and open item cla ssification system that you
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1 just de scribed ?

2 33. CLOUD: Yes, that is right. We are not

3 breaking them down f urther then by these classes. But

4 probably would, in describing it you know, if we--

5 f ound one and we knew it was a systematic error and we

6 tracked it and found it occurring in several places, -

7 well, in the description of it we would certainly
.

8' describe it as such.

9 DR. DENTON: Why don't we move to your

10 remaining slides?

11 MR. CLOUD: I only have one that most of you,

12 I a m sure, have seen, and let me take this opportunity

13 to mention that we started with -- our first was number

14 910, and the reason for that is that our filing system

15 was set up -- we thought well, we would put them in file

16 910 and then the next one would 920 and then 930, and

17 then we realized tha t that wasn't going to work. So we

18 wen t back and started doing it one at a time, so we went

19 back to 921, 22, et cetera. So that is the reason.

20 (Slide.) -

21 So the system begins at number 910, and we
.

22 h a v e --

23 MR. DENNISON: Excuse me. We went 910, 920,

24 930, then 931.

25 MR. CLOUD: Thank you. That was Mr. Dennison
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1 of my group.

2 DR. DENTON: I notice these forms are signed

3 by two individuals. 'Is tha t pa rt of your internal

4 procedures?

5 M R . CLOU D : Our procedure is that they have to

6 be signed by two people. So anyway, we have the.

7 significance, and if we know what to do we say what to
.

8 do. If we don't, we don't do anything. And we note

9 when it is reported.

10 (Slide.)

11 These are all loqqed and tracked and followed,

12 and here is a page from our actual log. Now, you can

13 see -- this is the first page, you can see the 910, 920,

14 930 , 931, and we ha ve a lot of field installation

15 dif ferences.

16 DR. DENTON: What about the previous E0I's?

17 The process was moving along before you started.

18 MR. CLOUD: I am glad you asked that question,

19 because we had realized through the questions and

- 20 answers that, in fact, they had not been identified as

21 part of this process, and the decision has been made
.

22 tha t we would go back to the preliminary report and

23 single out all discrepancies and issue a package of open

24 items in order to get them into the system.

25 My hope was that I have answered some of your

|

t

|
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1 questions, or my hope is that I have answered all of

2 them. But I hope that I have answered some of them, and

3 that tha t would provide a framework for subsequent

4 discussion.

5 DR. DENTON: It has been helpful. I think it

6 will also be helpful if we hear maybe from the other .

7 consultants.
.

8 MR. C100D: If that in the case, I would like

9 to introduce Robert Reedy, who is doing our quality

to assurance work, and he can describe how we do the audits

11 and what his program consisted of.

12 (Slide.)

13 MR. REEDY: This slide is to demonstrate the

14 overall approach to our Q A reverification. We started

15 out with initial meetings with these contra ctors, PGEE,

16 ANCO, et cetera, to introduce ourselves, who we were,

17 the type of effort that we were taking on. And this was

18 important because some of the contracts had expired with

19 PG C E , so it would seem inappropriate for an independent

20 consultant to walk into someone's office and say "show -

21 se your records." So the purpose was to introduce
.

- 22 ourselves, tell the type of audit that we would be

23 making, and try to identify the type of material that we

24 would need , such a s contracts, scope of the work

25 performed with PGCE, and the appropriate manuals.
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1 The next item tha t we would consider then

2 would be the progran review. This is where we take the

3 manuals or the docum'entation that was appropriate and do

4 a review to identify whether or not that manual fit the

5 requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

6 Then we prepared a simple questionnaire after-

7 ou'r first cut at the manual or procedures, or other
O

8 documentation, to get a better feel for what was going y

9 on. Sometimes we had questions; we did not understand

10 wha t was going on. It should be understood that some of

11 this work started in 1966 and went on up to our period

12 of review which was 1978, so it left us a span where

13 there were questions that had to be answered in order to

14 have a proper review.

15 Then the next item would be to finalize the

16 program review. Come back and compare and step-by-step

17 the manual to the 18 criteria, as appropriate. Prepare

18 an audit checklist, go in, audit the company, and then

19 write up the final report. And I will get into a little

' 20 more detail on that.

21 ( Slid e . )
.

22 In our program review, regardless of when the

23 work was done we made a comparison to the requirements

24 of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50, the 18 criteria. We also

25 considered as appropria te, since this was primarily
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1 design review, the requirements of ANSI N45.211 and for

2 some of the work such as the subsurface investigations.

3 We used th4 provisions of N.45.2.20, which is

4 appropriate to that type of work. We concentrated on

5 the control of interfaces to insure ourselves that there

6 were proper interfaces between PGEE and the
,

7 subcontractors, the people that we were investigating,

8 to see that the inf ormation was flowed correctly. But
*

9 we also had a very thorough overview of the whole

10 program.

11 The last item was to identify that we were

12 looking at all manuals and procedures from as early as

13 1966 in some cases, all the way up to June 1978, which

14 was the end of Paase I.

15 (Slido.)

16 To illustrate in a little more detail, these

17 are the 18 criteria. The X's show what we felt was to

18 be the appropriate points to consider in our reviews,

19 and the NA is our idea of what was not applicable.

20 Since we were interested in design, it is obvious that .

|

| 21 some of these points of the 18 criteria are not
t

' '

22 applicable.

23 MR. VOLLMER: Did all of these organira tions

24 have procedures tha t were in existence at that point in

25 time tha t you could review?

ALOERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 MR. REEDY: The answer to tha t is no.

2 MR. YOLLMER: So how was that conducted, then?

3 MR. REEDY: Where there were no procedures

4 that we felt the intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, we

5 looked to see if we could find some basic elements to

6 address those criteria. We tried to see if there was*

7 anything that we could put into the peos of a controlled
.

8 system for doing the design work -- controlled sign-offs

9 and things like that.

10 (Slide.)

11 We prepared our audit checklist, and these

12 were prepared f rom reviewing the de tails in the manual

13 where they were available, and pulling out

14 questionnaires we did not have manuals to use. To make

15 u p a good checklist, we used what we call a generic

16 checklist, which just says identify or verify the

17 calculations tha t they were done this way or that way.

18 I t is a pretty standard generic checklist.

| 19 Sometimes we had to modify the checklist

- 20 during the audits that we had. As a summary, typically

21 we had about 15 major items in our checklist, two to

22 four subitems under each of the major items, and a to ta l

23 of 50 to 60 to entries that we would try to find

24 verifica tion f or.

25 (Slide.)

,

1

|
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1 During the audits, we used these checklists

2 where they were applicable, and we did arrive at some

3 places where we found that our checklist th a t we had

4 prepared jus t didn 't cut the mustard. So then we had to

5 use an interview technique to see if we could find how

0 the work was done at the time it was performed, and then ,

7 whether or not we could verify through documentation
*

8 tha t that did occur.

9 We reviewed all of the objective evidence from
.

10 the contracts that were existing between that company

11 and with PGCE during the timeframe that we were

12 interested in. We got a list of contracts from PGEE,

13 a nd we also got a verification of that by the list of

14 the con tractors * contracts with PGCE and then made a

15 comparison of the two.

16 We emphasired the control of the criteria, the

17 interf aces, input and output, computer program

18 verifications, calculations , et cetera. At the end of

19 each audit we would have an exit interview with the

20 quality assurance manager or a principal of the company .

21 and identif y to them what we found in the interviews.
*

22 In every case that we have had so far we have identified

23 w ha t we felt were the problems and the interviewees were

24 in agreemen t .

25 DR. DENTON: How independent were you in doing

l

|
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1 this? Did you have to consult wi th Mr. Cloud before yo u

2 held these interviews, or did you do it on your own

3 recognizance or how?'

4 MR. REEDY: I never checked with Mr. Cloud as

5 to how I was going to do the interviews, or never showed

. O him our method of attack, our checklist or anything like

7 that, if tha t is the question. We did have a schedule
.

8 tha t was set out so that we could go in, and this was

9 required because it takes time to get the manuals, to

10 review the manuals, to get your checklist together. You

11 don't do it in one week, believe me.

12 So we had to go on a schedule basis, but that

13 is the only basis that we had as to who we were going to

14 approach at what time. But PGCE never looked at our

15 method of attack s they never looked at our checklist; no

16 one approved anything that we did. We just developed

17 ourselves and went in and performed the audit and wrote

18 the report. Does that answer your question?

19 And then we produced a formal report. We have

- 20 an introduction that will cover the scope of the

21 activities performed by the contractor, a list of the
.

22 contracts performed from 1966 all the way through June

23 1978, the criteria that we used, our conclusions, our

24 methods of review, our step-by-step method of approach.

25 We have a summary of findings and observations, and then

|
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1 we had attachments which included a ttendance list, the

2 a udit finding reports which had the questions, what we

3 were looking for and'the responses and our summary as to

4 whether or not it was adequa te.

5 We had our program review which was the review

6 of the manual as it compared to 10 CFR 50, and then we -

7 had our checklist all filled out.
.

8 DR. DENTON. Now, this area does not lend

9 itself to remedial work very well. These are almost

10 sta nd-alone findings as to what happened during the

11 design process. * And if you found deficiencies, that

12 finding cannot resdily be corrected, there is no way you

13 can go back to a program in 1978. So I assume that that

14 finding has to bear on the ultimate decision that Mr.

15 Cloud would make regarding certain systems.

16 MR. REEDY. That is correct. As Mr. Cloud

17 showed in his slide, one of the reasons for increasing

18 th e reverification, or increasing the sample size, is

19 inadequa te Q A audits, so we have finished two audits.

20 Two reports have come in, and on the ba sis of those, -

21 there is -- Mr. Cloud is considering how to feed tha t
.

22 into the system.

23 Now in reporting to Mr. Cloud, we used two

24 ter ms , two definitions. One is a finding which is ,

25 something that has to do with inadequacy of the program
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1 or inadequacy of implementation, which has an effect on

2 the quality of the product. In other words, if we have

3 a finding, it is based on something having an effect on

4 the quality of the work that was done.

5 The other is an observation, and an

6 observa tion is someplace where the company may not have.

7 set the manual, but has achieved wha t was intended or
.

8 did not have an impact on quality. And I can give you

9 one such observation as a sample.

10 (Slide.)

11 One of the companies that we went into -- it

12 was a requirement that a copy of the interface document

13 be given to each of the project engineers associated

14 with doing the work, or each of the engineers associated

15 with doing the work. In fact, it was not. However,-in

16 checking our evidence, we were able to verify that each

17 engineer signed off as having read that document and

18 having understood the document, and it was filed in a

19 central place where it was available at all times. So

- 20 tha t has no effect on quality in my mind, but it is a

21 gli tch in their program, so that was an observa tion.
O

22 Then our final report is established. And Mr.

23 Cloud will take action after that on the basis of what

24 v e found.

25 ER. HAAS: Dr. Reedy, I assume you are doing
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so

1 the same activity with respect to PGCE's QA program?

2 MR. REEDY: Yes, we are. In fact, our people

3 are in PGCE offices 'today doing the same thing.

4 53. HOCH: I would like to introduce Dr.

5 Cooper from Teledyne Engineering, and I think he has a

6 short presentation. Before I do that, let me remind you
,

7 that our slide that I had prepared to refresh the

*

8 sta f f 's memory about the structure of the Phase I

9 program has disappeared this morning. But let me remind

to you that there is certainly a different relationship

11 between Dr. Cooper and Teledyne Engineering Sevices and

12 the Phe ce I program from the two consultants we have

13 heard previously.

14 I would remind you that Teledyne Engineering

15 Services is contracted directly with PGCE and reports to

16 our Senior Vice President f or Facilities Development,

17 M r. Maneatis, and he is in, if you will, an overview --

18 performs as an overview f unction over the Phase I

19 p ro g ram .

20 DR. DENTON: I think that is an important .

21 point and it wasn ' t clea r to me exactly wha t Teledyne's

*

22 role was.

23 HR. HOCH: Well, I hope Dr. Cooper will make

24 that clear.

25 3R. COOPER: That, we hope, is the purpose of

I

!
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1 the presentation. We have eight flimsies here today,

2 the last of which is an attempt at a summary. And just

3 before that last one' I have a very brief statement to,

4 read. It isn 't included on th e flimsies. The only

5 thing I have to do, I believe, is explain some green

6 markings. These are mostly coaching to me to remind me.

7 to say something about an aspect of the slide. In a few
.

8 cases, there are differences.

9 Just as a point of clarification, the words

10 " verification" and " reverification" have been used

11 interchangeably and in a fairly loose manner across all

12 of the correspondence on this program.

13 (Slide.)

14 What we have said inhouse is that at least in

15 order to keep us straight, what we have, what we are

16 d oing , is reverification. What we are doing in two is

17 the verification program. And in makino this

18 presenta tion today, I will use the third and fourth

~

19 slides to give you a. little more information as to our
!
l - 20 present status, what we have been doing and so forth.

21 (Slide.)
.

22 But first, let's talk about the objective of

23 the TES design verification as we understand it. The

24 o bj ective, let me first read the whole thing. Determine

25 the adequacy of the design verification program by
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1 reviewing the performance and conclusions of that

2 program, and by evaluating the results of that procram .

3 review with conside. ration of supplementary efforts
,

4 conducted by TES.
,

5 It is a very complicated statement made up and

6 combining several sentences that appear elsewhere in .

7 wha c we call our project plan, which is what we are
~

8 trying to summarize to you today.

9 However, let's take that sentence and dissect

10 it a little bit. We say " determine the adequacy of

11 design verification pro gra m . " What we are referring to

12 t here are the Cloud-managed programs, Phase I, and when

13 we get to it, Phase II, because you will see that we

14 don ' t distinguish between Phases in our work, other than

15 in reporting.

16 And the prog ram that we are measuring is that

17 which has the approval eventually of the Commission,

18 wha tever approvals are required, to oc ahead. At the

19 mom ent, yes, we are focusing on the submittals made to

20 the Commission by the utility. If those program plans -

21 are modified in some way, ours vill be modified. But
.

22 wha t we are referring to here is the program which

23 somebody else has approved and defined as being the

24 necessary issue to resolve the NRC order and eventually,

25 the latter.
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.

The words " reviewing and evaluating." We have1

2 two separate phases in our prograo. One is to review

3 the Cloud-sanaq6d program. The other phase is to

4 evaluate that program. As a part of th a t a valuation we

5 will be performing supplementary efforts, so let us then

6 look at each of these in a little more de tail as we go-

7 through here, to sort out the way in which these words
- .

8 have been used.'

9 (Slide.)

10 We divided our work essentially into four

11 major tasks; initial planni ng and program development.

12 Tha t is what we are doing now; that is what we've been

13 doing since we received a telephone call on January 7th,

14 which said we are signing the contract -- s ta r t on

15 January 8th. The contract with PG CE wa s signed . This

16 is where we are at present. The next slide will tell

17 you a little bit more about tha t phase.

18 The next step, the next task, is the

19 verification program review followed by the task of

20 evalua tion , f ollowed by and accompanied by a series of'

21 reports which I will define for you.
.

22 (Slide.)

23,

24

*

25

i

.
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1 With respect to the initial task, that which

2 we are now performing, we have reviewed the NRC order

3 and letter, the PGCE responses to those, we have briefly
~

4 reviewed a preliminary review of the FSAR, and we have
-

the first six Cloud semi-monthly5 had available to 'tus

6 reports, also his preliminary report, so-called, and we .

7 have reviewed these on the basis of those reviews.
.

8 We last Friday were in a position to submit to
- .

9 PGCE our project plan, and that would be invoked in a

10 project QA program. It is a PGCE requirement that we

11 receive approval of this project GA program before we

12 can go on to the other tasks. A s I sa y , la st Friday we

13 were about ready to do that. We have been doing things

14 at arm's length. We have had one approxima tely one-hour

15 see ting when Bob rodd stopped by our office and wanted

18 to see it since we moved into a new building in

17 November , too, to hand-us some things that he carried

18 with him for our background , namely his bi-monthly or

19 semi-mon thly reports for our review. And then there

20 were meetings yesterday and today that of course have
-

21 been ref erred to and will be mentioned.
.

22 Now, last Friday when it became obvious that

23 this meeting was going to be held this week, I

24 recommended to Mr. M an ea tis tha t we not transmit this

25 information to PGCE, but rather that we wait for this
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1 week's meetings, because there were some things that we

2 knew needed to be casolved, and I will refer to those in

3 sy penultimate flimsy here.

4 (Slide.)

5 The review task -- this is the review now --

6 of the managed ef fort, it assumes that that program is-

7 perfect and asks the question is the program being
.

8 performed in a manner which it should bes are the

9 conclusions being reported in a manner which they should

to be and to whom they should be.

11 We've broken this part of the effort into four

12 subtasks to try to make it possible for the various

13 organizations -- Reedy, Cloud, Stone & Webster -- in

14 phase two to be able to deal with one person in our

15 organiza tion , with that person being responsible to me

16 f or getting the job done, and we will back him up with

17 whatever we need.

18 Now, in the slides and in the presentation

| 19 we've used the term " structural" and " nonstructural"

20 just to designate two separate things. We are not using'

21 " structural" in the NRC organiza tion or the Civil
.

22 Engineer 's method, but raising we're using " structural"

23 to include seismic piping stress analysis, component
,

|
j 24 evaluation and so forth; and " nonstructural" to mean the
1

| 25 systems work and so forth that has been described for

ALCERSON AEPCRTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 PGCE.

2 These people will be doing these reviews, and

3 the y will be out to ' a ther f acts, not to reachg

4 conclusions when they are out there in the field. They

5 will come back.

6 ( Slid e. ) .

7 The results of that review will be evaluated

~

8 with respect to the performance of the program and the

9 conclusions. We will perform supplementary efforts to

10 respond to concerns which we may have about the adequacy

11 of the program or the way it is being conducted to

12 resolve uncertain results of that program and to provide

13 another sample of independent analyses, in this case

14 independent checks on the methods used in the procram.

15 ( S il.d e . )

16 The repor ting task, we have adopted

17 essentially the open item and error report format

18 developed by Cloud. However, as we use them they will

19 relate to performance or conclusions of the desion

20 verification program. .

21 Now, obviously when we are relating to

.

22 conclusions of the design verificatica program, that

23 conclusion may have something to do with a particular

24 cosponent or system, in which case that would become

25 obvious.
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1 We will be sub mi t ting phase reports at the end

2 of both phases of the program. These phase reports will

3 he written in such a'way that at least as presently

4 p* anned that one section of our phase report will be

5 lifted and included in the PGCE report. At the moment

6 it happens to be Section 3 so designated..

7 There is information in the PGCE January 13th
.

8 transmittal concerning phase two of the program. There

9 is a paragraph in the cover letter concerning the way in

10 which Cloud's draf t reports will be reviewed in the

11 program. We have put that paragraph into our project

12 plan at the moment just to have a statement in there

13 concerning that issue.

14 We understand that severs 1 of these things are

15 subject to change. And one of the most important

16 problems we've had in writing this project plan when

17 dealing with it on an arm's length basis is we've had to

18 read our contract with PGCE in a very strict legal sense

19 without interpretation and without opportunity for PGCE

- 20 to instruct us in writing as to certain things that we

21 may do, the slight variations from the exact contract
.

22 wording.

23 And as a result of some conversations up to

24 last evening or late yesterday a f ternoon a t any rate, it

25 appears that it would be desirable and expeditious in
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1 the present form of our project plan to add another

2 section entitled "Special NPC Considers tions." And I

it is brief3 vill read you the draft I have right now --

4 -- and you will see what it says, and we can agree or

5 disagree.

6 aihe preceding sections of this TES project ,

7 plan have been written in strict compliance with the
*

8 contract language. By approval of the project quality

9 assurance program which references this plan, PGCE

10 approves the following contract interpretations related

11 to TES interfacing with the U.S. Nuclear Regalatory

12 Commissions a) NRC will designate a specific individual

13 to interface with TES; b) TES will receive and consider

14 vritten comments and questions f rom the NRC designee; c)

15 TES will provide the NRC designee with copies of'the

16 following in the form and to the schedule to which they

17 have provided to PGCE, and those items are error

18 reports, open item reports upon which TES has completed

19 evaluation without being able to either close out the

20 ites or determine if an error report is appropriate, and .

21 our phase reports."
~

22 We have tried to summarize that last statement

23 on this last flimsy by this crazy-shaped box down here
)

24 in the lower righthand corner.

25 (Slide.)
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1 These are the items which we understand the

2 present plan to be that we would transmit to NRC at the

3 same time as we tran' mit th e m to PGCE, in the same modes

4 and so forth. We did not include something else here,

5 but let me first describe this particular flimsy so you

6 know wha t you are looking a t, pa rticula rly those in the-

7 back of the room.
.

8 We have various tasks: the review task, the

9 evaluation task. Under the evaluation task you will see

to two subtaskst program review and supplemen tary eff ort.

11 From each of these tasks we may or may not reach a

12 conclusion. I have said before that in performing the

13 review work of the Cloud-managed program where people

14 are going to be out there gathering facts, they're not

15 going to be out there to question the content of the

16 program or to reach conclusions about anything about the

17 program . In fact, they are forbidden to do su. I don't

18 vant a bunch of people running around the country

19 interpreting conclusions f rom my f olks. I make the

20 conclusions . And so the answer there is that they don't-

21 reach conclusions in that phase, but I wanted to put it
.

22 on for emphasis.

23 Under the evaluation phase in the program

24 review the conclusions could be generally categorized as

25 adequato, uncertain, questionable, or erroneous. The

ALCERSoN REPCATING COMPANY,INC,
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1 supplementa ry support effort, one of the reasons for it

2 is to be able to remove this uncertain ca tegorization to

3 try to put it one of'the other three, so when we get

4 down to the supplementary effort in the conclusion there

5 were only three types rather than the four.

6 Above here we have the disposition of the .

7 item. B y re-re view we mean tha t we at TES would go back
~

8 into the Cloud-sanaged program and say we need

9 additional informa tion to resolve an uncertainty, or to

10 the Cloud-managed program and PGCE: we have an item

11 here which we consider to be questionable, but we cannot

12 resolve whether it is an erroneous or an ites that
13 should be closed, and we're calling this to your

14 attention to do with it wha t is necessary.

15 Uncertain items may be re-reviewed, or we may

16 do a supplementary effort. On questionable items we

17 vill be doing supplementary effort, and it will be

18 reported as an open item report, but this one goes to

19 P G C E . This is work in progress, and we don ' t believe

20 tha t it is appropriate to transmit this to the NRC until -

21 that work is completed. And we think there will be a
.

22 lo t of paper floating around that will be unnecessary.

23 When we get down to the supplementary effort,

24 if an item is questionable, we may go to it 's optional

25 whether we refer it to re-review; it is mandatory that
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1 we issue an open item report that goes to the

2 Commission. If the action is erroneous, of course it is

3 an error report and goes to the Commission in either

4 phase, in either of the subtasks.

5 3R. DENTON: I don't see why you distinguish,

6 why you would send to the Commission and other parties.

7 those two, because it seems in trying to maintain your
.

8 arm 's length relationship that why not put both inside

9 the green boundary. What's the distinction?

10 MR. COOPERS Let me point out my problem and

11 the reason I've leaned the way I have to resolve this,

12 since that is the way you suggest. Our biggest problem

13 is going to be deciding whether to put it in uncertain

14 or questionable in these ca tegorizations; a nd in either

15 case we are going to be doing some supplementary effort

18 to try to resolve it.

17 We felt that in the places where that question

18 was a little tougher to answer that we owed the program

19 the knowledge that this is something we were looking at,

20 even if we did not formally go back to the ve rifica tion-

21 to review it, as we did here. So it is in a sense a
.

22 preliminary notification of concern, and the purpose of

23 the supplementary effort is to be able to decide really

24 where it belongs here. And clearly, if it is decided to

25 be questionable, clearly you have to have it. That is
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1 the reason for the distinction.

2 3R. DENTON: I guess I would prefer it the

3 other way, but the final decision on both the company's

4 and the program plan will be made by the Commission, so

5 all we're trying to do today is to gather information.

3 Let me ask a broad philosophic question. What ,

7 ve're trying to assure ourselves of before we recommend
'

8 that the licensee be reinstated that we find that the

9 plant has been constructed in accordance with the

to application. That is where we're starting from. And I

11 will be asking the company to make that finding in the

12 first instance, and they will base that finding in large

13 mes sure I guess on the work of Dr. Cloud and his

14 associates. It appears then that they are turning to

15 rou as part of their basis for making this decision and

16 asking you for an opinion over almost the same area, but

17 you're not touching the program. You seem to be

18 tou ching the implamentation of the program.-

19 Exactly what kind of statement would you be

20 able to make to the company , that the program has been -

21 implemented adequately except for the following errors?
.

22 MR. COOPERS In the best of all possible

23 worlds we would expect to be able to go back to the

24 company and say we have performed our review and

25 evaluation, and we agree that the Cloud-managed program
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1 in performance and in conclusions is in com pliance with

2 the agreed to program.

3 MR. DENT" And if not, you would cite those

4 cases where it wasn't, and then the company would have

5 to resolve to take your views into consideration in

6 telling the NBC again whether they felt the plan filled.

7 the design?

.

8 MR. COOPERS I would say that to put it

9 outside of the words that have been used associated with
10 the program and looking at a very broad thing, the

11 situation we have here today is one of great

12 uncer tainty . I would see our job as doing everything

13 possible that can be done in this mechanism to renove

14 the uncertainty , to put in each item on side or the

15 o th e r.

16 So in the absence of the perfect world, and we

17 all know we don't live in one, so this earlier answer

18 is n ' t the one that will come out, we would ha ve things

19 identified that we believe are adequate, things

20 identified that we believe are erroneous; and I'm-

! 21 certain tha t we're going to have some things that we

I -

| 22 just can't make a decision, tnat these are open items.

23 They are going to go to PGCE to do with whatever is

24 necessary for them to do in their responsibility to you

25 as the lica nsae .

I
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1 Now, you started your questions and comments

2 with sort of how did we, TES, get on board this ship,

3 and that's not one t6 ask me. I don 't know, and I don 't

4 really care. Somebody has given me a job, and I'm going

5 to do it.

6 NR. HOCHs I think part of your question,
,

7 Harold, is really for PGCE, and the company certainly

*8 intends to ask Dr. Cooper, and to require and answer,

9 and to have th a t answer in hand before we conclude that

10 the phase one work -- that we believe the phase one work

11 satisfies the Commission's order. And we won't be

12 ssking you for permission to load fuel, permission to

13 proceed until we are satisfied that that is the case.

14 And Dr. Cooper 's recommenda tion is s big pa rt of that

15 decision to proceed.

16 MR. DENTON: Well, to try to state it in my

17 kinds of words then, assuming that the program plan is

18 finally agreed upon by the Commission and defined so

19 t h a t everyone understands it, you will get from Dr.

20 Cooper then and his company an objective technical ,

21 opinion as to whether that program has been implemented
'

22 with regard to its scientific merit.

23 MR. HOCH: That is our expectation, and it is

24 our expectation that we will have opinions from his

25 along the way that will allow us to take steps to
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1 require R.L. Cloud Associates to modify the plan, to

2 supplement it, to take actions ourselves to remedy the

3 situations he finds.

4 MR. DENTON: But I think one important*

5 distinction that I wasn't fully aware of until you made

6 the presentation, you're not asking them to comment.

7 independently on the program plan. In fact, they have

.

8 gone to some lengths to separate themselves out from the

9 adequacy of the plan, and their focus is on the

10 implementation of whatever plan is ultimately required.

11 MR. COOPER : I would like to qualify that a

12 lit tle bit, because I think that perhaps I didn't

13 balance my comments between the review task and the

14 evaluation task clearly. In performing the review task

15 part of our mission is not to question the plan, but in

16 doing the evaluation task in the program, it is going to

17 be necessary tha t we look a t the plan and see if in in

18 our opinion it is adequate to meet the requirements of

19 the order.

|
- 20 Now, we plan to work within the philosophy of

21 the plan and so forth, but we may find, for example,
| .

22 tha t there is some aspect which the plan is silent on

23 tha t we think is called out by the order. We will look

24 into it. We may end up writing an open item report. We

25 may do some supplementary effort to find out that well,
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1 that's the reason it wasn't done; it didn't need to be

2 done because somebody else had already done this -- that

3 type of thing.

4 But in the evaluation part of the effort we

5 will be looking at the plan but in a su pport role to the

6 concept of that plan, not trying to invent a new plan. .

7 MR. DENTON: let me just ask then in that

*

8 area, the Commission may or may not define the plan in

9 such detail as would include, say, a 15 percent

10 variation and participation f actor. We might not get

11 into tha t de tail. You would be aware that such an

12 assumption was being used, and would you then expect ~ to

13 prC vide the compan y your views on whether that was a

14 reasonable assumption or not?

15 Is that the kind of detail that would not be

16 in probably the words of the overall plan but certainly

17 a key technical provision?

18 MR. COOPER: That would be an illustration of

19 something that we would evaluate on an item-by-item

20 basis rather than an across the board 15 percent. We -

21 try to look at in reaching this conclusion that
'

22 something is good or bad that the program has done, does

23 the 15 percent make sense in tha t pa rticula r

24 application. Across the board a number like 15 percent

25 is a reasonable kind of number, but I am not prepared to
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1 subscribe to a given number like 15 percent as a

2 universally acceptable criterion. So I would consider

3 the fact th a t they're using this 15 percent in reaching

4 sy conclusion on an item.

5 3R. DENTON: So if the Commission were to

6 approve the plan as proposed without any modifications.

7 at all, I assume one of your first actions would be to
.

8 comment on some of the types of details tha t we have

9 heard today that underlie Dr. Cloud's attack regarding

10 15 percent factors and things of this kind.

11 NR. COOPER: I considered today an excellent

12 opportunity to do my first review of the program,

13 despite the fact that our QA program has not yet been

14 approved by PGCE because we haven't submitted it to them

15 y e t .

16 MR. DENTON: I think this has been very

17 h el pf ul . We have taken longer to get the opening

18 comments on the table than we planned. I would

19 recommend that we take no more than a ten-minute break
I
> - 20 a t this time.

21 (Recess.)
.

22 MR. DENTON: Let me answer a few questions

23 th a t came up during the break and make one departure

24 from the agenda. I just want to clarify for everyone
,

!

25 tha t today is not an N3C decision day. It is an

i

I
|

|
1
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1 inf orma tion ga thering time. And tha t we will provide

2 the company and their consultants an opportunity to

3 modify their program * plan or plan of attack if they so

4 desire after this meeting. We also plan to meet with

5 the Governor's representative and the Joint Intervenors

6 to be sure we fully understand their concerns with the
.

7 program plan and the components involved.

8 The Commission itself has provided for seven -

9 days af ter the release of the last investigation report

to f or final romments. So after all that has occurred and

11 the staff has had a chance to assimilate it, we vill

12 have that time to brief the Commission on these aspects,

13 and the Commissioners themselves would reserve to

14 themselves a decision on these aspects of the

15 qualification.

16 Also, Mr. Fleischaker, a representative of

17 Joint Intervenors, is not going to be able to be with us

18 af ter lunch and requests an opportunity to comment at

19 this time. We decided to afford him'that opportunity

20 f or any comments he would like to make. ,

21 Dave.

22 MR. FLEISCHAKERs My comments basically will *

23 f ollow this outline. I would like to first of all

24 comment on the Teledyne proposal that Mr. Cooper made;

25 and secondly, the quality assurance proposal that Mr.
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1 Reedy made; and finally comment briefly on Dr. Cloud's

2 assumptiCn. These comments are only partial, and I

3 prepared them, and I'will have additional comments

4 probably aftor reviewing the transcript, but I wanted to

5 raise these considerations now.
,

0 First of all, on the Teledyne proposal I think-

7 we agree, Harold, with your statement of the issue here,
.

8 which is whether the plant has been built in accordance

9 with the application s but as you've stated the problem,

10 it is PGEE's responsibility to demonstrate to the staff

11 that it has been built according to the application so

12 that the staff can make a licensing recommendation. And

13 as it is currently established, Teledyne plugs in by

14 reporting to the NRC -- excuse me -- by reporting to

15 PGCE, so that PGCE can factor Teledyne's comments into

18 their presenta tion and into their considera tion bef ore

( 17 making their demonstra tion to the NRC staff. That is

18 the normal way things are done.

19 We don't think that that is appropriate here

20 because we have an exceptional circumstance, and we~

21 think the procedures that are developed for this kind of
.

22 review should take notice of those exceptional

23 circumstances.
|

24 What I mean by that specifically is that the

25 independent consultant should report to the NEC, not to

|
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.

1 PGCE. Mr. Cooper or whoever should report to Mr. Denton

2 and not to Mr. Ma n e a tis , and tha t there is to be

3 absolutely no abiliti to claim that bis loyalties are to

4 some organization as opposed to the public interest that

5 the NRC represents.

6 As to the specific proposal Teledyne has made, ,

7 first of all, Teledyne is plugging into the process too
'

8 late. Harold, you raised this consideration in your

9 questions, and your questions raised tha t consideration.

10 Mr. Cooper indicated that Teledyne would take

11 the plan as perfect and then determine whether its

12 implementa tion ha d been adequa te. It's our view that

13 Teledyne must plug in earlier to the process. It should

14 plug in to the NRC staf f 's decisionmaking on the scope

15 and the methodology of the plan; that is, on the

16 substance of the plan itself.

17 And I might add that there seemed to be some

18 conf usion in Teledyne's presentation on that because in

19 r esponse , as I said, Mr. Cooper said they would take the

20 plan as perf ect, but in response to your comments he .

21 said they migh t comment on the criteria in the plan; for
~

22 ex ample, the 15 percent qualification criteria.

23 We believe that Teledyne or whoever the

24 independent reviewer is should be advising the staff so

25 tha t it can make a determination on the breadth and the

.
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1 scope of the plan a s well as its implemen ta tion.

2 3oving on to quality assurance, a couple of
,

f

3 comments. First of hil, the reports that Mr. Reedy

4 referenced have not been available to us, and we would

5 request the NRC to make those reports available. And

6 secondly, we would be interested in the procedures uned-

7 by Mr. Reedy for deriving PGCE's input to his report,
.

8 for example. He indicated that his reviewers meet with

9 PGCE, have an interview, and then have an output, a

10 final report.

11 We would like his reports to be sufficient so

12 tha t we can determine what the nature of PGCE's input

13 was an how it affected the final conclusions of any

14 reports that he published.

15 Finally, moving on to Dr. Cloud, just two

16 quick comments. First of all, we are very un comf o r table

17 with using judgmental criteria to define the sample as

18 opposed to using a statistical measure of confidence.

19 We think that kind of objective criteria is much more

20 appropriate for this kind of a review.*

21 Finally, in terms of the error -- I have one
.

that he will flag, we would be interested in22 comment --

23 flaqqing the engineering assumptions or the

24 methodologies that deviate from those standards, those

25 tha t are used for standard nuclear power plant design.
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1 I don 't know whether that's going to be done or not, but

2 we thinA those, wherever there is a deviation from the

3 normal engineering assumption, from the normal

4 methodology, those should be put upon the table for

5 everyone to look at.

6 An example. you sentioned that the pipes are .

7 supposed to be designed to some ASME codes that in any
'

8 instance where that's not the case that that fact be

9 brought up on the table as well as the methodologies or

10 the assumptions used for the design calculations where

11 they deviate from those tha t are used in the normal

12 nuclear power plant design.

13 That is my comments.

14 Thank you.

15 MR. DENTON: Herb, I didn't discuss whether

16 you wanted an opportunity now or later. I presume it

17 would be later.

18 VOICE. Yes.

19 MR. DENTON : I propose then that we go into

20 the planned agenda which is a more detailed discussion .

21 of a number of items that have been identified in our
.

22 correspondence to you as agenda items, I think all of

23 the items that were pulled together in our meeting
,

24 notice of January 28th.

25 I would propose that we start with item one,
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1 the scope and technical aspects of the plan, which is

2 the first item on the agenda. And Mr. Vollmer will be

3 in charge of the meeting during the discussion of these

4 detailed estimates.

5 MR. VOLLMER: Well, as Harold has indicated,

6 we need to resolve all of the issues that are laid out.

7 in fair detail in the agenda and the meeting notice so
.

8 that the staff will be able to make recommendations
9 regarding the scope of the seismic verification program,

10 the technical and decisionmaking criteria that were used

11 in the program, the program implementation procedures,

12 and the QA approach that was taken, and also in the

13 latter part of the detailed discussion we will be

14 looking at how the participating organizations fit, work

15 and interface in the reverification or the verification
16 program, the technical competence and independence of

17 those involved , and the independence of the se

18 pa rticipants.

19 To the extent that we can, I would like to use

20 the already handed out material f rom the briefings that*

|

21 we have received to use as a framework from which we can
.

22 flesh out the more detailed parts of the discussion,

23 because everybody has it and it does present some

24 answers to questions we have asked.

25 The structure from here on will be I'm going

.
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1 to ask certain of the technical staff to carry the

2 burden of developing questions and answers in given

3 agenda items. Fi rs t', on the technical scope, the scope

4 and technical aspects of the plan, the questions were

5 primarily developed by the structural engineering branch

6 and the mechanical engineering branch.
,

7 Dr. Franz Schauer will start and try to

8 develop the information tha t we need for those specific *

9 agenda items.

10 I might indicate here that we would like to

11 not get into very detailed technical information. We

12 need to develop things that deal with scope and

13 implemen ta tion of the program. If there are some items

14 which cannot be responded to immediately today, we need

15 to reach some sort of agreement on when the information

16 can be made available to us, and I think then we can

17 pre tty well define what it is so we can leave the

18 meeting knowing how and when we can prepare our report,

19 because Harold discussed the date for when he wants to

20 hea r back f rom me, and I would like to meet that date. .

21 MR. FLEISCHAKER: Can I make just one more

*

22 comment? I just reviewed this -with Dick Hubbard, and I

23 w an t to correct an 1 pression that I might have left

24 that has to do with Dr. Reedy.

25 I did not mean -- I indica ted tha t we want to
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1 see how FGCE was influencing these reports. I did not

2 suggest or mean to suggest tha t there were errors in his

3 report, and it was ihtended that rather we would like to

4 see and judge as objectively as we can how they are

5 inputting to this report. And I did not mean to suggest

6 tha t he is in collusion with PGCE, so I wanted to.

7 correct the record. Dick indica ted to me that there
O

8 aight have been that impression lef t on the record.

9 MR. HOCH4 Just a procedural thing. I think

10 most of your agenda items, the vast majority of them,

11 are appropriate for response by people from R.L. Cloud

12 Associates and by Mr. Reedy. If there is an instance

13 where your people have a question, where they need an

14 answer f rom the Applicant or want an answer from the

15 Applican t, let me suqqest that you specifically direct

16 your question to us.

17 Would you do that?

18 MR. VOLLMER: Yes.

19 Okay, Fran .

20 MR. SCHAUER: With regard to item 1, scope and-

21 technical aspects of the plan, it of course is a
O

22 shopping list really of specific technical concerns that

23 were addressed by various menbers of the technical

1 24 staff, and so I will be calling on individual members of

25 the staf f to briefly outline their concerns. And

|
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1 perhaps we could have a brief response on these

2 concerns, recognizing that parts of the response have

3 been covered or maybe most of it has been covered

4 previously, so that the response could probably be

5 abbreviated. And if there are any additional concerns

6 on the question, the reviewer in turn can respond again. .

7 Let's go first'of all for convenience to items
.

8 1 through 18 in the January 8th letter, and let me call

9 first of all on Bob Bosnak, the chief of the mechanical

to engineering branch, to field questions in his area.

11 They are going to be items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and also

12 there are a couple of items later on, but we will take

13 them later.

14 Bob.

15 MR. BOSNAK Well, let me read item number 2

16 here to start with. Some of it was touched on this

17 morning, and there are still some questions that we

18 mig ht have here.

19 Models for pising problems, including

20 isometric drawings, based on "as built" conditions. -

21 Bob Cloud, earlier you indicated that all of
.

22 your independent analyses were based on as builts. Was

23 t h a t correct? In other words, they were all based on

24 visits to the plant?

25 MR. Cl0UDs Yes, 100 percent.
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1 MB. BOSNAKs Now, when you went through and

2 did your own analysis, what assumptions, what modeling

3 techniques did you use?

4 MR. CLOUDS Well, first, we are using, we are

5 reproducing the methodology that was employed, agreed

6 upon and employed in the Hosgri review, for two-

7 reasons. In the first place, in order to verify the
.

8 work that was done you have to do the analysis in the

9 same way. In the second place, that methodology was in

10 place f or that work, and we are not changing it.

11 Wi th res pe ct to how models are prepared and so

12 forth , I think I can say now that we are using what we

13 would consider to be regular good practice in the

14 development of the out-of-pipe models.

15 MR. BOSNAK In other words, are you using

16 today's techniques in coming up with your model, or are

17 you using what might be considered to be techniques that

18 were used when the plant was designed? For instance,

19 what criteria did you use f or specifying su ppor ts

20 rigidity ?*

21 "R. CLOUDS The piping supports and the way
|

|
*

|
22 they are handled see part of the methodology used in the

23 Hoscri report, and that's one of the items I was

24 referring to when I said we are attempting to reproduce

25 their methdology, their de tailed methodology. The

|
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1 supports are modeled as rigid supports, and each support

2 is separately verified to have no frequencies below 20

3 hertz. And in addition to that, the configurations in

4 the field are verified, so that's the basis for the

5 piping analysis.

6 MR. BOSNAK4 Did you have any criteria tha t .

7 you included say for not including the eupport in your
*

8 analysis?

9 MR. CLOUDS I'm sorry. I don't understand the

to question, Bob.

11 MR. BOSNAK4 Have you included all the

12 supports say in a given piping system problem?

13 MB. CLOUDe Yes.

14 MR. BOSNAKt I think we touched on this this

15 morning as far as your modeling of valves are concerned,

16 and I notice that in a couple of your bi-veekly reports

17 tha t you did get into the area of the valve operator

18 valve model and whether or not the center of gravity and

19 the offset were properly included.

20 Have you found this to be a problem in the -

21 work you've done so far?
.

22 NR. CLOUD 4 We ha ve not so far. We have not

23 gotten to the stage of comparing cur analysis to any of

24 the PGCE analysis, so I don't know if that would be a

25 problem or not. As you may have noted, we did find some
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1 discrepancies, some apparent discrepancies in the field

2 in doing the as built walkdowns.

3 ER. BOSNAKi But these were all included in

4 your analyses?

5 MR. CLOUDS Tes.

6 MR. SCHAUER4 While Bob is thinking here a.,

7 minute, I would like to direct a questior to item' number
.

81, the basis for selection of buildings and structures

9 for seismic requalification. You discussed the basis

to for the selection of only one basis, that is, the

11 auxiliary building, for seismic requalification; and in

12 tha t f ramework you have already discovered that the

13 weights used in the Hoscri analysis are erroneous. It

14 would seen , therefore, that the first sample has already

15 f ailed the test and more samples probably ought to be

16 selected .

17 How do you feel about that?

18 3R. CLOUDS Well, I think there could be some

19 misimpressions. It 's my understanding that there were

20 discrepancies in the identification of some equipment*

21 weights which showed up last fall. In fact, th a t showed

.

22 u p before we ever got into the present effort.

23 The way the problem was discovered separately

24 b y PGCE, I believe, was as part of their work in

25 remedying the annulus problem, so that was not part of
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,

1 our work. When we have completed the verification of

2 the auxiliary building and make our comparisons both

3 with th e input data 'and the results, and at that time we

4 will have, I hope, a clearer understanding of any

5 possible discrepancy and any possible need for

6 additional work. < -

.

7 MR. BOSNAK I think we're ready to co to
_

~

8 number 3, which is - really a simple question which I

9 believe you answered this morning, but let's go through
.

10 it once agains and that is, to confirm that when you do

11 your analysis, your seismic analysis, that all of the ,

12 appropriate loads are considered -- pressure, dead

13 weigh t, any fluid system loadings that are present..

14 It's not just the seismic load alone that was the thrust ''

15 of this item number 3.

16 MR. Cl0UDs Could I ask for a cla rifica tion ?

17 Which system loads do you have in sind?

18 MR. BOSNAK Well, if you have, ,for instance,

19 any -- obviously pressure and dead weight -- but if you

20 have any transient loads that are part of the loading .

21 for that particular system and are included in the FSAR,
*

22 then you have included those in your verification.

23 MR. Cl0UD: Our verification will be done

24 consistent with the requirements of'the.Hoscri
.

25 requalifica tion, and all of the requirements .that were
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1 specified there will be considered.

2 MR. BOSNAK So all sustained loads that are

. 3 interacting are consid ered?

4 MR. CLOUDS Right. Within the framework of

5 the licensing basis that I mentioned.

6 MR. BOSNAK Yes. Number 4 was the.

. 7 verification of the design spec s. I think perhaps maybe
,

8 this is a need to modify a little bit the program plan

9 or at least the program plan that we have. If you look

10 at page 5, it indicates that these are the documents you

11 are going to review; yet, somewhere else, a t least I

12 have understood from presentations that were made, that

13 you are going to get into the design specifications,

14 although it doesn't say it here, and the de sign

15 documents which includes the design report, the drawings

16 that are part of the associated documentation tha t goes

17 along with either component of the system.

18 MR. CLOUDS Yes. We are working with the

f 19 isometric drawings and the related equipment

20 specifications, et cetera, to determine that we have a*

21 true and correct representation of the piping as it is

i*
22 installed .

23 MR. BOSNAKa Would you take a look at 3.1.1,

24 n o t nece ssa rily right now but in the future, to revise

25 it so that it is clear that all of these are included in
i

l
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1 the documents that you are reviewing?

2 3R. CLOUD Yes.' We want to -- in the program

3 that you are reading'from I only want to make the

4 distinction that that chapter is specifically addressed

5 to the quality assurance review or audit, one or the

6 other. I believe it's the quality assurance review. .

7 53. SCHAUER4' To follow on with Bob's question
'

8a little bit more, there is design information in the

9 d ra wings, both the design drawings and the shop
'

10 drawings, in the design specifications and in design

11 reports. And is it your intent to check all this

12 inf ormation against as built conditions in the plant?

13 HR. CLOUDS The basic intent of our procram

14 has been to insure that the independent analysis that we

15 do is done with true and correct configurations and

16 geometries and masses, et cetera. So to the extent

17 necessary to satisfy ourselves that we will have, as I

18 said , true and correct models, we will check them.
,

I

19 I could say that it is not or it was not part

|
20 o f the original program, nor at the moment do we intend -

| _ 21 to go back through and verify th a t all of the pa pe r
|
i

~
' 22 associated with a given component or system is correct

23 a s it specifies everything except via the q uality

|

|
24 assurance except that which is done with respect to the

25 quality assurance work.

t

|
,
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1 MR. SCHAUER It's my understanding in this

2 regard tha t the annulus structure is being reanalyzed,

3 is that correct? That is directed to PGCE, I guess.

4 MR. HOCH: Yes, it is being and has been.

5 That work is nearly complete, but it has been -- that

6 has been in progress certainly since the last of.

7 September.
a

8 MR. SCHAUER: Well, let me ask then an as

9 built versus design question with regard to that

to structure. Have you verified the type of connections

11 used for the annulus structure versus what was assumed

12 in the mathema tical model?

13 MR. H3CH: Ihat is correct. And in some cases

14 the mathematical model has indeed been revised to

15 reflect the as built condition.

16 MR. SCHAUER: Thank you.

17 MR. SOSNAK Just one more on this before we

18 leave it. With respect to the loading combinations, are

19 you looking at the design specification to see that what

20 you are using is what is in the design specification, or-

21 are you going back to the FSAR? In other words, where
.

A

22 a re you getting your input loads from?

23 MR. CiOUD: Yes. The load combinations are
,

24 described in the Hoscri requalification report.

25 52. BOSNAK: So you're using the Hoscri
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1 tequalification report and you 're no t necessarily going

2 back to the design specifications?

'

3 MR. CLOUD No. There will be cases where we

4 will be doublacherking that there is not some

5 discrepancy there, but our master document for this work

8 is the Hosgri requalification report. ,

7 5R. BOSNAK: I'm ready to go to number 5, and

'

8 this is one that we to'.ched on this morning , the

9 acceptance and rejection criteria for piping and

10 supports. It appears to us that you decoupled the

11 piping system from the supports if you would look

12 strictly at your acceptance-rejection criteria. You

13 have ten piping systems, and you have twenty supports.

14 Now, suppose that you do your piping, one of

15 your piping problems, and by the criteria a support

16 f ails ? Have you failed the piping problem or not?

17 Apparently the systems as we view them here are

18 d ecoupled, but that can't be.

19 MR. CLOUD: No.

20 MB. 30SNAKa I guess I don't understand your -

21 answer.

22 MR. CLOUDS The answer to your question, have

23 you f ailed a piping sy stem or no t, I think at least my

24 ir?edia te reaction is probably not.

25 Excuse me, Bob. It is not a question that we
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1 have had to deal with up to now and not one that I have

2 thought about, because we have not yet made the

3 comparisons. When we make the comparisons, then we will

4 have to deal with those issues.

5 MR. BOSNAK: That's a question that we have,

6 and the plan apparen tly is open in that area. To us it-

7 would seen if you are looking for blanket criteria that
.

8 if one of the supports that are in the system exceeds

9 the allowable limits, then the system has failed.

10 1R. CLOUD: Yes. I can understand why you

11 would see it that way. What we vill do is this. At the

12 moment we have in preparation a report on our

13 methodolog y , and hopefully that will be done before too

14 auch longer. And I would like to defer that question

15 and address it at that time.

16 MR. BOSNAK: Okay. Because we have gone

17 through many plant confirmatory analyses, and it is hard

18 to come up with say a round number. But a normally

19 com plex problem might have about 20 su p po r t s , and we

20 looked a t your criteria, and there are only 20 there, so*

21 what does that mean? So we would like you to address
.

22 this issue of the piping system and th e supports.

23 Apparently you might have some that you would

24 have characterized a s sa y being red and some that were

25 blue, and if one of th e red supports, if it is one of
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1 the 20, fails -- that's the way we read your criteria --

2 then we have a failure; but if it were a blue support,

3 then it would be not'a failure, and tha t was what we

4 can ' t unders tand.

5 So if you would look at that --

6 HR. CLOUDS I can understand why it could be -

7 confusing.
.

8 MR . BOSNAKs Okay. I guess the next one is

9 ours also.

10 Looking again at your table on the items of

11 equipnent, it is not clear to us that you include-tne

12 supports for the equipment, that is, heat exchangers and

13 o th er la rg e pieces of equipment. Where are the supports

14 included?

15 MR. CLOUDS They are included as part of the

1( .nalysis.

17 MR. BDSNAKs So if you look at Table 1, when

18 you have two heat exchangers or tanks, pumps, you are

19 including in that the supports that go alon g with that

20 i te m . -

21 MR. CLOUD: Yes.
.

22 MR. BOSNAK: That also needs clarification as

23 f ar as we're concerned.

24 The next one is number 7, and it deals with

25 t he application of Reg Guide 1.100. '4h a t we are really
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1 asking are the guidelines of this Reg Guide being

2 a pplied? I think there are general statements that all

3 appropriate regulatory guides, codes and standards and

4 so forth are being applied. In particular, this got

5 into conduit and cable tray supports and equipment, and

6 it gets into the dynamic amplification factor..

7 MR. CLOUD 4 We were looking a t the application
.

8 of this particular reg guide insofar as it culls out and

9 specifies the IEEE-344 for the electrical equipment.

10 ER. BOSNAK And in effect tells you to use a

11 given, to use a 1.5 or some other number, that the

12 IEEE-344 permits one to justify a dynamic amplification

13 f actor. So the question is are you getting into that

14 area?

15 MH. CLOUD: I understand. I foresee that it

16 will be necessary for us to go through that area before

17 the project is complete, and we will address ourselves

18 to those stipuistions. 'd e will either meet them or give

19 a basis or give our basis for not meeting them.

20 53. BCSNAK4 You will include it one way or-

21 another?
.

22 53. CLOUDS Yes, provided it is clear that it

23 is applicable.

24 MR. 20SNAK4 And how will you mak e th a t

25 determination?

|
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1 MR. CLCUD4 It will be. I believe that

2 certain reo guides were spelled out in detail at the

3 time of the Hosgri e' valuation and subsequent SERs.

4 MR. V3LLMER: So you make your determination

5 on the licensing base of the plant?

6 MR. CLOUDS Yes. That's exactly what I meant. -

7 MR. SCHAUER4 Number 8, with respect to
.

8 vertical and horizontal response spectra up to the floor

9 response f actor, could ,you describe briefly what
10 vertical response f actor you are looking at for

11 equipment qualifica tion or requalification?

12 Let me elaborate a little bit more on that

13 question. With regard to horizontal spectra, the

14 horizontal spectra used and propagated up through the

15 structure, as I understand it, was modified. Is that in

16 f act the case?

17 MR. CLOUD: The spectra that ends up fina lly

18 being used horizontally does consider the Tau effect.

19 MR. SCHAUER: It's also my understanding that

20 arriving at a vertical response factor at a particular -

21 level in the structure you are using a vertical response
.

22 spectra which is basically two-thirds of that horizontal

23 spectra a t the same level.

24 Is that a correct statement?

25 MR. CLOUD: The vertical --
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1 MR. SCHAUER: '4 h a t I'm getting at here, let me

2 elaborate. This sequence of questions is really.

3 designed te lead jou'down the primrose path, of course.

4 MR. CLOUD: It's getting a little edgy.

5 (Laughter.)

6 MR. SCHAUER: The issue that I'm trying to-

7 bring out here is that the vertical response factor
.

8 probably should not be modified by the Tau effect, and

9 it looks to me like the way you 're doing it right nov

10 you are modif ying the horizontal for the Tau effect, and

11 then you are including that modification indirectly into

12 the vertical component.

13 MR. CLOUD: Yes, okay. I understand your

14 question . I don't believe tha t is done. However, the

15 response spectra that we are verifying the equipment to

16 are unambiguously defined in the Hosgri report.

17 Secondly, there does exist of course in

18 certain areas some issues regarding the response spectra

19 themselves, and so at the conclusion of our work with

20 the auxilia ry building , we expect to separately obtain a-

21 verification one way or the other of che overall
.

22 response spectra.

23

24i

25
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1 MR. SCHAUER. How were the tor tional ef fects

2 considered?

3 MR. CLOUD:' The tortional effects are

4 combined. The tortional acceleration is combined with

5 the horizontal acceleration.

6 5. SCHAUER: Mr. Bacchi, I think, will pick up -

7 now.
.

8 MR. VOLMER: Is that question finished, Mr.

9 Schauer?

10 MR. SCHAUER: Yes.

11 MR. BAGCHI4 If I may, I would like to move to

12 the question of tortion. There are certain requirements

13 specified, I think, in the FSAR which rely upon either

14 the occurrent eccen tricity of nass and the poiat of

15 rigidity , also something related to the lateral

16 dimension of the buildit ', how far will it go back to

17 see whether or not the tortional component is included,

18 envelopes that were made.

19 MR. CLOUDS As far as need be, but let me

20 ela bora te . It is my general understanding at the moment -

21 that the design basis and the methodology for the --
.

22 requalification are consistent with the FSAR and other

23 instruments in the licensing basis, and if that

24 continues to hold true, which at the moment I see no

25 reason that it not, then tha t methodology and tha t
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1 approach will be -- will continue to be the basis for

2 our program.

3 MR. BAGCHIi I think the overall commitment is

4 certainly quite. satisfactory, but in some particular

5 cases it may be necessary for you to go back and verify

6 that indeed the tortional input which is developed as a-

7 result of actual eccentricities are indeed enveloped by
.

8 the proportional input that would be specified by the

9 building dimension.

10 MR. CLOUDS We are doing that.

11 MR. BA00HI: I guess I get another one. We

12 can move on to Question Number 9. The intent here was

13 to see some kind of a path or trail to follow from the

14 contractor point of view in the procurement process, to

15 see how the changes in seismic qualification

16 requirements were incorpora ted in that process. I would

17 appreciate some feedback as to what you have found so

18 far.

19 MR. CLOUD The independent calculations, one

20 of the objectives, and as I mentioTed at the outset of*

21 the discussion this morning, one of the objectives and

i 22 one of the advantages of doing verification by means of

23 completely separate calculations is that it obviates the

24 need to do that detailed, step by step, trace of the

25 original design work.
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1 1R. BAGCHI: In focusing your attention on the

2 procurement process, have you looked at the contractual

3 obligations in terms' of the ability or the requirements

4 on the vendor to modif y their requirements, their design

5 requirements? For instance, a purchase step could have

8 been written under this before 1971, and then a ,

7 voluntary commitment was made to abide by 344 in 1975 in
'

8 Reg. Guide 1.100. Can you see anythfnq in the contract

9 which would not require the vendor to go back and

10 requalif y the equipment?

11 MR. Cl0UDs Our objective is to determine

12 exactly what the licensing basis for the plant is, and
13 then verif y that the equipment struc tures satisf y the

14 seismic loads at the plant, consistent with the

15 licensing basis. It is not our intention , or a t least it
16 is not part of our program as defined to verify or

17 otherwise investigate the various actions taken during

18 the procurement process, except insofar as required to

19 satisf y our ba sic objective .

20 MR. BAGCHIs I don't understand how we would .

21 have accomplished our objective if we didn't see how,
~

22 f or example , equipment qualified by a test needed --

23 could you not actually look into the equipment

24 procu rement process and the qualification process?

25 MR. CLOUD: Well, I guess our position is that
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1 the -- speak for themselves, and if a piece of equipment

2 is tested consistent with the licensing basis

3 requirements, and thsn if it satisfies that test, then I

4 would say that the equipment is qualified.

5 MR. BAGCHIa You are not examining various

6 people. It seems to me you are not looking at the NSF.

7 vendors and other DOT vendors, if I understood what you
.

8 said this morning, that you are not going to look at the

9 vendors. How would you cover that equipment that is

10 supplied by the DOT vendors, for example, and NSSS

11 vendors?

12 MR. CLOUD. As I mentioned the equipment in

13 our sample or any equipment that we have to deal with

14 that would be supplied by the NSSS vendors, our program

15 vill verif y that the design inputs that may be

16 transmitted to those vendors from either PGCE or any of

17 the service-related contractors as defined by the scope

18 would be verified, those interasts would be verified,

19 a nd in fact in the preliminary work that we did looking

20 a t the Bluse interface, we did verify in case of the-

21 NSSS suppliers that the inputs that had'been sent to his

! -

22 were correct, I think with one exception. That was for
|

23 major equipment.

24 MR. BAGCHIs In order that everybody

25 understands how I understand it, there would be three
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1 things. One, you would determine what is required by

2 the licensee committee, independent of anything else,

3 and then you will de'termine what is in fact th e true

4 input for the equipment qualification, and the third

5 thing is whatever the vendor has supplied meets the

6 first two steps. You are not going to examine the .

7 qualifications procedure in detail, but at least you
.

8 will see that the vendor has made a commitment that the

9 qualification is part of the standard, and he indeed has

10 the input that is appropria te.

11 MR. HOCHs Mr. Bagchi, I said I wasn't going

12 to interrupt if I could help it, but I think I have to

13 to clarif y your question, I think, and put it in

14 perspectve. Let me indicate hcw equipment was in

15 general qualified for the Hosgri event, and I think what

16 I am going to say may lead you away in some cases from

17 your question about procurement.

18 This was done in several ways. The vendor in

19 question was still active in the business. The vendor

20 who supplied the equipmen t. He may have been contracted -

21 with to provide service to upgrade the equipment, to
.

22 re-analyze it, to re-test it, to in some way requalify

23 i t . In general, and I think slmost exclusively, this is

24 the case. The original purchase contract didn't have

25 s ny kind of a commitment in it to provide this service
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1 at no extra cost. If you know vendors that supplied

2 this, I would like a list of them, because in general

3 when the licensing commitment or the licensing basis for

4 equipment changes, that certainly is an extra cost adder

5 on any vendor's contract.

6 So, one way that this was done was to go back-

l
- 7 to the vendor and ask him to requalify equipment either

.

8 by test analysis or modification.

9 Another way this was done was for PGEE to

10 separately and independently qualify a piece of

11 equipment already provided and delivered to the plant.

12 This was necessary in a number of cases because the

13 vendor who supplied the original equipment doesn't exist

14 any more. In other cases, where the NSSS supplier was

15 involved , for instance, not only is the NSSS supplier

16 actively involved in business, but has a complete

17 capability f or this type of work. He did provide

18 analysis , evaluation , and or testing f or his aquipment, .

19 and provided additional qualification. Does that help
.

20 clapify this thing at all?~

|
21 MR. BAGCHI: I think largely our assumption

1
.

22 was not th a t anybody will undertake to do this sort of

23 thing without any additional cost, but in those cases

|
24 where you have had the original supplier go back and

i

25 req ualif y things, there are interfaces that develop,

i

(
i

i
l
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1 there are new people that are going to be involved that

2 were not involved in the original cases, and there are

3 steps that I can envision which could lead to improper

4 qualification or quality lapses, I might characterize

5 these ss.
'

6 Are we going to look at those kinds of things? -

7 MR2 CLOUDS I am not sure which cases you are
.

8 envisioning , and further, just before Mr. Hoch spoke, I

3 wanted to say that I wasn't sure that I understood your

10 characterization of our work, but I don't think it would

11 be -- I don't think it would have been our

12 characteristic. Our characterization, which I would

13 repea t , is to make a verification that the plant as it

14 is built today satisfies the seismic level, satisfies

15 the seismic level specified by the Hosgri earthquake,

16 consistent with the design criteria stated in the

17 licensing basis.

18 MR. BAGCHI: That is a very broad objective.

19 MR. CLOUD: I am not sure that it encompasses

20 wha t you sa.id, however, with respect to procurement. -

21 1R. BAGCHI: It is a .aatter of detail. I

.

22 think we vill probably want to look at this further.

23 MR. SCHAUER: Let me go on vith Question

24 Number 11, expanding on it a bit. It tas indicated in

25 the re-evaluation program that an independant
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1 mathematical model would not be developed for seismic

2 qualification of the auxiliary b uild ing . I would like

3 for you to elaborate'on that a bit. Certainly the model

4 is one of the more important things. It is probably one

5 of the items that is fraught with most judgment, yet you

- 6 are accepting the model as being doubtful. Is that

7 correct?
.

8 MR. CLOUDS We have not accepted the model as

9 being doubtful. What we have said is that when our

10 revieu of the model is complete, then at that time we

11 will decide if we f eel that we can't accept it or not.

12 3R. SCHAUER: Do you have any specific bases

13 on which you will make this decision ?

14 MR. CLOUD: The basis upon which we vill make

15 tha t decision will be associated with or is related to
16 the various -- the various ideas and concepts that go

17 into the modeling process. I certainly agree with your

18 characterization broadly as being the closest thing to

19 an art in the engineering business, so what we will do

|
20 i s , using our judgment and our experience and the best' -

21 people that we can find to help us with this
.

22 cha racteriza tion , we vill come to a conclusion on that

23 point , and hopefully before too long.

24 MR. SCHAUER: Following along on that, as part

25 of this model, there is an interf ace between the soils
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1 people and URS/Blume, is there not?

2 MR. CLOUD: That is correct.

3 5R. SCHAUE'Es Are you planning to verify this

4 interface?

5 MR. CLOUDS At the moment we are planning to

6 do some additional technical work related to the soils -

7 characterization.
.

8 MR. SCHAUER: Can you describe the character

9 of that work?

10 NR. CLOUD: Not yet, Franz, because what we

11 are going to do is, we have come to the conclusion that

12 we are going to develop a program and we will probably

13 g e t started on the development of that program next

14 week. We have not done it yet.

15 MR. SCHAUER: In performing your independent

16 analyses, or analysis in this case, are you using

17 verified computer codes?

18 MB. CLOUD: Yes, we are. The codes that we

19 envision using are, in the building work, we will

20 undoubtedly use STARDYN, which we consider well -

!

21 verified. Some of the components have been analyzed
.

22 using ANSYS, which we think is well verified. And

l 23 A DLPIPE , and I believe that is it.
t

24 3R. SCHAUER: Going on to Item 12, elaborating

25 on it a bit, initially, you indicated that a comparison
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1 would be made only f or the f undamental f requency of the

2 building. I take it that you have changed that now.

3 MR. CLOUD 4' That is right, and that was the

4 essence of my presentation this morning.

5 MR. SCHAUER4 In your presentation this

6 morning, you indicated going beyond that, but I did not.

7 sense that you were going down to th e le vel of
.

8 determining member forces and capacity of the components

9 to resist those forces. Is that correct?

10 MR. CLOUD: Our plan was to recompute the

11 floor spectra and make the comparison on the floor

12 spectra . 'de had postponed a decision on whether or not

13 it would be necessary to do any of the building member

14 evaluation. 'Je have in the back of our mind that

15 conceivably a sample sight be appropriate.

16 MR. SCHAUER: Going on, then, to Item 13,

17 again , elaborating on the question as it is written,

18 there have been extensive design verifications for the

19 outdoor storage tanks and the seismic analysis of the

20 buried tanks involves in our understanding a different-

|

21 contractor. Do you plan to include these itens in your
.

22 verification?

23 MR. CLOUD: No.

24 MR. SCHAUER: Could you elaborate on your

25 basis for not doing so ?

|

|
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1 .1R. CLOUD: It is included, Franz, only by the

2 QA work, and -- only by the QA work and the review of |

3 the seismic desi7n change as spelled out in the first

4 part of the program.

5 MR. SCHAUERs In regard to 14, could you

6 discuss a bit the procedures by which you are going to .

.7 make the independent field verifica tion and structures,

'

8 and in particular do you plan or have you done this

9 field verification or requalification prior to any

to requalification actions? That is, have you gone out and

11 looked at what is there prior to doing your

12 requalifica tion?

13 1R. CLOUDS Yes. I think in all cases.

14 MR. SCHAUERs Let me turn the mike over to Mr.

15 Crews f or, I guess, his restatement or elaboration on

16 Item 15.

17 MR. CREWS: Okay. On Item 15, that refers to

18 the scope of the program as it relates to the

19 saf ety-related seismic program. And the question has

20 come up in my mind with recards to all of the contracts .

21 or all of the seismic design activities during the
.

22 period covered by this, and you spoke of including, at

23 least within the QA and, I presume, under the

24 c'everification program as well, only six contractors or

25 companies.
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1 Also, I think in one of the progress reports

2 you mentioned that those six encompassed like 90 percet

the s' ismic design network. Is that3 of the design, e

4 accurate?

5 MR. CLOUDS Yes. I am glad you brought this

6 question up, because I wanted to emphasize this morning,.

7 and I hope I said that these are the six co? tractors
*,

6 that we have identified thus far. We thought that we

9 had gotten them all, but now I am less sure of that at

10 the moment. We are looking into one additional

11 contractor to determine if he fits within the scope of

12 the request of the order. So we may add one, and I can

13 see the conceivability of possibly one other. So that

14 list has not been closed off.

15 MR. CREWS: But it ultimately will include all

16 seismic design , saf ety-rela ted seismic design?

17 MR. CLOUD: It will include all seismic

,
18 service contractors within the f ramework that I

t

19 discussed this morning, that is to say, those whose wark

,

20 did af fect the design of the plant, and those whose work-

!

21 was not devoted exclusirely to the definition of the
.

I 22 ground motion of the Hosg-1, and those whose work was
i

23 done prior to '78, June of '78.
|

24 And at the moment it does appear that these

25 six are all, are the totality of that scope, with the
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1 possible exception of one or two others.

2 M R . CR EW S Then would the 90 percent become

3 100 percen t?

4 MR. CLOUD Yes, and it may become 100 percent

5 by itself.

8 MR . CREWS s Did you want me to take 16, too? -

7 MR. SCHAUER4 I have a question on that. Go
.

8 ahead and finish your questiens.

9 MR. CREWSa Well, 16, really, I think, are we

to going to cover the January 20th letter separately? We

11 just wanted a clarification of the extent to which the

12 program will include the PGCE internal interface with

13 both the QA and the verification criteria.
14 MR . Cl0UD . The internal interfaces within

15 PGCE will be addressed specifically by the QA program

16 review and the implementation audits. In addition.to

17 tha t, the internal PGCE interfaces will, we feel, be

IB quite adequately sddressed by the sample

19 reverifications, by means of the process I outlined on

20 m y sixth, se ven th , or eigh th slide this morning. -

21 MR. CREWSs Would that be for generic or
.

22 specific sam ple calculations?

23 MR . CLOU D s That would be in generic sample

24 calculations, becsuse I believe I said tha t is the major

25 value of the -- calculations in that it can review a
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1 whole sequence of calculations passing back and forth

2 from one place to another, the idea being a chain is no

3 stronger than its weakest link.

4 MR. CREWS: But that point was specifically

5 considered in the generic sampling program?

6 MR. CLOUD: Yes. When we established the.

7 concept of making independent calculations, certainly
.

8 that was basic to our thought, and in establishing the

9 generic sample , we wanted to include a diversity of

10 locations and a diversity of equipment and a diversity

11 of those two points in order to -- in order to be sure

12 that we would cover everything.

13 MR. CREWS 4 Did you say you had something more

14 on that?

15 MR. SCHAUERs Well, I wanted to expand on that

16 just a little bit. Have you, continuing upon this point

17 in a little more detail, have you verified or do you

18 pla n to verify that PGCE engineers have adequately used

19 or incorporated the results of seismic analysis provided

20 b y URS/Blume and in the design structures?*

21 I know part of that, but be a little bit more
.

22 specific. It goes to the item of, given that PGEE

23 engineers were given this information, to what extent

24 are you qsing to verification if they actually use this,

25 use these results properly in their analyses and design?
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1 MR. CLOUD: What I would say is this. That

2 when we are doing out independent calculations, we will

3 stie certain that th'e seismic inputs that are used in

4 our work are those which are applicable to the equipment

5 or whatever being considered, and when we make our final

6 comparison with the PG EE wo rk, if they have used ,

7~ incorrect inputs, that will certainly fall out.
'

8 MR. CREWS: On 17, I think, from the

9 presentation today, that the definitions have been

10 clarified, I don't have anything further on that.

11 MR. SCHAUER: I might make a comment on that

12 with regard to structures, at least. It looks like we

13 are looking at items such as incorrect specification on

14 masses, incorrect modeling to a degree, and perhaps some

15 other errors. Maybe we don't call them errors. At

16 least you call them deficiencies of some sort. The

17 question in my mind is, when do we call them an error

18 and say we have to do more, or do we?

19 ER. CLOUD: As soon as we understand an open

20 item well enough to address its significance and to .

21 classify it as a category of error, if it indeed is an
'

22 error, and once we understand that there really is

23 scaething wrong, once we understand that it is wrong and

24 we understand its significance, and we understand which

25 category of an error it is, then we will call it an

i
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1 error, and don't misunderstand me. We don't have to

2 understand all its significance or even study it in any

3 great detail, but as' long as we know roughly what its

4 significance is, and aus long as we know roughly which

5 category it fits in, we are going to change our open

6 item report..

7 We have found that our lives are much happier

.

8 not having these things unresolved. So, incentives do

9 exist for us to resolve them as quickly as possible.

10 MR. CREWSt I think 18 has already been
.

11 covered.

12 MR. FAIRt I did want to add one thing, Bob.

13 You said when you were doing your modeling you were

14 using criteria as presented in the Hosgri report to the

15 extent possible. There are sone areas in doing your
,

i 16 sodeling which will not be covered by specific writteni

17 words in the Hoscri report. How do you handle the

18 independence of how you handle those particular areas

19 versus what PTEE did? In other words, do you intend to

20 follow their general methods, or use your own in those-

21 areas?

| -

22 MR. Cl0UD: Well, for example, in the case of

| 23 the piping, in the case of the piping work, we are doing

24 the analysis without ever having seen one of their
|

25 analyses. In the case of some of the equipment, we'

,
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1 found that it is necessary to, or it is at least more

2 expedient to work with their analysis sort of in

3 parallel with ours, but in general, we will use what our

4 people consider to be an appropriate analysis for the

5 equipment at hand.

6 MR. FAIR: So there is some independence in .

7 your modeling?
.

8 MR. CLOUD: Oh, yes.

9 MR. FAIR: From what PGCE did.

10 MR. CLOUD: Oh, yes. A-lot.

11 MR. SCHAUER: One other item not related to

12 this, but while I think about it I would like to bring

13 it up, Mr. Denton in the start of the meeting indicated

14 a question with regard to manpower levels, and you

15 indicated, I think, that that would be cove red during

16 the discussion . What sort of manpower has been put into

17 this project to date?

18 MR. CLOUD: Ihe only question is, do we want

19 to g e t into that now?>

20 MR. VOLLMER: That is Item 5, I think. -

| 21 MR. SCHAUER: Do you want to defar that?
.

22 MR. V3LLMER: Yes.

23 MR. CLOUDS I am here at your convenience.

24 MR. SCHAUER: Well, let's defer it then.

25 Let 's go on , then, to the other letter which is referred

|
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1 to in the agenda , a nd M r. Herring, of staff, I think is

2 going to lead off.

3 MR. VOLLMER: Before we do that, Franz, as I

4 as keeping score here, it appears that of the 18 items,

5 5 and 9 are still not completely resolved, at least as I

6 hear.1 it. Is that correct?.

7 MR. BOSNAK: Fiv'e and 6.
.

8 MR. VOLLMER: I am going to ask f or anything

9 that is left open, particularly in the technical areas,

10 we will try to, before the afternoon is over, to find,

11 if any, what clarifications or modifications you think

12 would be appropriate to the plan, so that we can discuss

13 those at laast briefly before we lea ve , and if there are

14 any other categories, I am going to ask the staff to

15 define as specifically as they can what additional

16 inf ormation would be needed , so if we can keep that in

17 mind and keep track as we go along, that would be

18 helpf ul .

19 Okay. Ken.

20 MR. HERRING: Phil Morrill is going to address-

21 Items 1 and 5 in that particular letter.
.

22 MR. MORRILL: Why don't I go ahead? *In Item 1

23 o f the January 28th letter from Mr. Eisenhut to Mr.

24 Furbush of PGCE, we observed that some of the items

25 identified in the preliminary work you had done were not

.
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1 folded in or did not appear to be folded into the

2 verifica tion program plan. Well, you men tioned a couple

3 here. One, the West'inghouse seismic spectra, and the

4 control room equipment, because of the finite element

5 analysis done in the control room.

8 I gather f rom what you said this morning, Dr. .

7 Cloud, that you are in tending now to pick up these items
.

8 in your error and open item reports.

9 MR. CLOUDS Yes, indeed. We are going to

10 systematically go through the preliminary report and

11 pick out all statements that relate, that can be

12 considered open items, or errors, and list them as such.

13 MR. FAIR: Phil, could I interject a

14 question? When we were discussing-this verification and

15 the correct inputs to Westinghouse, the original plan

16 was to verif y the correct input was used by the

17 specification of the data of the spectra that was ,

18 transmitted to Westinghouse. Are you now going to the

19 actual Westinghouse calculations to see that they have

20 the correct accelerations?
-

21 M3. CLOUDS No. Our plan would still be to
.

22 sake sure that the right stuff has been sent to them.

23 MR. FAIR And the verification is by date to

24 the spectra, and not a verification of the actual

25 spectra used?

s
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1 MR. CLOUD: Excuse me. We verified in the

_

2 case of back -- this is ref erring to the preliminary

3 work now, but we ver'ified that the correct spectra were

4 in fact used. I am going to let Ned answer this.

5 MR. DENNISON: What we verified, John, wa s ,

8 for example, in the case of the major equipment that-

7 Westinghouse had been sent the correct and applicable
: -

8 Hosgri spectra for the different areas of the plant'

9 where their ma jor equipment was located, and wha t we

10 were going to do in Phase One is verify that for the

, 11 rest of th e Westinghouse scope they were sent the
,

12 appropriata and applicable Hosgri spectra.

13 MR. FAIR: But not go to their actual

14 calculation s?

15 MR. DENNISON: We will not go to their actual

16 calculations unles that is the only method by which we
I

17 can do it.

'
18 MR. MORRILL: I guess the only other thought I

19 had on this was, what do you intend for the final
l

20 disposition of the error open item reports? Or how do*

21 you close these out?
| .

22 MR. CLOUDS Yes. Well, as I discussed this
|

|' 23 morning, and I will amplify it again, we sent, once it
!

24 was clear that there was either an error or an open item

| 25 t h a t required some action on th e part of the utility to
l
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1 resolve it, we sent it over to them, as soon as we

2 brought it up, but then he will take the appropria te

3 action, whatever it 'm a y be, to resolve either the error

4 or. the open ites. Then, when he completes that, it will

5 be written up with the appropriate documentation, and

6 sent back to us. If there is engineering work involved, -

7 we will conduct an engineering review to verify that the
.

8 corrective action is appropriate.

9 At that time, we will sign off in the blank so

10 designated on the form. And then it will be done.

11 MR. MORRILL Thank you. That is all I have.

12 Question 5, based --

13 MR. VOLLMER: Before we leave Question One, I

14 had a side discussion here, but it seems to me maybe the

15 thrust of it was toward PGCE, that a certain item that

16 had been previously id en tified , we were wondering if

17 they were going to be picked up. That is certainly what

18 we are looking for right now.

19 MR. HOCHa Let me ask Jim Rocca to address

*

20 tha t.

21 MR. ROCCAa PGCE has identified all of the
.

22 items that require further action, and they have been

23 distributed to the people in our system. We will intend

24 to place these in our semi-monthly reports as the

25 process goes on for your pickup. Th e retrofit of Dr.
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1 Cloud's providing E0Is to us in the sense is now a check

2 that we have picked up in his mind all of the E0Is that

3 were there and ths t 'will be our cross check procedu-o on

4 that. That is, the items that we have already picked up

5 off that preliminary report.

8 MR. VOLLMERs So these will be grabbed up in-

7 that way?
.

8 ER. ROCCAs Yes.

9 MR. MORRILL I don't have anything more on

to Item 1. On Item 5, based upon your presentation earlier

11 today, I as satisfied. Does anyone else ha ve anything

12 to bring up on thst?

13 (No response.)

14 MR. VOLLMERs I guess the request there is

15 tha t the tracking system properly identified things that

' 18 were found, and we did hes: about that this morning.

17 There was another comment on Item 5 here which I am not

18 sure we did cover, and th a t is, the th o ugh t being that

:

19 the progress reports did not always identify in

20 suf ficient detail, I guess, or suf ficient decision the*

| 21 errors that were found. Has that in the eyes of the
_

22 staff been resolved?

23 MR. HOCH4 Mr. Vollmer, I would like to

24 address Item 5. It does have a couple of things in it,

25 including the latter part of it. The sta temen t, I
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1 quess, that you have just c ha ra cte rized, that not always

2 have items identified been picked up as E0Is. Of

3 course, ths E0I process his been initiated rather
~

4 recently, but the ites you refer to in the last part of

5 Item 5, I quess I would like to correct tha t item. The

6 difference in the floor response factor between the .

7 Hoscri report and the URS/Blume report referred to there
'

8 as being identified by the RLCA, that ites was indeed

9 included as an EDI, and tha t is E0I Number 920. It was

to appended to our Jsnuary 25th semi-monthly report. It

11 wasn't perhaps at its logical sequence in the report,

12 which is perhaps wh y you missed it, but it was indeed

13 there.

14 HR. MIRAGLIA: I think this letter was draf ted

15 prior to our having receipt of your January 25th report,

18 and tha t may be part of the prob?.em for that, but it was

17 an example , and we meant it to be illustrative, and

18 perhaps not all-inclusive, and the concern is that there

19 are things that had been identified, th a t had been

20 classed as E0Is, and I think what we are saying is that -

21 you ought to go back and try and catch them all and
.

22 f orward them, and I think we discussed that issue in

23 enough detail.

24 3R. VOLLMER Let's see. 'Je still have to

25 cover 2 and 3 of the January 28th letter.

:)
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1 MR, HERRINGS Item 2, the thrust of it is that

2 ve start out with the statement that we go to the

3 proposed raverification plan which doesn't fully address

4 the requirements of the information order of November

5 19th, 1981. Two examples cited are, and we will be

6 going over both of them in a lot of detail, but I don't-

7 think we have gotten an adequate answer to th'is question
.

8 yet.

9 Number One, it appeared that, Dr. Cloud, you

to are considering examining whether or not PGCE adequately

11 evaluated members for structural integrity of the

12 building , given the inputs from Blume, and yet that did

13 not necessarily include in your program.

14 Item Two, you still planned on excluding your

15 evaluation of Westinghouse and General Electric, yet in

16 your November report you identified a heat exchanger

f
17 tha t was qualified using the wrong vertical response

|
| 18 f actor. PGCE independently went back to Westinghouse
l
(
l

19 and identified that they were looking at it to see if

20 that case existed elsewhere in Westinghouse supplied'

21 equipment on its base mat and indeed they found two more
.

22 cases , namely , the accumula tors and hydrogen recombiner,

23 a nd the only other thing on the base ma t was the reactor

24 coolant level, which I was informed by PGCE that the

25 rorrect inputs for the vertical direction were used.

|
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1 Given that there had been a series of errors

2 found in th a t , why do you still contend that it is

3 adequate to exclude ' Westinghouse ? And essentially the
'

4 broad question, if these are c,xamples that we picked up

5 tha t we did not feel that the scope of what was required

6 to meet the Commission 's order and therefore addressed -

7 these and any others that you may.
.

8 MR. Cl0UDs Fine. On the second point, with

9 respect to the Westinghouse major equipment, the

to preliminary report, the work done in the -- that was

11 reported in the preliminary report included specific

12 checks of the seismic input to the Westinghouse major

13 equipment, for all of the equipment listed in the Hosgri

14 report, and that was stated, and one error was found,

15 and that vss reported, so we did indeed cover the entire

16 scope of that equipment in the preliminary report.

17 As regards the MSSS suppliers in general, our

18 position was that in the first place, when we wrote the

19 program , when we wrote the program, the order required

*20 verification of seismic service-related contracts, and

21 PGCE in turn designed those, so we did determine that
. .

22 the work done by GE and Westinghouse was in fact done in

23 support of the sale and licensing of their equipment,

24 and we understood f rom the order that it was the in tent

25 to exclude the NSSS vendors and the equipment
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1 manufacturers. Otherwise, we couldn 't understand why it

2 vss specifically sta ted as service-rela ted.

3 I further said that we would include the

4 verification of the design inputs to the vendors from

5 PGEE or the service-related contractors, and we felt

6 that that was being more than responsive to the> -

7 requirements in the order.
.

8 Now, after we got this letter, well, then, we

9 called our own self into question, and we did some

to further checking, and we concluded that the position is

11 a justifiable one. We found that the NSSS suppliers, as

12 a major nuclear sup plier, t re sub ject to review and

13 audit by a whole lot of people. They are subject to the

14 ASME audits. They are subject to audits from all of

15 their utility customers. They are subject to audits

16 f rom all of their architect engineers that they work

17 with, and not to men tion the government audits.

18 We found in the case of Westinghouse, we

19 specifically found tha t the NRC has audited the

20 Westinghouse work. I believe it was stated as 24 times'

21 in recent years, and 13 of them specifically fccused on
'

.

22 design control. So, when we looked into this, we came

23 to the conclusion that it was in fact reasonable to
24 exclude the NSSS from the seismic reverification, and we

25 f elt that another review would doubtless be superfluous.
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1 So, in the first place, to reply to your

2 question, we wrota the program in direct response to the

3 wording of the order', and then when we did some further

4 checking we found that that was a reasonable approach.

5 MB. HERRING: Even given that PGCE vent back

6 recently and found two out of three items were qualified -

7 using the wrong vertical spectra, as is reported ?
.

8 MR. CLOUDS Do you mean from my point of view

9 in the design of a verification program?

10 MR. HERRING Yes. Would that change your

11 thinking on whether or not it were necessary to check

12 Westinghouse ?

13 MR. CLOUD: Well, I don 't know. Certainly we

14 will have to consider it. I think that those findings,

15 which I don 't in fact know what they are -- one was --

16 you mentioned the accumulator.

17 MR. HERRING 4 I don't know if you want me to

18 fill in the exact items and substantiate what I said.

19 MR. ROCCA: Our feeling on th a t a t this point

20 is tha t when we get a notification from Dr. Cloud in a
-

21 specific stea such as the regenerative heat exchanger,
.

22 we then review the other -- in our part of the program,

23 ve review the other equipment within that a rea, and then

24 further ask Vestinghouse if they could look back and see

25 if there is any -- factor that was not used, and in
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1 doing that we uncovered the accumulator. The re combin e r

2 was not one of those that was affected. It was a later

3 piece of equipment tha t was done by an enveloping

4 technique. So it just turned out to be the regenerative

5 heat exchanger, and we were putting that in our

6 technical report..

7 MR. HERRING: Did you look at anything on the
.

8 base f actor in Westinghouse ?

9 MR. ROCCA: No. Our question was, what

10 equipment that was furnished by Westinghouse could have

11 the same type of effect.

12 MR. HERRINGS So you did address everything.

13 MR. ROCCA: Yes.

14 MR. VOLLMER: Okay. I think we understand

15 wha t various positions are. Let's move on to 3.

16 MR. HERRINGS I don't think we have finished

17 with Item 2. But I think that Question 2 in general

18 would require an snswer, and they may want to go back

19 and get that.

20 MR. VOLLMERa *J e will reframe the question.-

21 We understand what the position you are taking is. If

.

22 ve feel we want to require program changes, we will so

23 state before the end of the meeting.

24 MR. HERRING: Item 3 has a few concerns

25 embedded in it. I think that contained in the first
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1 paragraph has been adequately covered previously.

2 However, Example 2 -- however, the second paragraph

3 relies upon the f act' tha t in looking at the Hosgri

4 report and the URS/Blume final reports on the intake

5 structure, and the auxiliary building, that there were

6 differences that were not reflected in the Hosgri .

7 presentation results. In the case of the containment
'

8 folder cranes, the Hosgri report contains the results of

9 two analyses that were performed, and reached certain

to conclusions. In 1979, a final report from URS/Blume

11 concerning the containment folder crane was received by

12 PGEE, and essentially the report the conclusions of--

13 Blume regarding the integrity, the necessity for

14 modification of the crane had not changed.

15 However, the analysis contained therein

16 indicated that there was the potential f or some

17 overstressing in the crane support columns, and that the

18 earlier analyses presented in the Hoscri report were not

19 conservative in c re a se s. I found a review of

20 calculations of about 30 or 40 percent higher loadings -

21 o n the columns.
*

22 Given that those items are not reflected

23 adequately in the Hosgri report, there is a general

24 concern as to whether or not that Hoscri report should

25 be updated to reflect current information. I beli~ eve
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1 that Dr. Cloud should respond to this general question

2 in indicating how he feels the program could pick up or

3 would or would not p'ick up this type of -- call it an

4 error, for lack of a better word, and I think PGCE

5 should respond with its feelings on the updated ites.

8 NR. CLOUDS As f ar as I am concerned, we did.
,

7 report the differences, that there were two different
.

8 spectra available for the intake structure in the

9 preliminary report.

10 ER. HERRING: Do you mean the auxiliary

11 building?

12 3R. CLOUD: I said intake structure. You

13 mentioned that in passing, I believe, and we would have

14 reported tha t there were two spectra available for the

15 auxiliary building , if we had known it, but we didn't

16 know it. As soon as we did know it, and you see, that

17 was in the November time f rame, and we discussed it, but

i

! 18 as soon as we did 1 :ow it, we did something about it.
l

I 19 Now , it turned out we didn ' t do the thing about it that
1

20 we would have done now that we have our E0I procedure in*

21 place, but now that we have shaken out some of the bugs

|
22 in the progr am , I believe it would be a very

23 straigh tf orward matter . *4e would certainly have

24 encountered it, and we would report it immediately by an
|

| 25 ' E0I . So, as far ss I as concerned, this is part of the

i

!
!

1

,
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1 shakeout of the program.

2 MR. HERRING: Would this require you -- would

~

3 you expand your sampling in any way based upon these

4 types of concerns?

5 MR. CLOUD: It would depend upon what came out

6 of it, but in terms of reporting, if there is no *

7 question, it would be reported. We would discover it
.

8 equally fast. Our program is designed and set up so

9 tha t these kinds of things are fleshed out, and the

10 reason we set up the E0I procedure is simply to avoid

11 having people ask us these kinds of questions.

12 MR. HOCH: I guess, Mr. Herring, without

13 getting into any debate on the technical merits of the

14 three things you just stated, because I think neither

15 rou nor I understand the technical details of the crane
16 analysis well enough for us to debate it here, I think

17 the characteriration is a little different than you

18 s ta ted, without getting into the merits of that one way

19 or the other.
*

20 Yes, indeed, when there has been an error

21 discovered, such as th e '77 versus '79 spectra
.

22 dif ference probles in the auxiliary building, that

23 dif ference should be reflected by an update in the

24 Hosgri evaluation report.

25 ER. HERBING: Well, in the case of the intake

.
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1 structure, the inf orma tion contained in the Hoscri

2 report is based upon a preliminary Blume report on the

3 intake structure and' tables used, and the final Blume

4 reports reflect different information. That is the

5 second case, the intake structure. Now, that is a

6 general concern now, that was there enough work done on+

7 your part previously to determine whether or not there
.

8 vere changes between preliminary Blume reports and the

9 final Blume reports?

10 ER. HOCH: Certainly if there were changes

11 between preliminary reports that were used in the Hosgri

12 and final reports that are significant, that affect the

13 seismic evaluation, they should be included, and the

14 Hosgri report should be updated.

15 MR. MIRAGlIAa John, I think an observation

16 would be tha t we had this general concern about

17 identif ying areas of discrepancy, and it seemed tha t we

18 described a system to do that. The thing that is

19 perhaps nct clearly defined or delineated anywhere

20 within the procram plan that is before us, or by PGCE,*

21 is that some of these error reports require a PGCE ,

.

22 action. Apparently you are doing things on these kinds

23 of things, and this element of the feedback loop from

24 Cloud to you and back to Cloud is not clearly defined

25 and described here , and I think it would be helpful if
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1 we could have a feel for those E0Is that yo 2 are

2 pursuing in response to Dr. Cloud.

3 The second'part of that is that again these

4 are illustrative, and it seems to me that PGCE ought to

5 consider all of the elements within this January 28th

6 letter, and provide us with some sort of response to the -

7 items in this letter.
.

8 MR. VOLLMER: I think at that time, to the

9 extent possible, it would be helpful to discuss the

10 serits of some of these specific technical things .that

11 you said you don't quite see, that we have an exposition

12 of those dif f erenres. It would be very helpful in a

13 timely manner.

14 MR. HOCH: You are suggesting then that we

15 could respond to this letter, each of the items

16 separately, in writing?

17 Let me sake it clear. Let me make sure I

18 understand.

19 MR. VOLLMEB4 I think I would say yes. We are
*

20 trying to get the information needed to come to grips

21 with some of the basic scope and details of the plan, so
.

22 tha t we can make a recommendation in the near term,

23 some of the items discussed, and that will be part of

24 the transcript, and we will take it as an answer from

25 Dr. Cloud or yourselves, but I think this letter of

,
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1 January 28th does still need a response fron PGCE.

2 MR. HOCH: 'J ell , let's make sure the

3 transcript reflects 'the first part of your question with

4 respect to E0Is identified by Cloud. I think he has

5 said, and let's sake it plain, that we consider all of

6 those items, anything he identifies as an E0I, and as+

7 soon as we receive an E0I from him, we begin to track it
.

8 and to work on it and resolve it.

9 Now, it is our intention, and he has been

10 instructed to do this, it is our intention to return to

11 him documentation with respect to the resolution of

12 those items, and it is his responsibility then to verify

13 to himself in whatever way he needs to that we have

14 indeed responded properly to it, and closed it out.

15 MR. VOLLMER4 I think tha t is understood.

16 MR. HOCH: Now, if we have sodified the

17 program plan to indicate that specifically, would that

18 add ress that part of your concern?

19 MR. VOLLMER: Yes.

20 MR. HOCH: I am not sure I understood the last*

21 part of your two-part thing. It was a little more
.

22 general, and I am not sure I understood it.

23 MR. VOLLMERa Well, I guess what I was trying

24 to say is that, first of all, we would like to have a

25 written response from PGCE to the letter, and for those
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1 areas where perhaps you disagree, I think, as you did,

2 with our characterization of some of the technical

3 problems, a discussion of those, giving us a better

4 basis for our review would be helpful. In some cases,

5 perhaps, the information is not fully available. But so

| 6 be it. And give us as much information at that time as -

7 you can.
.

8 MR. HOCH: Okay.

9 MR. VOLLMER: If there are no other questions

to on Item 1 in the letter, then I would suggest we break

11 for lunch and come back at 2 400 o ' clock .i

12 (Whereupon, at 1500 o' clock p.m., the meeting

13 was recessed , to reconvene at 2:00 o' clock p.m. of the

14 same da y. )

15

16 -

17

18

19

*20

21
.

22

i 23
|

| 24
|
| 25

t

|
|
|
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1 AFTERNOON SESS!ON

2 (2:10 p.m.)

3 MR. V01LMEN: Could we reconvene? Okay, for

4 items 2 and 3 on the agenda, Sample Criteria, I am going

5 to ask Bob Bosnak to lead that particular discussion.

6 What we would like to aim for if we can is completing.

7 those two items in an hour and a half, so we will try to
.

8 make up some of our lost time. And then we will have a

9 break , becsuse I know Harold Denton would like to come

10 down and be with us when we discuss the OA, the

11 technical qualifications and the independence questions.

12 Bob, do you want to kick it off?

13 MR. BOSNAK Roman Numeral III will be a quick

14 o n o . I will start with number 2. We tried to lump a

15 couple of the questions into one concern. I think if we

16 could sta rt off by asking Dr. Cloud -- you covered some

17 of this this morning , but in fact, when we look in your
|

!

| 18 program plan there really isn't much discussion of the

19 criteria for the selection of the sample sire that you

20 h a v e .*

1

21 If you look at Table 1, for instance, there is

! .

| 22 one building and piping problems -- 20 conduit supports
|

23 and tha t kind of thing. Ha ve you given any thought to

| 24 expanding the plan to justify why you have what you

25 have ? You discussed this morning a lack of a
,

l

|
|
|
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1 ststi.stical approsch because you had some problems with

2 going at it in that way. Have you given any thought to

3 this whole area of s' ample size?

4 And then the next thing to get into would be

5*when you have an area that has failed the criteria, how

-6 do we go on from there?

7 HR. CLOUDS In the case of a building, for
.

8 example, in the esse of a building, if we redo all the

9 calculations associated with producing spectra from the

10 building, that will be really a large amount of work.

11 And in terms of the numbers, even though the building is

12 one out of four, it will be, because of its size and

13 because of its complexity, it will be more than 25". of

14 the structural calculations in the pidet.

15 I feel very confident in my own mind that when

16 tha t work is done, if there is -- if discrepancies

17 arise , that it should be, relatively speaking, a simple

18 t as k to go ahead and find what other problems exist, if

19 a ny , in the other buildings. I think that is a

*

20 straightforward matter. And the rea son f or it is pretty

21 plain.
.

22 Once, as with any engineering job, once you

23 understand how the work is done, what was done and what

24 all o f the rationales were for pulling it all together,

25 then as you know, when doing this kind of thing, you can
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\
1 come to a point on where and how to check to see if you !

2 need other things to be done in other buildings.

3 On the items where we have a more modest

4 sample, it was -- we worked out our sample size, because

5 in large measure not only in our past experience in

6 other areas or on other jobs and in this kind of work in-

7 other plants, but in addition to that, based upon our
*

.

8 experience in the preliminary effort and where we found

9 that the mistakes or the discrepancies, they are not

10 buried away hiding behind some deep, dark corner.

11 We found in a case, for example, the most

12 obvious example was the conduit supports. It was a most

13 straightforward matter to go to them and quickly

14 understand the nature of the engineering and wha t was

15 done and how it was done, and any problems that may have

16 existed with it. And in fact, we were working with a

17 sample of five, and we were only goinq to a t first look

18 at the application of the spectra.

19 And now we have expanded. In the case of

20 those supports, we have expanded and said that we will*

21 work with 20, we vill work with 20 even though in our
.

22 own mind it is a degree of overkill. Still, we are

23 con fident, especially in view of the fact that we have

24 not added in the verification of the methodology, that

25 ve are going to g c a very sound verification.
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1 And that is to be kept in mind, particularly

2 on the conduit supports and in the other area where we

3 have again a modest sample, on the small bore piping.

4 And we are going on. The thing I want to emphasi=e is

5 don 't be misled by the smallness of the sample. We are

6 going through the methodology itself to determine if in -

7 f act the use of tha t sethodology will produce a soundly
.

8 supporting set of small bore pipes.

9 I am not sure if I have just been talking or

10 answering your questions, but --

11 HR. BOSNAK Well, I wondered if you had given

12 any thought to putting some of this justification that

13 you have heard this morning and again here now into the

14 plan in an appendix to the plan, to give a little better

15 idea to those who read'it that it is not just based upon

16 wha t it appears to be, when you are just looking at

17 Table 1.

18 MR. CLOUDS Tes, I understand. I would hope

19 t h a t the transcript of our meeting might be helpful in

*

20 tha t regard. Or do you think you sight want -- we would

21 certainly plan to document th ese points in some detail
.

22 when we prepare our report on this work. If you felt

23 tha t if additional things were needed, of course, it

24 could always be done.

25 MR. 30SNAK I think that is something we will
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1 probably want to talk about when we see wha t va rious

2 people on the staff believe Tilght be necessary in this

3 a rea.

4 MR. CLOUD: Okay. I would like to come back

5 to one thing myself, because there were several

6 questions this morning relating to under what-

7 circumstances will you expand your plan, et cetera.
.

8 We have included additional -- we 've included

9 the provision for additional verification work because

10 we found from our preliminary effort that this is many

11 times required in order to develop an understanding of
,

12 the engineering work.

13 However, I want to make sure that nobody has

1-4 any wrong impressions now, because on the work that we

15 have done so far, we have not done enough. We have not

16 done the comparisons with the design analysis, and we

17 are not clear on wha t our recommenda tions f or additional

18 verifica tion would be.

19 As I mentioned, we did earlier make a

20 recommendation for a very widespread requalification of*

21 the raceway supports. However, on each item and each
.

22 class of equipment, we will make the justification for

23 our action. It will stand on its merit and stand on its

24 own f eet , and it will be so documented when we get

25 around to pulling our reports together.

.
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1 MR. 30SNAK That is another question that I

2 think we had here. Dr. Cooper alluded to it on the 15%

3 criteria. Do you treat that as an arbitrary criterion,

4 or will you also look at each specific item that you

5 come to tha t you axceeded the 157.7

6 In other words, for instance, there may be in -

7a particular area a quasi-static approach that may or
.

8 say not be conservative that puts you up against the 15%

9 limit. So how will you treat that?

10 MR. CLOUD 4 Yes, I understand exactly. In the

11 conduct of the program, we have concluded tha t any of

12 these issues that r eq ui re se pa ra te thought and separate

13 decisions as a very minimum we will flag them via our

14 open item report. So in answer to your question, will

15 ve arbitrarily hold steadfast to that limit, the answer

16 is yes, we vill for the purposes of first reporting.

17 Fo r the secondary issue of what we might

18 recommend to have the item resolved, or what we consider

19 its significance to be, then we would, of course,

20 reserve the right to make a common sense recommendation -

21 or a recommendation based upon sound engineering. And
.

22 a s I said , would so justify it.

23 The important thing is that yeu are gcing to

! 24 know everything we are looking at via these EOI reports.

25 MR. H3CH Excuse me, Bob, I noticed Dr.

|
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1 Cooper indicating he had something to say on this. I

2 wonder if it might be appropriate to ask him.

3 ER. COOPER's I thought it might be in order

4 for me to say something about this question of sampling

5 criteria , because it is one tha t has received a great

6 deal of comment not just today but in other matters of-

7 this nature that have been considered. And I would like
.

8 to express a viewpoint on the matter which may help the

9 NRC folks in judging their position.

10 It is a very simple situation when you are

11 faced with a condition where a statistical sa m pling

12 procedure is applicable because you just pull it out of

13 a textbook, everybody falls in love with it and

14 everybody believes it, and you live happily ever after.

15 This is not one of those cases, and I have seen very few

16 things in nuclear power plants that are, outside of fuel.

17 My concern is that when people try to use

18 sta tistical techniques in this kind of a review, they

19 usually can justify fewer items to be reviewed than I

20 like to see reviewed. Now, the only alternative to the*

.

21 use of statistical techniques when you are speaking on a|

! .

|
22 generic plan is to say that you are going to use

,

|
23 something called engineering judgment. And you do notl

24 find that in any textbook, and as soon as you say it,

i
| 25 rou are subject to all kinds of questions. And it is
I

!
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1 almost possible to describe it in a generic way, as to

2 what you are going to do and how you are going to do it.

3 Much in th'e manner that I reacted to the
and in fact,4 question about the 157. this morning, --

5 that is the reason that it would probably be in order

6 for me to say something here -- when I come to reviewing -

7 their sampling, what I am going to be looking for is
'

.

8 some reason to assure myself tha t that sampling covers

9 the engineering methodology used by the various vendors

to who are doing the important systems that are covered by

11 this whole progest.

12 And I think our objective should be -- and I

13 think I have heard Bob almost say this in some other

14 discussions where I didn't express much of a feeling on

15 the thing because it wasn't appropriate, but here I v;11

16 -- I think their attempt is to try to cover the vast

17 majority of the engineering methdology that is being

18 used and the various peoples who are using, applying

19 this particular methodology. And I really think that it

20 would be first 1 big mistake to try to insist upon some -

21 statistical justification where it does not apply; and
.

22 second , I think the proof of the pudding is going to be

23 in the NBC evaluation, my evaluation, everybody else's

24 evaluation of the way this thing is used.

25 And I don't think we ought to best ourselves
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1 around too much trying to pre-conceive some overriding

2 explanation that makes everybod y happy.

3 .1R. V3LLNEs Well, I thich we can appreciate

4 what you said and agree that it is importan t tha t the

5 various methodologies and people using methodologies be

8 part of the sampling process. I guess I am a little-

7 curious. I think I may know what you mean, but I wish
.

8 you would amplif y a little bit where you said tha t the

9 type of sample that you think might give us a result we

10 would be happy with would not, in your opinion, be an

11 adequate sample in this particular case.

12 MR. C3OPER: Well, my favorite is the

13 sta tistic about rockets to the moon are the safest way

14 to travel. One death per trip, and look at the number

15 of miles. And tha t's the way people can use statistics.

16 And to try to use a statistical basis by

17 coun ting , say, the number of feet of small bore piping,

18 f rankly I've got some concerns about the number of feet

19 of small bore piping Bob says he is going to look at.

20 B u t I haven't looked at the situation enough to knov*

21 whether in the long term that is going to bother me or
e

22 not bother me.

23 But to look at that, whatever percentage it

24 is, of the small bore piping and say well, that is not

25 the right pe rce n tag e ; it should be some other
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1 percentage, based upon just looking at the number of

2 feet of piping leaves me absolutely cold.

3 MR. YOLLME'R I think what you are saying --

4 let me rephrase it. That your engineering judgment that

5 you use will really be be. sed partly on how the sampling

6 is proposed, what it will cover, and a judgment of the .

7 adequacy of the statistics, whatever they be.
~

8 Certainly, you don't show the statistics out in making

9 an engineering judgment.

10 MR. COOPER: Who did the work, how they did

11 the work, is all of that represented by the sample, or

12 the majority of that represented by the sample? I might

13 end up feeling that 90". of that footage of pipe should

14 be done. If it was all field run and the supports were

15 all installed by different contractors, and two diffrent

10 criteria and so forth, I might feel tha t every foot of

17 that small bore piping would have to be done. And

18 certainly, some statistician could come up with the fact

19 t h a t that was being wa y overly numerous in my sample.

20 Tha t's the kind of thing that bothers me. .

21 MR. BOSNAK4 Ckay, I think we have covered
.

22 tha t in good detail. As far as I can see here, I have

23 covered all of the questions perhaps, except for Bobby

24 Foutenberry, and maybe Jess can comment on that

25 particular one. It is number 5. I believe that had to
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1 d o with th e O A progras.

2 MR. CREWS Partially so. In the plan, it

3 talked about using sampling calculations for measuring

4 the effectiveness of implementation. And I just wanted

5 a clarification.

6 Mr. Reedy, are you using some form of sampling~

7 calculations as a means of measuring implementation, the
O

8 effectiveness of the implementa tion of the program? Or

9 is that all Dr. Cloud's effort?

10 MR. REEDY 4 What I have been doing right nov

11 with the six contracts that we have gotten into is to

12 look at the timespan they operated in, what their

13 contracts and what their scope of work was, and every

14 contract that they had in their file that was related to

15 seismic Caf ety-related things was then subject to the

is audit. And our audit included reviewing all the files

17 on those contracts. I hope that answers your question.

18 MR. CREWS: Okay. I was just referring to the

19 plan itself where on Section 4.2, page 11 -- and we a re

20 talking now under the general subject of a review of
~

21 implementation of quality assurance controls, and I
,

22 don 't know whether that is your section of the plan for

23 which you are responsible.

24 MR. REEDY 4 Yes.

25 MR. CREWS And if so, I was just questioning
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1 under 4.2, where the sta tement is made on page 11 that

2 it would be necessary to use qualified engineers to _<
./

3 review at least some'of the calculations and analyses of

4 each design contesctor. And then it goes on to talk

5 about sample calculations,

6 3R. REEDY 4 What we did with the calculations -

7 aspect of it, for example, if we went into a firm, such
.

8 as we did with DBS, who performed stress analysis, I

9 used a man who is a registered professional engineer,

10 whose background and expertise has been design of piping

11 and supports. So he knew what to look for, what

12 computer programs to look f or. We would check for

13 verification of those compu t'er programs tha t were used,

14 and would glance at the calculations.

15 We did not perfors sample calcula tions, no.

16 W e felt that that was Mr. Cloud's job.

17 32. CREWS: Okay. That was just confusing to

18 s e in reading the plan, whether those were original

19 sample calculations that you were doing abrve and beyond

20 those discussed in Section 5.
-

21 MR. REEDY: We would look at calculations from
s

22 the viewpoint of is the input what was given, were the

23 calcula tions checked , were their design reviews or

24 programs identified, were assumptions put into the

25 calculations , that type of information.
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MR. CREWS: Now a final question I have in1 '

2 this area is have there been any occasions yet -- you

3 have a number of several open items, and only one error

4 to date identified, as I understand it, in the latest

5 progress report. Did that error prompt a special sample

- 6 calculation?

7 MR. CLOUDS The error that we reported was on
.

8 the qualification of an item of equipment that was

9 qualified by analysis, and before we made the decision

>

10 on whether or not, or what we were going to do about it,

11 I wanted to finish all of the equipment in that class.

12 MR. CEEWS4 By a given vendor?

13 MR. CLOUD: I think that was equipment

14 qualified br analysis.

,
15 MR. CREWSs So, has there been any triqqer

16 mechanism actually implemented on spectra other than the

17 generic sam'ples ?

18 MR. CLOUDS No. You see, our plan on the

19 timing and the.nanagement of any subsequent steps of

20 verification are two, either one, complete the work on'

.

21 the particular class of equipment in which the error was
a

22 f ound. When that is completed then we would sire up our

23 situa tion and decide what to do next.

24 And/or, when the sample that we have

25 identified on the slide, which I am terming for lack of
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1 a better term, I chose the words " generic sample." So

2 when that generic sample is done, we will have all of

3 our recommendations 'in place for additional sampling or

4 additional verifica tion.

5 MR. CREWS Okay. I thought it just might

6 help if we had at least one illustration where you made
-

7 use of the provision of special sampling.
.

8 MR. CLOUDS Now, of course, as you know, in

9 the preliminary report we sugaested we did find

10 discrepancies when we were looking in a couple of

11 a re as. And we did immediately go and look at an

12 additional sam ple. And than we made our suqqestions in

13 tha t regard.

14 MR. BOSN AK I believe Mr. Bacchi has another

15 question on the selection of sample size for certain

16 items of equipment. I think particularly, pumps and

17 valves.

18 MR. BAGCHI Very simply, there are many more

19 pum ps than you have chosen to look at, and valves,

20 whereas you have chosen to look at four pumps.
'

21 MR. 30SNAKa It says fo'; pumps and two valves
.

22 on this. Maybe that is an u-C~ -d,te one. I am looking

23 a t the original.

24 MR. BAGCHI: -I sa looking at this morning's

25 handout.
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1 MR. CLOUD: Yes, that is true.

2 MR. BAGCHI4 Would you like to share with us

3 wha t process you waded through to determine you needed

4 to look at f our pumps as opposed to only two Valves?

5 MR. CLOUDS Our basic reason was that in the

6 first place, there is one thing -- in fact, I am sort of'

7 glad you asked the question because there is one thing I
.

8 intended to mention this morning that slipped my mind.

9 We have in our ten samples piping problems, so

10 ve have in tha t line, we have in those lines 24 valves.

11 And of those 24, they are divided into 10 a nd 14 There

12 are 14 that are remotely operated and 10 manual, or

13 perha ps it's 10 tha t are remotely operated and 14 manual.

14 But in any event, it is roughly 50-50 split,

15 and we will be verifying the acceleration loads that go

16 into those 24 valves, relative to their qualification

17 load. So the sample is deceptive in that regard.

18 The valves that we are looking at here are two

19 f airly large motor-operated valves, and we are locking

!~ 20 a t the analytical qualifica tion of them in depth. On
l

I 21 the pumps, we are looking at no other pumps than these,
*

22 and we feel that the pumps are f airly significant items

23 of equipment.

24 I don't know if that helps you or not, but

25 tha t is some of the things that were going on in our
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1 minds.

2 53. BAGCHI The piping run analysis that you

3 are making, that does not include any pumps? Is that

4 what you said?

5 MR. CLOUDa No, that is not what I said. What

6 I said was that we are not.doing analysis on other ,

7 pum ps. It does include the pumps that are not included
~

8 in here. The only requirement will be to check the

9 nozzle loads.

10 MR. BAGCHIs The valves that you selected, do

11 they include qualified by test?

12 MR. CLOUDS These two valves were qualified by

,
13 analysis.

14 MR. BAGCHIs I guess qualifica tion by test is

15 really another part of the problem; whether or not you

16 are going to the vendor qualifications. In terms of

17 electrical equipmen t, could you characterize what kinds

18 they are? By test, I mean --

19 MB. CLOUDS I could read them off to you.

20 (Slide.) .

21 All right. I mentioned that the electrical
'

22 equipmen t goes in seven groups. This is th e list of the

23 equipment in the first three groups. Twc of the groups

24 a re f rom the turbine building and one is from the

25 auxiliar y building . If you want to look at it in more
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1 detail we can make a copy of it.

2 And the other four groups -- well, this is the

3 equipment in the oth'er four groups.

4 (Slide.)

5 NR. BAGCHIa Does it include equipmen t tha t is

6 covering harsh environment surface? You have not*

7 included , a pparen tly , anything within the con tainment
O

-8 building.

9 HR. CLOUDS I cannot answer that right now. I

10 do not know the answer.

11 3R. BAGCHI Thank you.

12 MR. SCHAUER: I have one question with regard

13 to audits. The problem tha t started this, I believe,

14 could be characterized as a transfer of information

15 across interfaces. Therefore, we must have out there a

16 population of interf aces. Unless I am missing something

17 someplace, it seems like your quality assurance program

18 tends to be more aimed at what the .9RC criteria are,

19 wha t the commitments were in the PSAR and FSAR with

|
20 regard to adhering to these requirements, and auditing~

21 o f the way in which these quality assurance requirements
,

! 22 in general were adhered to.

23 The one thing I do not see is I do not see a

24 systematic analysis of interfaces, and a estional

25 selection of items, interfaced items, to be audited in
i

,
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1 detail. Now, the q uestion. About how many interfaces

2 would you esti. tate there are?

*

3

4

5

,

6

7
.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
'

.

20,

!

21i
L

*

22

23,
.

24

25

:

t

i

!
!
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1 MR. REEDY: With the six contractors that we

2 have established, there are' interfaces between those

3 contractors and PGCE'. Sometimes copies of documents

'

4 were sent for information between the contractors as an

5 extra carbon copy, for example. But the primary

6 interfaces were between PGCE and their subcontractors.-

7 Now, we have been looking at six, and the
.

8 first thing we were trying to do was to establish

9 adequacy of the QA programs with how these people

10 handled documents, things that come in from PGEE, and

11 how things were sent out and how you could verify that

12 there was control of these interfaces with PGCE. That

13 is one of the essential things that we look for.

14 As I said previously this morning, we have

15 j us t entered PGCE itself to look at how their QA program

16 works with regard to interfaces with the va rio us

17 subcontractors and between the various internal groups

18 within PG EE , such as the electrical, mechanical and

19 civil groups. Those are being checked now.

~

20 The primary thing is, do you have a program

21 for tracing or keeping track of all of the documents
.

22 tha t are sent back and forth, and that is our first

23 thing that we are answering. And we are addressing the|

24 other items, which is how do you keep track and can we
l

( 25 trace documents back and forth as to how they work.

(
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1 MR. HAAS: By the war, tha t's one of the 18

2 c ri te ria .
'

3 MR. REEDY Thank you.

4 MR. SCHAUERs So I guess what I'm hearing here

5 is that you are looking at things in a prog ra mma tic

6 sense? -

7 MR. REEDY: That is correct.
.

8 HR. SCHAUER: But you are not specifically in

9 a particular fashion checking the actual im plementa tion ,

10 tha t is the cross-in *.e rf ace transfer of information?

11 3R. REEDY Perhaps I can put it tnis way. We

12 are looking to see if a system exists and if tha t system

13 is working, is it implemented. When it comes to tracing

14 documents, that would be a job that the engineer would
,

15 d o , for example, look at a spectra; we are not going to

16 look at a spectra to see if this one is exactly the same

17 as the one they received.

18 We are looking at it, can you docunent that

19 this is the item that came in, this is the one that is

20 in the design report , this is the one that goes out. -

21 When it comes to tracing, the results of our audit of
.

22 those firms will identify where the weaknesses are in

23 the interfaces. Then that will have to be traced

24 through by the engineers, which will be in Mr. Cloud's

25 group.

|

|
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1 MR. CLOUD 4 If I could add just a little bit

2 to that, Franz. I do believe very firmly that the

3 independent calculation which only works from the

4 beginning and end point does provide a good check on the

5 interface. Now, on the slide that I showed this

6 zorning, which had to do with the qualification of the-

7 electrical equipment, if I just count up the arrows from
.

8 one box to the next, internal and external, there are 13

9 arrows indicating an information transfer point.

10 So by doing that one set of reverifications,

11 we get certainly a verification or a check on those 13

12 points of information transf er.

13 MR. SCHAUER As I recall from a previous

14 audit of this type, the sta tement was made -- I think I

15 m a y be wrong on this, but I think it's correct -- that

16 in another nuclear power plant they identified 3300

17 separate interf aces, specific transfers of information

18 tha t are made on an item by item basis. And it's hard

19 for me to reconcile 3300 with 13.

20 MR. CLOUDS Well~ --

21 ER. SCHAUER: I think we're talking about
.

22 dif ferent things.

23 MR. CLOUDS Yes, we are.

24 MR. SCHAUER: Basically. But I still wonder,

25 though I still say the way we got into this problem was
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1 by determining that there was a specific problem with a

2 specific transfer of information across the specific

3 interface. Now, the question I still have is, why

4 wouldn't one sample to determine exactly whether or not

5 there a re o the r -- to gain some confidence that there

8 are not other problems out there in a rational manner -

7 with respect to specific interfaces, of which there is a
.

8 lot of them out there?

9 HR. REEDYs Haybe I could take a stab to try

10 to clarify what has happened. Of the six contractors,

11 two of them were involved in piping analysis, and that

12 was af ter the Hos7ri came slong, and that was EES or

13 CYGN A and EDS. And those two received information,

1-4 isos, drawings, from PGCE, were requested to check for

15 the loads that were given.

16 They did their analysis and that went back.

17 Very simple interfaces on that count.

18 The other one was Harding-Lawson, who did the

19 soil and surf ace information, and there was a lot of

"20 transmittals back on, these are the results of our soils

21 tests. But again, it was kind of a one-way street
.

22 because they were digging samples out, running analysis

23 a nd sending results back to PGCE.

24 When we get to ANCO, they did tests in situ.

25 They set up their vibrating machines in the field and
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1 shook some equipment to try to get the frequencies, et

2 cetera. Again, simpla interfaces.

Wiley did 'ome shaker table tests in the lab;3 s

4 very simple, again . It was just, this is the equipment,

5 they modeled it, they ran the shaker table.

6 And then Blume had a lot of interfaces. That-

7 goes back f rom 1966 all the way. That is the last one
.

8 that we have just finished. We haven't gotten a report

9 together on that. We have been in there. We do not

10 have the report together, but there is a tremendous

11 number of interf aces on tha t one.

12 And we are in PGCE now, and those are where

13 the interf aces really come to bear.

14 Does that answer the question?

15 MR. SCHAUER: Yes, it does.

16 .Y R . BOSNAK: I believe there is one other area

17 th a t we haven't touched on, and that's expansion of

18 sample size , if you need to. Is it your intent that you

|

|
19 vill take the sample size in table one and if you have a

20 f ailure, whatever your f ailure is, then you will repeat*

21 the entire sample site? Gr what is your definition of
.

22 expansion there?

23 MR. CLOUD: Lat me repeat something I did say

l

| 24 e a . '.l e r . It is our intent when we find an error to do

25 increased verificat 4 on . Now, so far we have not
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1 completed any complete sample, and so I cannot say at

2 the moment what exactly or precisely we would

3 recommend.

4 It was our intent when we wrote the program

5 out initially that we felt that on a nominal basis it

6 would be reasonable, if in a general case an error were -

7 found, to take an additional sample. And that is the
.

8 experience that we learned from the preliminary effort.

9 It does seem to me, based upon as we get our

10 work done, that it will be possible, it will be even

11 preferable with some of the equipment perhaps or with

12 the building , to change the mode of verification and

13 perhaps look in search of particular errors, particular

14 kinds of errors, or other propagation through the

15 additional analysis.

16 As I said, whenever this is done we would

17 justif y that separately, and further, we would only feel

18 confiden t to do or recommend a course of action of that

19 nature once we understood the basic content of the

20 engineering and what was happening in the design. -

21 MR. BOSNAK: So you're saying you would like
.

22 to keep the expansion of the initial sample open and

23 handle each one on a case by case basis? Is that what I

24 understand ?

25 MR. CLOUD. Yes, you could say that. I'm
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1 saying that if we don't understand the engineering ie

2 would take a repeat sample. That would be our nominal

3 vay to do the continuation.

4 If we feel that an alternate course of action

5 would be preferred, then we would do that and, as I
.

6 said, justif y it.*

7 HR. YOLLMER: But you don't think the process
.

8 is aminable to some simple mathe;*tical formula for

9 ex pcu'; ion? Could you give us a few of your thoughts on

10 some of the judgmental f actors you would see as being

11 appropriate to nake such a decision?

12 MR. CLOUDS Yes. For example, in the case of

13 the tanks we are doing three samples from 13. tanks, but

14 only three classes. And some of the -- a t the first cut

15 through on one of the tanks we find that apparen tly the

16 buckling load or the skirt of the tank wasn't verified,

17 a t the same time we found that the stresses were very

18 low , and we found that the stresses everywhere in the

19 tan k were low, and it was basically very strong, but

20 rettain things weren 't checked.*

21 So it would make a lot of sense to se to
! -

I 22 verif y that the other tanks wer'e nominally of the same

23 construction and nominally of the same diameter

24 thickness, those kinds of things; to accept the

25 cha racteristics for the strength of the tank and then,
,

\

r
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1 instead of redoing the calculation separately, go look

2 at the existing analysis and see if he checked this or
~

3 checked that or checked the other.

4 And I think we will have -- I can suppose

5 ahead that there will be probably several instances.

*

8 One of the things that we are very much concerned about

7 is finding a particular kind of error or discrepancy and
.

8 seeing it propagated through. And there are some things

9 tha t are just basically very strong seismically. I

10 mean , you wouldn 't so much worry about their general

11 level of strength, but are there some particular aspects

12 o f it that you want to check specifically.

13 But I think a first sample, to do completely a

14 first sample is required, as I said in order to

15 understand what is being done and what are the sensitive

16 parameters and wha t are the insensitive ones. I don't

17 know if that helps answer the question or not, but that

18 is the kind of thing we are thinking about.

19 MR. VOLLMER: Where you find discrepancies and

*

20 expand your sample size, could you see areas where,

21 taking new samples, you could find a different type of
.

22 pro blem aua therefore your sample size might in some

23 cases almost expand to the population site?

24 MR. CLOUD: Conceptually, yes. Conceptually,

|
'

25 rou could see that. What I was thinking about is our
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1 experience, once again, with the raceway supports, where

2 just 1 few expansions of the sample were needed to

3 realize the course of action that should be

4 recommended. It was pretty plain, and I guess we are

5 sort of of the opinion that the instance will be rare

6 when we will have any esoteric decisions to deal with.-

7 It turns out these things are reasonably
.

S straightforward, and in fact once you get the facts out

9 on the table and you know what you're dealing with, then

10 wha t to do about it and where to go next is almost'

11 obvious to anyone. And so that is why I feel that if we

12 chose to recommend some different course of action, that

13 I am confident well in advance that you or any other

14 person would agree with me.

15 The f acts dicta te the circumstances, and

16 tha t's the reason. The reason I am expanding somewhat

17 on this discussion is because I wouldn 't want you to be

18 thinking that we were on some a utoma tic pilot mode,

19 where every time we found something we would click ten

20 m o r e , click ten more. No. We hope to do these things'

21 intelligently.
.

22 MR. VOLLMER: I think it is a very important

23 p a r t' of the whole process, obviously, because our

24 concern is one to be sure that where problems are found

25 that the investigation is app ro pria te in its scope and
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1 size. So that is the whole reason for the discussion of

2 the sample size.

3 It seems to me in your rather simple example

4 there -- but maybe upon further reflection I would agree

5 with you -- but it seems on the simple exam ple, where

6 you find a problem and then.take a look at a number of -

7 other tanks and look at their thi_kness and the diameter
.

8 ratio and so on and so forth, it seems to me a simple

9 approach like that could mask certain deficiencies.

10 Because isn 't it true that in many cases people will

11 choose dimensions because they are convenient or in

12 terms of thickness of plate size and so on, and really

13 overservicing or providing a larger margin than is

14 really called for on some areas?
.

15 Do you think that this might hide things in

16 this type of a process of evaluation?

17 MR. CLOUDS Well, yes, of course. In that

18 example when I said check thickness and diameter ratios,

19 wha t I was really saying in different words was that

20 this particular tank was heavily overbuilt. And so then -

21 the rig h t thing to do is to go check to see that they
.

22 a re all ove r hea vily built, and if they are then it's

23 only necessary to check for certain specific and

24 selected items.

25 If you look at the more general question about
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1 all different kind of loads, yes, you can get into a

2 situation where making things too strong can complicate

3 you on some other design parameters. But in seismic

4 design making something too strong rarely hurts you.

5 MR. 20SNAK: I think the last thing we still

6 have in this area is item four on the letter of January-

7 28th, and that covers the level of reverification, the
.

8 criteria for determining additional sampling that we

9 touched on, and the applicable acceptance criteria.

10 MR. HERRING: I think the only thing that

11 merits additional discussion is item number two, that

12 result from, the week of January 10th, checking a figure

13 f rom the Cloud organiza tion of supply fan S-31. And in

14 that calculation package it indicated that the initial

15 modeling of the fan was too flexible to represent the

16 physical situa tion .

17 The recalculations were done. The frequencies

18 ven t up by more than 15 percent, but stresses were still

19 wit hin allo w able , and that is to be expected if you are

j 20 on the high frequency side of the peak.-

21 There is no indication whethe r the initial
.

22 analy sis was knowingly done in a conservative fashion or

23 unk nowingly, and it appeared that in cases like th a t ,

24 that the document referenced in number three of that

25 question was an internal memorandum from the Cicud
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1 organication indica ting tha t things were outside the 15

2 percent bounds, but at that time it was still to be

3 acceptable in your sampling.

4 Based upon that, there was a concern of how

5 you would follow up the case where this turned out in

6 the final check to be a modeling error. Even though in -

7 this case it turned out to be conservative, how would
.

8 your sample -- or would it expand to look for cases

9 where it may matter?

10 And in talking to Ned Dennison, I understand

11 the calculttion still has not been checked. But he

12 outlined to me at one of the breaks an approach that

13 they would probably take in this area. And Ned, you

14 could probably answer this.

15 MR. DENNISCN Well, as Ken said, the

16 calculation has still not been checked. Assuming there

17 is no large change after the check, an EDI will

18 a utomatically be issued. And in an instance like this

1.

19 one of the logical approaches might be to look at the

20 similar track equipment, a large voltage fan perhaps, -

21 a nd seeing if a similar modeling approach is being
.

22 u se d .

23 And in pa rallel with th a t effort it might also

24 be in order to take a look at that type of equipment in

|

|
25 general, to see if that modeling approach is accepted

!
!

!

|
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1 practice. So that item is not going to disappear, but

2 we cannot issue an E0I without having the calculations
'

3 checked.

4 MR. VOLLMERs I asked a question when Dr.

5 Cloud was taking his p resen ta tion as to whe ther or not,

8 if things fell outside of the 15 percent but were in the-

7 conservative direction , they still called for action on
.

8 your part. That is true, right?

9 MR. CLOUD: That is correct.

10 MR. HERRING: That clears it up from my point

11 of view.

12 MR. HOCH: Before we leave this item, can we

13 all agree, Ken, tha t for the purposes of the record

14 wha t 's ref erred to here in item four of the letter is

15 not a fan cooler? If I read the letter correctly, it

16 says fan cooler.

17 MR. HERRING: Yes, it is a fan coolar, but it

18 is contained in supply fan S-3".

19 TR. H3CH: Okay.

~

20 MR. BOSNAK4 I think we are ready to go to

21 item number three.

22 MR. MIRAGLIAs Bob, before we leave that, one

23 question tha t still remains in my mind: As.I understand
i

|
24 it, you have a generi: sample size, one building, ten'

|

| 25 pipes, and you haven't completed the analyses or any
i
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1 complete sample to really define how that might be

2 expanded. In reading the program plan there was an

3 indication that th e results of the QA audits that are

4 being performed by Mr. Reed y would suggest additional

5 samples that would be over and above those in this

-

6 generic sasple.

7 Has any plan been developed based upon the
.

8 results that Mr. Reedy had provided today, or do you

9 have any criteria on how the results of those QA audits

to would be used to supplement the generic sam ple, if I

11 could characterize it in that fashion?

12 MR. CLOUD: Yes. On the completion of Roger's

13 work on any given contractor, then we will meet and go

14 over specifically his findings and specifically his

15 observations in order to understand what the

16 implica tion s a re to the design problem. And if we find

17 th a t there are implications to the design problem or to

18 the seismic qualification problem, we will definitely

19 suqqest additional verification.
'

20 And as of the moment I can say that -- in

Roger has finished21 fact, I mentioned it this morning --

.

22 t w o . One report and one particular vendor had a good Q A

23 program and there were no problems. On the other one,

24 h e did find deficiencies and we are at the moment

25 planning to do additional verification in that area,
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1 because we felt it could ha ve im plications to the design

2 pro blem .

3 MR. MIR AG L'I A : These calculations would be in

4 addition to those?

5 MR. CLOUDS In addition to the generic sample,

S res indeed.*

I

7 MR. MIRAGLIA: The other thing that could
.

8 perhaps affect sample design is that there have been a

9 number of open items or E0I's, and the ultimate

to disposition of these may suggest trends in addition.

11 MR. CLOUD Exactly. That's why we wa.nt to

12 valt until we finish the sample before we make a

13 recommendation.

14 MR. MIRAGLIA4 So you would look at not only

15 the results of the generic samples, but the resolution

16 of all of these open items, and there would be some

17 analysis of the ultimate disposition of trese to perhaps

18 suggest areas f or additional sampling?

19 MR. CLOUD: Well, my thought was perhaps we

20 would want to complete the generic sample prior to~

21 saking recommendations for additional sampling, because
.

22 -- and one of the reasons would be to look for trends
23 and patterns and propagating errors, which we felt we

24 could know more about them af ter we understood the basic

25 engineering .

.
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1 MR. MIRAGLIA. I guess my concern, coming from

2 this point of view, is that earlier we had indicated

3 that there had been 'a number of items and things

4 identified in your preliminary report that weren't

5 classified as E0I's, since you had just recently

*

6 initiated the program. A'nd I guess it wasn't clear to

7 me that all of those were as a result of your efforts to
.

8 gather inf ormation to your independent type things, and

9 that there may be other items that have been identified

10 that perhaps would suggest other areas for expanding

11 sample size in that group.

12 MR. CLOUDS I see wha t you're driving at.

13 MR. MIRAGLIA: I don't know that to be the

14 case . I just say that it may be.

15 MR. CLOUDS Now I understand your question.

16 Relative to the diverse range of things tha t we looked

17 a t in the preliminary work, yes. And what I would say

18 is that at the time we figure out what we are going to

19 suqqest for additional work, at the completion of the
*

20 generic sample, we would definitely have to factor into

21 our thinking all of the open items that exist up to that
.

22 tim e. Yes, without question.

23 I guess I would like to come back to a couple

24 of points or a rouple of areas of discussion this

25 morning , just to make sure that we are communicating on

!
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1 these issues. And the first was with respect to the

2 verification of the spectra that were'used by

3 Westinghouse, and that we did in the preliminary work.

4 And those spectra were verified, or it was verified tha t

5 applicable spectra were used, by means of examining the

6 qualification reports on the specific equipment and*

7 examining the spectra that were attached to the
.

8 qualification reports.

9 So that unless they put -- so antway, that's

to how it was done. And at lunch we were t alk in g about
,

11 this and we weren't sure that possibly that wasn't

12 explained clearly.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19,

*

20

21
.

22

23

24

25
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1 MR. HAASs Dr. Cloud, you mentioned that in

2 the event that Dr. Reedy found problems, he would notify

3 you or alert you to 'those and you could take a look at

4 those. I wonder if the reverse holds true also. If you

5 found problems in your review, would you alert Dr.

6 R eedy? .

7 HR. CLOUD: Well, I say alert, you see, he
.

8 vrites his report and then we act on the basis of his

9 findings. The program was structured in that way

10 specifically at the request of the order.

11 The initial part of the verification program

12 in fact did not include a specific quality assurance

13 check as proposed prior to the order. And the order

14 suggested that a quality assurance review and audit

15 would be in order.

16 So we asked Roger to work out those programs

17 and explained tha t they would be used as a basis for

and a long rambling answer that18 sample calrulations --

19 ends up in no, we do not have that feature in the

20 program at the moment. -

21 There is the matter of sequencing, too,
.

22 because the idea being that he does his work early on

23 and then we can factor it in and take account of it.

24 3R. HAAS: Dr. Reedy, you will be selecting

25 samples also on various calcula tions or analyses to
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1 determine whether appropria te, design control QA

2 requirements were im plem en ted , for example?

'

3 3R. REEDY No, I really do not take samples.

4 This really varies from vendor to vendor. When we did

5 EDS , for example, we looked into calculations from every

6 job that they had with PGEE.*

7 Now, we picked certain points; in other words,
.

8 show me tha t these were check calculations, show me that

9 they were design verified, show me that the programs

10 were verified, show me that you had design reviews, et

11 cetera, show me how you controlled tie document tha t

12 came into your company, show me how }ou controlled what

13 ven t out.

14 So we looked at everything. There was nothing

15 missed in any of the verification process that we went

16 t o . It is really no t a s ha rd a s it ma y sound, because

17 these contractors were limited in tho work that they did

18 except for Blume, who had a long period of work

19 history.

20 3R. CLOUDS One other point of clarification.'

21 On the coupling between the piping and the supports, I
.

22 just want to make sure that I have not misled you on

23 w ha t our plans are. Our plans were to do the analysis

24 o f 10 piping problems, 10 analyses, and those analyses

25 would be done considering all of the supports to be
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1 written.

2 The completion of the piping runs, the loads

~3 from the piping analysis would be used to check those

4 supports of the 20 in our sample, to do a stress

5 analysis of the 20 in o r sample. And on any given line

-

6 there would probably only be a few.

7 MR. BOSNAKa How would you decide which, let
.

8 us say, which ones are of the 20 and which not of the

9 207

10 MR. CLOUD 4 They are chosen a priori. In

11 other words, we have already selected the 20.

12 MR. BOSNAK4 Well, if you have, let us say you

13 exceed your allowable on a support that is not part of

14 the 20, then what happens?

15 MR. CLOUDS If we exceed the allowable load on

16 any of the 20, the question is we will compare our

17 support loads to the design support loads. We are not

18 going to do a stress analysis on the supports other than

19 in our sample.
-

20 MR. BOSNAK4 I think our problem was that

21 apparently you are only looking at 20, and there might
.

22 b e a lo t more. Obviously, there are a lot more in the

23 10 problems. So what happens to those that are not part

24 o f the 20?

25 MR. CLOUD 4 We will compare the support loads

|

|
i
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1 generated in the piping analysis to the support loads

2 generated in the design piping analysis, so that they do

3 not go completely unchecked. It is just that they are

4 not going to go through --

5 MR. BOSNAK4 That is the area we did not
*

8 understand.

7 MR. CLOUDS Well, I did not explain it
.

8 clearly. It was pointed out to me at lunch that that

9 was not explained very clearly. So that is the reason I
,

10 wan ted to bring it up again.

11 One other point of clarification on the

12 Westinghouse spectra, and I will ask Mr. Dennison to

13 talk to this.

14 MR. DENNISON4 In addition to checking the

15 transmittals and checking the curves in the raport, we

18 also checked reference dates.

17 MR. BOSNAK: I think we are ready to go to-

|
18 Roman numeral III, which is the benchmarking of

|

19 results. And here we are really talking about the

20 piping system codes. We were looking at an area -- it.

21 is on page 16, section 542, where it says -- of the
.

22 model where we are talking about piping requalification

i 23 -- "The models will be analyzed with a different

24 verified computer progras."
|

{ 25 And all we want to do is be sure that you
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l
1 understand that " verified" to us means benchmarked and i

2 that you benchmark any code that you are going to use
.i |

3 for a set of problem'. And th a t was the thrust ofs

4 this.

5 MR. CLOUDS It was our understanding that

8 ADLPIPE was benchmarked, and I guess I had in my mind .

7 that we would not have to do it again.
.

8 MR. 30SNAK You would not have to do it again

9 because it has already been benchmarked. And the other

10 w as t he ICE 707. If there are any codes that have not

11 been checked against that, that is something that should

12 he done also. And this would apply to anything an y TES

13 folks are doing, too.

14 That is all we really have on item III. We

15 are only about an hour late. That is not too bad.

16 MR. VOLLMERs I would like to get Mr. Denton

17 back down. Let us reconvene st 3 30 then.

18 (Brief recess was taken)

19 MR. VOLLMER: Okay, if we could reconvene and

20 pick up item IV on the agenda, which is titled here "QA -

21 A ud it 'ethods." Walt Haas will moderate that part.
.

22 MR. HAAS: We got, I think, some good

23 inf ormation this morning that resolves some of our

24 problems. In particular, in the scope of your QA

25 review, the criterion that you looked at determined how

|

|
.
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1 each of these organizations will run their programs.

2 Tha t looks fine.

3 One thing 'we wanted to talk about, when we

~

4 read the program plan we were concerned about the

5 organizational arrangement that was set up for the Reedy

6 organization reporting to Cloud and then on to PGCE.'

7 When we look at QA organizations for nuclear
.

8 pla nts, we are concerned as toi whether QA is getting the

9 proper reporting at the proper level. And what we look

10 f or is reporting level equivalent to other major

11 functions in a project.

12 So if we did not see that here -- and this is
13 a unique kind of a situation, maybe it is j ustified -- I
14 wonder if you could explain how the arrangement was

15 arrived at and what the rationale is, or ma ybe PGCE 's

16 involvement.

17 MR. REEDY: I would like to enswer from my

18 viewpoint on this. And that is that we are operating a s

19 a n ' independent Q A group. And I think there was some

20 question .tb.is morning and maybe I was not clear enough.

21 in explaining how we are operating.
~

,

22 In looking at what we do, we have no meetings
e

23 w it h PCCE or with Cloud except to determine who we can

24 go visit and when. We have to state when the visit is

25 necessary to PGCE to make the contractual arrangements
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1 and everything to get in to visit these companies.

2 Sometimes the contract has expired, for example, and

3 they have to open up'another door,to get us in.

4 He prepare our questionnaires, we prepare our

5 program review questions. We lock at how we are going

6 to approach it, who the team leader is going to be for
,

7 each thing. There is no input whatsoever either from

*

8 Cloud or PGCE on that.

9 When we go in and do the audit, we do have a

10 PGEE man with us -- I should say person with us. I am

11 not trying to downgrade the capability of these people,

12 but these are not what I would call an observer or

13 anything lik e tnat .

14 For example, one time we had an inspector --

15 he was not an engineer, he was just a field inspector --

16 who came along to act as our assistant in helping us get

17 documents.

18 It was something so we could turn to EDS and

19 say will you please give PGCE something so that we can

20 look at it? Or if there was something needed at PGCE, ,

21 they could go back and get it and bring it over. This

*

22 wa the type and caliber of people who were always with

23 u s .

24 On the final report, we would go back to the

25 of fice with the other people in my organiza tion. We
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1 would review all the notes that we had taken and go

2 through the forms. And we send the final report with a

3 cover letter to Mr. Cloud. Mr. Cloud then takes it and

4 handles it on from there.

5 MR. HAAS4 What do you do next?

! 8 MR. CLOUDS My job in this verification*

7 program is two-folds One is to organize and manage the
.

8 program. And second, on these detailed pteblems our

9 organization performed thst. But my relationship with

10 the review organiza tion is strictly a hands-of f program

11 sanagement relationship. And tha t is very clear.

12 MR. HAAS: You give him no guidance?

13 MR. CLOUDS I could not if I wanted to.

14 MR. HAASs I did not see anything in the

15 background of your organization --

18 MR. CLOUDS In QA our big struqqle is to just

17 keep our own organization running in the right way.

18 MR. HAAS: I can see in the way you have

19 described your workings this morning and this afternoon

*

20 that you do have to work together in a way because there

| 21 is some overlap sad intersetion between you. And yet
;

1
'

|
22 the functions can be independent to an extent.

23 MR. REEDYs I do not really look at this as a

24 normal QA audit -- I thought this was brought out this
|
i
' 25 aorning -- because we are going back into history. And

|

[
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1 sometimes we have to ask people what they did.

2 But we were looking for verification and

3 vritten documentatioh. We are not taking anyone's word

4 that this is what was done, but we used the interview to

5 lead us to documentation that we can put our hands on.

6 dd. HAAS: The staffing, I presume, we will -

7 get into in the next session. And we already talked
.

8 about criteria. You basically said that wh en you go to

9 an organization you look at all of the items of work

to that they perform and the QA con.cols that were

11 applied.

12 MR. REEDY That is correct.

13 MR. HAAS: Now, when you do an audit and you

14 find problems, what do you do next?

15 MR. REEDY: We identify the problem either as

16 to an observation or as to a finding. Now, for example,

17 on one we found five observations. There were no

18 findings. There was nothing that hurt the program or

19 had any inpact on quality whatsoever.

20 I gave an example of one of the observations *

21 that we have, aul there were several more of the case
.

22 type of th in g . In fact, I believe, out of five
,

23 findings, five observations that we had with that

24 organiza tion, three had already been corrected in their

25 post-1978 manuals. So we just found what had happened
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1 and what hsd occurred in history.

2 Now, if there is a real finding that is

3 reported to Mr. Clou'd, and he uses that to determine how

4 that will impact his samples or the work that he has

5 done.

6 Now, as I said, we have completed two of*

7 these. One, the program was good. There were no
.

8 findings. They had an operating system and everything
'

9 vent quite well. In fact, it was very good, very well

10 d on e .

11 The other one there were problems with, I gave

12 tha t result to Mr. Cloud, and he made mention of the

13 f ac t that there will be a plan put together as to how to

14 resolve that one. That one was not on piping analysis

15 or something that was completely calculational, so it
,

16 has a dif f arent sporoach required to it than just

I 17 increase the sampling calculations.
1

I 18 MR. VOLLMER Let me go over again when you

19 make a report or make a finding, how does that get

20 ven tila ted in the report to Cloud?*

21 NR. REEDY: I will le t M r. Cloud answer what
.

22 he does with the report tha t I send to him.

23 MR. CLOUDS The first thing I do is discuss it

24 with Roger to understand exactly what he has done.

25 Secondly, we then send in a finding and observation
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1 report, a finding and observation report that is exactly

2 parallel to the EDI raport. And we send thCse in on the

3 basis of the findings and observations in the Reedy

4 reports. We sent some in last week.

5 MR. VOLL3ER: What is the timeliness of your

6 reports? What would be the timeliness, say, he makes a .

7 finding, would he get it in to you in a week or two

'

8 weeks or what?

9 MR. REEDYs Well, we have been under a little

10 bit of a rush just recently. The first two reports were

11 sent in within two weeks after they were made. But we

12 have been trying to finish the audits to get a feel "or

13 how things are going.

14 I have been out of the office now for almost a

15 week, and no reports are going to leave my office unless

16 I go over it, because we do have our own QA procedure to

17 say tha t I will read all reports before they go out.

18 So the timeliness will be that I feel that

19 sometime in the .4 ext week we will have at least one more

20 report going out. And we a re in the middle of working -

21 inside PGCE right now reviewing what is going on in
-

22 their program.

23 MR. VOLLMER. Would it be sa f e to say then

24 that the week after you send your report or message to

25 Dr. Cloud, a week after you get the report, and we could
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1 assume it would get in the next biweekly after that, so

2 it could be maybe a period of no more than three weeks

3 between the time he sakes his finding and the time that

4 we would see it?

5 MR. CLOUDS At the very la test it would be

6 three weeks for you.-

7 MR. VOLLMERs Assuming you get it right after
.

8 you issued the biweekly.

9 MR. CLOUD 4 Yes, that is right. It would be

10 our ambition to get his results out of our hands in

11 three da ys. The first one took longer because we did

12 no t have his system set up yet and we were at the stage,

13 we were interrupted with this other business.

14 But now that we have the system set up, the

15 second one was out in three days. And I anticipate all

{ 16 future ones will be out of our hands in three days.

17 MR. HAAS: In your review of the PGCE portion

18 o f the QA progrsm, what I am concerned about, if you

19 m a k e any findings or observations, are they fed back to

20 PGCE for a determination as to whether they are an*

21 operational QA program which would suffer from the same
I 22 deficiency?*

23 In othet words, you sre looking at, as you
!

24 mentioned before, you are looking at history, how things

|

! 25 were done several years ago. 'de are also concerned

i

1

|
|
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1 about the 2A program that would be in effect for the

2 plant if it is in operation and that the same

3 deficiancias a re no t carried f orward.

4 1R. REEDY: I think I have to answer that.

5 Quite simply, we are still in Phase 1 and have not

6 entered Phase 2, so we are still in history 1978 and .

7 previous. So that would not address the other. And I
.

8 can make assumptions, but I would rather not when we do

9 not have an approved program.

10 MR. HAA s Maybe PGCE could tell us about

11 that.

12 MR. HOCH4 Well, that is exactly righ t . We

13 have a proposal, of course, before the staf f for both

14 the Phase 1 and a Phase 2 program, and we a re really

15 meeting here talking about Phase 1.

16 Phase 2, of course, addresses that part of the

17 Commission 's order that deals with PGCE's internal

18 processes. So that is a part of the Phase 2 proposal,

19 a nd we hope to be able to get there very quickly.

20 MR. HAAS. Phase 1 also deals with it. -

21 MR. HOCHs No. Read the order. The limits of
.

22 the order a re quite plain. I think what Mr. Reedy said

23 is very scrurate, that the part of the procedure you are

24 characteriring more properly falls in to Phase 2.

25 MR. DENTON: let me ask a Phase 1 question,
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1 because I have been confused abvut this reporting, who

2 reports to whom. Who pays Mr. Reedy? PGCE or Mr.
*

3 Cloud?

4 HR. CLOUDS I do.

5 MR. DENTONs So you are actually his

6 employer?.

7 MR. CLOUDS Yes.
.

8 MR. HOCH: If I might clarify things, I

9 alluded to a slide this morning that I said I lost. But

10 I f o und it again.

11 (Slide)

12 This might provide a tool for discussion. It

13 is not very complicated, but it attempts to show the

14 relationships.

15 MR. DENTON: It sounds as though, Mr. Reedy,

16 tha t involvement with the Cloud organization is in a

17 dif ferent area than Mr. Cloud is working, and it sounds

18 like he needs to know who to contact, who the companies

19 were tha t did work , and then his findings are useful to

20 Mr. Cloud in determining the scope of the follow-up*

21 audits.
.

22 He could have structured it the other way.

23 Maybe you could tall us a bit about how it got

24 structured the way it did.

25 MR. HOCH4 I do not even know tha t I know all~
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1 the background in how it got where it is. My perception

2 is that in looking at Dr. Cloud's organization, both our

3 assessment of it and'his own assessment of the

4 organization , was that in this one area, the area of

5 quality assurance, he did not have the in-house

6 expertise to handle this job. -

7 So, scanning the industry for someone capable
.

8 who did have that expertise, our management selected Mr.

9 Reedy. I agree it could have equally well been

10 structured with Mr. Reedy reporting directly to PGCE.

11 But it was done this way to provide for the management

12 of the orgsniza tion.

13 MR. DENTON : It sounds like 9r. Reedy provides

14 complementary skills and wo rks largely outside, in areas

15 outside the design verification area.

16 MR. HOCH: I hope people will correct me if I

17 am wrong as to who actually was the person who selected

18 M r . Reedy.

19 MR. CLOUD: One thing I want to emphasize is

*
20 tha t the Reedy organization reports to the program

21 management box. And his work is essentially independent
.

22 of our function. As I mentioned a few moments ago, our
.

23 f unction is strictly to or;anize the program and manage

24 the p rog ra s .

25 I made the recommendation that Reedy's
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1 organization would be well suited for this work. And

2 based upon that, we went ahead.

3 MR. VOLLME'Es How did you arrive at that

4 determination? Cuality assurance is really a program

5 that needs somebody to complement a lack of expertise in

6 your organization. So how did you arrive at Mr. Reedy*

7 as the appropriate party to fill this f unction?
.

8 MR. CLOUDS Well, I will review briedly. When

9 the order case, it was at that point that the

10 requirement f or quality assursnce review and quality

11 assurance audits were specified.

12 And so I tossed it about in my own mind as to

13 wno would be well s;1ted for this and decided that Roger ,

14 would be an ideal person with the right size

15 organization and the right level of experiance and

16 background .

17 MR. VOLLMER Did you review a number of

18 organiza tions? I guess I am looking for how did you

19 arrive at tha t?
|

20 MR. CLOUDS .N o . What I was looking for, I was*

21 looking for a group of people that I felt that I could
I

-

22 work well with, but at the same time were well known,'

23 established , and respected, and came up with their name

24 on that bssis.

25 MR. HAASs I have one more question. If you
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1 identif y design deficiencies that require rework

2 modification, I presume tha t the QA program operations

3 would be the program'that would govern those

4 activities?

5 MR. REEDY: That is certainly correct.

6 MR. HAAS: That is all I have. -

7 MR. VOLLMER4 I have one additional question,
.

8 and this one is for Mr. Cooper.

9 In the slides that you had up there this

to morning, number 4 on your tasks was to prepare a project

11 plan, have a project QA program. Could you tell me

12 about the project QA program?

13 MR. COOPER: 'Je have a O A manual because we

14 have so many projects of so many different types. For

15 each project in-house we also had to prepare a so-called

16 pro j ect G A program which states what portions of the

17 manual apply; if there is any supplemental material. It

18 defines interf aces, reporting, reports from th e record

19 viewpcin t , audits.

20 It is a minor kind of a document. I think my -

21 draft here is maybe half a dozen pages long.
.

22 MR. V3LLMER: So this is taking out of the

23 Teledyne Q A progrsm those elements that you feel are

24 appropriate to your particular task?

25 MR. COOPER: That is correct.
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1 MR. 'IAAS: But it is applied to your

2 organiza tion?

3 MR. COOPER's Yes, sir.

4 MR. VOLL3ER4 Just curiosity, was this an

5 Appendix B to tho QA, is this an Appendix B-type QA

6 program?.

7 MR. COOPER: Yes, it is. And it has been
.

8 audited by many of our customers in tha t sense.

9 MR. VOLLMER: Are there any other QA questions

10 or comments?

11 MR. CREWS I do not see any other place where

12 i t is covered.

13 But really following up a little bit on

14 Harold's comment earlier about the threshold of

15 reporting by Dr. Cooper in his organization, are we

| 16 going to see incorporated in -- I guess this is a PGCE

17 question -- will you be receiving something simila r to

18 semimonthly progress reports from Dr . Cooper? And will

1

| 19 those be incorpora ted in your reports?

20 MR. H3CH: Let us take that in two parts, if' *

21 v e can , and ask Dr. Cooper what he intends to provide to
'

22 PGCE, and then we will respond about what we intend to
|

23 do with it.

| 24 MR. COOPER: Would this be an appropriate

25 place f or me to modify two of the things I showed this

|

|
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1 sorning? I mentioned earlier that I was here today

2 partially to lesen, and there has been inother thing

~

3 happen that I need to report to you in order to correct

4 two of the items that I presented tnis morning as to how

5 this program moves.

8 I said earlier that it was my intent to use -

7 the error and open-ites reports in the same manner which
.

8 Cloud was. I found out that the way I described that

3 use and so forth this morning was not the same way,

10 because it did not properly reflect the level and

11 relationships between Cloud and PGCE. And my intent'was

12 to keep those the same.

13 I suggest that that be resolved by deleting

14 this questionable lino, "have as a result of the

15 e valua tion of the program review three categories:

16 sdequate , uncertain , error."

17 In every case, something that is uncertain,

18 rereview or go down to the supplementary effort. It

19 com es out of theres adequate, questionable, or

20 erroneous. And keep that open item report but having an -

21 o p e n -it e m report here is using it very differently than
.

22 the Cloud program does.

23 That is what I have learned, one of the things

24 I have learned being here today. And I think that is

25 the change that should be recognized.
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1 Now, it is not quite responsive to your

2 question, but there is another change that has

3 occurred . At noontike I wa s handed a change order to

4 our contract, which is something that I had asked for

5 last week, and our management will sign it tomorrow and

6 ve will get it back and put it into effect.a

7 But this morning I read you something that I
.

8 described as the paragraph covering special NRC

9 considerations. And when I read that, I worded it in

to ways like "by approval of PGCE approves the f ollowing"

11 type of tning.

12 Well, we now have a change order to our

13 con tract, which adds a sentence to one that was

14 previously there. Previously, it said, " Contractor

15 shall disclose no information to third parties

16 concerning the services performed under this contract

17 without written permission from PGEE."

18 The added sentence in change order 1 is, "This

19 requirement does not apply to the U.S. Nuclear

20 Regula tory Commission."*

21 So I think we have a t least opened the door to
.

22 a discussion of your item, and this has enabled me to

23 clean up two things we left hanging this morning.

24 MR. DENIONt I am glad'you have provided those

25 cla rifications.
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1 I would like to go back to the slide just for

2 a soment.

3 MR. CREWS 4 I might add we have already

4 covered that boilerplate in the contract.

5 MR. DENTON: Tell me again how the

*

6 supplemental effort differs from the progran review in

7 terms of what goes on inside Teledyne?
.

8 (Slide)

9 MR. COOPER In our program review effort you

10 may remember that I had a number of people assigned in

11 tha t area. I had myself assigned to review Cloud and the

12 management tasks, and I had others assigned to review

13 Reedy and the QA activity, Cloud, and design change,

14 independent calculations, and someone else still in the

15 Phase 2 areas.

16 And I described that when these people were

17 out doing this, they were intended to observe and review

18 a n d get facts relative to the program as it was

19 a pproved.

*

20 Ihen I said under the evaulation phase, under

21 the evaluation test -- and I used my terminology
.

22 consistently -- und er the e valua tion tasks, there were

23 two subtasks .

24 The first of these wa s to reach some

25 conclusion as to the results of this review, to reach a

.
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1 conclusion whether the program was being performed, and

2 the result of the program were being re po r ted , how they

3 were being done -- adequate, uncertain, erroneous.

4 I also described a parallel supplementary

5 effort of doing supclementary calculations, doing

^ wha tever is necesssry to resolve these uncertain items,~

7 to resolve our concerns about' the content of the
.

8 program. For example, the issue of sampling is one that

9 we would look at there.

to Another issue we would look at if we had

11 suspicion, f or example , about the way Cloud was doing

12 some of his analysis, is, let us say, we did not like

13 ADLPIPE f or some reason and we wanted to do it on our

14 computer to see if we get tne same answer he gets. That

15 is the kind of thing that would be done here in the.

16 supplementary ef fort.

17 The key to the change-I made is that the way

18 the open-item report is being used and is basically when

19 the o pe n -i t e m report is filed, yes, Cloud and his troops

20 continue to do some work on it, but primarily the.

21 responsibility shifts to PGCE, as I learned it today.
,

22 That is true in the open-itam report I

23 conceived he re , but it was not true of this one. And so

24 I felt that that was an inconsistency in the use , and

25 the simple thing to do was to just drop out that line.
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1 MR. DENTON What then does happen in the

2 uncertain areas in the prog ra m review? Do they turn

~

3 into supplemental?

4 MR. COOPER They will either go back to

5 Cloud 's ef f ort to try to resolve, or they will be done

-

C under the supplementary effort righ t the re. They get

7 done down here, and then they get resolved.
.

8 They are either adequate, questionable with an

9 open-item r eport , or erroneous with an error report.

10 And in all three cases they are reported, yes, in all
~

11 three cases they are re reported in the final report.

12 If it remains open, if we cannot close off the open-item

13 report, it would be reported there.

14 MR. DENTON: Now, in closing off the

15 uncertain, and getting back to this arm's-length

16 relationship that you talked about, how would you

17 resolve this uncertain receview? Would you mail him

18 something? Would the company see it? Would we see it?

19 Who sees those?
*

20 MR. C00PERa I would at the moment see this as

21 being a n in-house issue between us and Cloud. Now, if
.

22 i t is something tha t involves OA, say, we will work

23 directly with Reedy , I presume. I mean we have not

24 worked out the details as to whether we tell Cloud every

25 time we call up Reedy, but I would hope we do not.
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1 But this may be just something as simple as we

2 do not understand something tha t is being done in a

3 review. It is something we cannot say that it is action

4 by PGEE as required. So we are not prepared to issue an

5 open-item report on it. We just are not there yet.

8 3R. DENTON: Well, let me throw out a*
l

7 hypothesis and get your reaction to it. You could, if

.

8 you chose to, send your people out to Cloud's program or

9 Reedy 's program with instructions, do not talk to

10 a nybody, gather up documents, and bring back 900

11 documents to your shop. And any time there is anything

12 questionable, you dash of f an assigned report number,

13 a nd it then gets back into Cloud's answer to you

14 formally.

15 MR. COOPER: We could do that. But I am too

16 old to start a program like that.

17 (Laughter)

18 MR. DENTONa Well, why do you think this one

19 is superior ?

20 MR. COOPERS First, I think that writing' '

21 questions and answers back and forth -- well, look at us
.

22 s11 here today. There is much more understanding

23 developed today than all of the correspondence that has

24 gone around , I am sure almost everybody would agree.

25 And the other thing is that I do not care who
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1 it is a nd how honest a job he is trying to do, if I make

2 him send me things in writing and that is all I am going

3 to review, he is going to forget to send me something,

4 it is just going to slip through the crack. If we have

5 got somebody there looking over his shoulder,

8 participating, understanding, it is a lot better job .

7 done, that is all.
'

8 Now, we are going to handle in our QA program,

9 we will require that every piece of paper be handled as

10 a control document in our QA system. Our QA people do

11 not like this, but this is what we are telling them we

12 are doing on this program.

13 It further requires that every verbal

14 presentation, like the minutes of today's meeting, have

15 to go into that. A trip report, a telecom, wha t is it,

16 a ny communication like that between ourselves and anyone

17 else involved in this program has to be handled as a

18 control dorument.

19 And I say our QA people do not like that

20 ext reme , but that is what I think is necessary in this .

21 kind of an issue.
.

22 MR. DENTON: Let me back off from just the

23 sheer paperwork , because I think we could not do our job

24 either if we did not have meetings.

25 So now your people go out tad in addition to

.
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1 obtaining some documents, to meet with Cloud and Reedy

2 and attempt to understand, I wanted to go to the point

3 where the uncertainty develops in your reviewer's mind.

4 How will you assess from your position in the

5 company whather the reviewer's sensitivity is at the

6 right level? Will you keep a list of these things?*

7 HR. C00PER4 I am the one who decides where
.

8 they get categorized here, not the reviewer. Now, I am

9 going to have a lot of help from him doinc that, that is

10 f or certain . But he may well come back and I will be

11 able to ask him questions he has not thought of.

12 Or thera may be some subsequent event occur in

13 the program that reralses an issue that he and I thought

14 we had closed the door on and had not. But it is not

15 something that is yet to the point where, for example,
|

| 16 PGCE action is required on the issue. It is an

17 in-progress type of situation.

18 MR. DENION: Where does it take up in the lif e

19 of definite resolution being f orst.'.ly required ?

20 MR. COOPER: When we are smart enough to write*

21 either an error or an open-item report. And there the
.

22 words that we have in our program plan are pretty close

23 a t least to being identical to the words that are in the

24 Phase 2 plan that PGCE has submitted, where this

25 Appendix B to that plan is, where this error and
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1 open-item thing is defined, which, of course, is very

2 similar to what was in one of Cloud's progress reports.

3 Now, we have not yet answered -- the question

4 has been asked -- about progress reports. Let me just

5 answer that in this way. At this time our contract does

6 not require and we vould not plan to prepare any formal -

7 periodic progress report.
.

8 NR. VOLLMER: Any more questions on ites IY?

9 MR. HOCH I think we had another half to that

10 y e t , if I am not mistaken. I think I understand from

11 what Dr. Cooper said what he is furnishing the PGCE, and

12 that PGCE gets and he sends directly to Mr. Maneatis.

13 His error or open items, errors or open items.

14 MR. COOPER: And to NRC.

15 MR. HOCH: Yes. I think that is an important

16 point. And it is my understanding that that is

17 correct.

18 It is also my und erstanding that those items

19 and indeed every report he generates, whether or not he

*

20 generates an interim report or just a final report, is

21 sent simultaneously to PGCE and to the NRC. That is my
.

22 understanding , and I hope he will correct me if I am

23 w ro ng .

24 MR. CR E'J S : That is the Phase report.

25 MR. HOCH4 That is any report he generates, a
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1 Phase report or a final report.

2 MR. C00 PEP.4 Contractually, we are required to

3 write two Phase reports. And we picked up the error and

4 open-ites reports.

5 5R. DENTON: When are the Phase reports?

6 MR. C00PER4 Phase 1 and Phase 2.*

7 MR. HOCH: Well, given that, that there are at
.

8 least the two Phase reports, there could conceivably be

9 interim reports, although he said that he is not

10 con tractually required to do so. Those reports and any

11 error or open-item report is sent simultaneously to us

12 and to the NRC.

13 Then the second half of the question, if I can

14 remember f ar enough back, was what do we do with those?

15 We will include -- and actually we have a little more

16 response, I think , to item number V, and that is the

17 letter to Mr. Furbush, the tracking system item.

18 We will include in a formal tracking system.

19 In this case it is actually a multiplicity of systems
i

i
20 overlaying , overlaid by a computer-based tracking; .

21 system, will include not only Dr. Cooper's error andf,
22 open-item reports or errors and open items, but errors

23 and open items that have come from Robert L. Cloud

24 A ssocia tes and PGCE items identified internally.

25 We will include those in the tracking system
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1 which tracks and assure timely resolution and report in

2 our bimonthly report. And when and if we get back to a

3 discussion of ites n6mber V, I would like to amplify on

4 tha t.

5 MR. CREWS: How about Mr. Reedy's observations

6 and findings? -

7 MR. HOCHs Those are sent to us in precisely
.

8 the same form, although the title is different, but in

9 precisely the sama form as Dr. Cloud's error and
.

10 open-ites reports, only they are findings and

11 o bs er va tion s . Those in sddition are included and

12 t ra ck ed .

13 MR. DENTON: I thought we had not seen any of

14 those yet.

15 HR. CREWS: No, we have not. As a matter of

16 f act, I understood the first of a couple went to PGCE

17 just this past week.

18 MR. CLOUD: Yes. On Friday.

19 MR. HOCH: Is this an opportune time to go

20 back to items III and V in Mr. Eisenhut's letter? *

21 MR. VOLLMER: Yes.
.

22 MR. HOCH: Those items I think we may have

%3 lef t earlier today with some kind of impression that we

24 go off and send you some written response. What we

25 would really like to do is to respond to those items
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1 here, if we might.

2 MR. V3LLMER: Well, I think that, as I

3 indicated, we would like to be able to have the

4 responses necessary for us to go forward on the adequacy

5 of the plan and so on. I think I indicated that may be

6 some technical issues that you may want to develop*

7 further. We would not be waiting on those to do this
.

8 particular task.

9 If you want to clear up some issues, fine, why

to don ' t you do it now?

11 MR. HOCH: I think we responded as well as Dr.

12 Cloud has responded to item I. I think there has been

13 no response to the other items.

14 MR. BOSNAK: Bob Cloud and I talked about item

15 I -5 . I think he has some clarifications that would help

16 us a lot to get those on the record.

17 MR. VOLLMER: That is on the agenda item I-5.

18 MR. H3CH: When I am numbering the items now,

19 I sm talking sbout Mr. Eisenhut's letter, January 28 th

20 letter, the five numbered paragraphs or five numbered*

21 items in the letter.
.

22 And let me, if I might, address items III and

23 Y collectively in that letter, since they both deal with
24 the sub ject of identifying reporting errors and open

25 items during the course of the reverification program.

!

t
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1 And let me give you a little background, if I >

2 alght, following the identification of the diagram error

3 last September.
~

4 And during the course of the independent

5 verification program which we have had in progress, a

~

6 number of items have been identified which require .

7 f urther investigation, f urther evaluation or analysis in
.

8 order to determine whether they adversely affect the

9 design of any saf ety-related structures, systems, or

10 components at Disblo Canyon.

11 Some of these items which were identified by

12 Robert L. Cloud Associates during the preliminary

13 portion of the program and were included in the

14 preliminary report tha t report that was submitted on

15 November 18, 1981, were identified by Dr. Cloud on that

18 repor t .

17 He now intends to submit to PGCE errors and

18 open-item reports as a backfit, if you will, of other

19 items identified by RLCA -- and I will use that

20 shorthand -- have been reported to PGCE prior to the -

21 adoption of the error and open item reports.
.

22 As you noted in item V of the Eisenhut letter,

23 these items are now being reported by Cloud to PGCE on

24 error and open-item reports and are being appended to

25 our semimonthly reports.

|

|
t
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1 So I wanted to give that as background as to

2 how those things have been and are now being handled.

3 For items identified by PGCE, quite apart from

4 those identified by RLCA,.during the course of either

5 the work required to correct design errors or during the

8 verification program, significance has been the criteria.

7 ye have establishad for determining reportability. The
.

8 determination of significance may -- and you have noted

9 in your letter it has in some cases -- require a

10 relatively long time.

11 This is true. Even when one can make a

12 considered judgment that the item probably will not --

13 probably will not have an adverse effect on

14 safety-related design.

15 In view of the guidance provided in item III

16 of your letter, we will include in our semimonthly

17 sta tus report all items potentially affecting

18 saf ety-related design for which the determination of

19 significance requires longer than the 14-day period you

20 have put forth.*

21 Let me now speak to the subject of the
.

22 tracking system.

23 HR. YOLLMER: Before you go on, the

24 significance would be in terms of sa f e ty significance or

25 generic significance in the systematic area? Does that
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1 significance mean both or just one?

2 MR. H3CH: To me that means both. You have to

3 consider both. Ce r t'ainly , the primary consideration is

4 whether it is safety-significant, but certainly an area

5 that is systematic and affects a broad category is in

6 the same situation.
-

7 PGCE has existing formal tracking systems,
.

8 including a computer-based commitment control system,

9 which I talked about s moment ago, which we will use to

10 track the following items: RLCA's error and open-item

11 reports, Teledyne Engineering Services open-item and

12 error reports, Robert F. Reedy's open-item and error

13 repor ts , and items identified by PGCE internally.

14 PGCE is modifying these systems to identify

15 and track all items for which significance is not a

16 determinate 14 days, in addition to items that have been

17 determined to be significant.

18 Okay. The tracking system will be modified to

19 also provide and print out the information outlined in-

20 item V of yo ur letter, the items you mention there. And *

21 this information sill be included in our semimenthly
.

22 sta tus reports.

23 Now, the only problem that leaves us with is

24 the problem about timing. And I am not sure how to

25 structure the number of days of the timing, but let us
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1 tell you what tne problem is.

2 Suppose in this 14-day period we identified an

3 ites, 14 days had elapsed. It appeared to be very

4 sinor, but we had not determined significance, so we

5 automatically escalate it to the category where we track

6 it and include it in the semimonthly report.*

7 Let us assume that 14th day falls on a
.

8 Thursday or a Friday even, and that that is one of the

9 Fridays, the second and fourth Friday where our

10 semimon thly report is due. We are in the situation

11 where we have identified that, we hsve to include it in

12 the report, we sort of have to do all of that

13 instantaneously.

14 .9r. Norton points out another situation that

15 occurred where you discovered something the day the

16 report is due. If you do not include it, then you are

17 la t e . His logic -- Bruce, why don't you express your

18 logic ?

19 13. NORTONs It is just that the 14 days

20 req uires , if you have s semimon thl y report, there is*

21 more than in days between those' reports on occasion
.

well, every month but one has22 because not every month --

23 more than 28 days. So if you discovered any kind of an

24 error a t all like Friday morning and that report is duc

25 that day, if you do not :nclude it in tha t report, then
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1 you have to make up a special report or you are more

2 than 14 days before your next semimonthly report.

3 That is the only problem, and I tnink Mr.

4 Vollmer recognized that when he was talking to Dr. Cloud

5 about his reporting of Dr. Reedy's findings or 3r.

6 Reedy's findings. .

7 So we would just want something like maybe 20
.

8 days instead of 14 to cover that, which is not very

9 likely to occur, but we do not to promise 14 days and

10 then get stuck where we cannot do it without special

11 reports which would confuse everybody.
'

12 MR. HOCH: This is the kind of requirement you

13 try to avoid in technical specifications because it is

14 an automatic self-defeating thing.

15 MR. VOLLMER: I am aware of that.

16 MR. DENTON: It is those types of

17 considerations that have given as pr ob lem s , and it is

18 because of these type problems that it seems almost

19 simpler to institute a system whereby anything you

20 receive is sent to everybody, than for you to keep this -

21 mailing list and calendar system writing all the time to
i

.

l 22 decide what falls in and what falls out of given dates.

23 So you are really tying yourself to the
!

|
' 24 development of a system that handles all of your

25 incoming correspondence and does something with it
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1 within certain time periods as opposed to just providing

2 everybody whatever you have that you are getting in.

3 HR. HOCH: 'That~ does not bother me that we

4 have to make the commitment. That is something we are

5 obligated to do anyway. And the tracking system

6 exists. We have to track -- once again, we have to*

7 track and dispose of the problems we identify
.

8 ourselves. So the fact that we are also tracking

9 problems identified by others in relation to the

10 verifica tion program, I do not think it does not -- that

11 extra work does not bother us. It is something we are

| 12 obligated to do and we should be doing it.

13 MR. DENTON What I would like to see at the

14 end of this review , of a review of this type, would be a
i

j 15 table tha t would say, based upon this audit
|

| 16 reverification that has been done, there have been I

I 17 number of procedural problems f ound, I number of

18 technical problems found, X number of administrative

( 19 problems f ound, and X number, and here is their
i

* 20 disposition and what it all means,
|

i

21 And you are saying that you will have a system
.

22 then that ultimately will give that type report that

23 vill keep up with every error E0I that is found by

24 Cloud , Reedy, Teledyne, or yourselves, and will allow
l
' 25 some judgment to be made about wha t the total

.

I
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1 significance was and the level of modifications needed?

2 MR. HOCH That is correct. We have always

3 intended to do the f"irst thing you suggest. It has

4 always been our intent that our technical reports

5 submitted to you would include all of these items.

6 But my reading item III of Mr. Eisenhut's -

7 letter indicated that this was not adequa te to your
.

8 purposes. And that is why we proposed what we proposed

9 here today.

10 MR. DENTON: I think the reason we need to

11 stay current is so that we can follow that particular

12 issue in terms of its technical value. And if we do not

13 know about it, we are not able to audit that issue at

14 the time it is being pursued.

15 MR. V3LLMER: This has to be one of the easier

16 things for us to resolve today. I think we ought to

17 propose something like a reporting period on the last

18 d a y of the month and the 15 th or something like th a t .

19 You could define a reporting period before that w hich

*

20 would provide an increment to accommodate such

21 eventualities.
.

22 MR. HOCH: Well, by the terms of the order,

23 whs t we are doing now, we have established -- we are at

24 the second and fourth Hondays -- or Fridays, second and

25 fourth Fridays as the day for the semimonthly report.
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1 So we would like to keep that as a constant.

2 The simple thing to do would be to say we

' han one semimonthly re port, but3 would not skip more t

4 that may make the period too long for you.

5 MB. VOLLMERs Maybe the reporting period could

6 cover the period between the second and fourth Thursdays*

7 or something like that.

8 MR. HOCH: We could work out something by the

9 end of the day. We will put some of our engineers to

|
10 work trying to work on that.

11 (Laughter)

12 MB. ROCCAs The authority, it is already

l 13 covered, because this is really the close of business on

14 Wed nesdh y. Tha t is spelled out in the reporting

15 system. So I think the mechanism is there already.

16 MR. VOLLMERs We can go forward, I guess, then

17 to item V, which is the size and technical

18 qualifications of the revie w team. Harold would like to

| 19 lead of f with a couple of words on this.
!

i 20 MB. CLOUDS Excuse me, I am sorry to*

21 interrupt, but at the risk of terminal boredom, could I

22 g e t one last comment in regarding the pipe supports that

l 23 I discussed with Mr. Bosnak?

24 And that is that I explained to him that in
.

25 addition to the detailed verification of the 20 of our
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1 sample, we would also check the loads on all of the

2 remaining supports that go from our piping center, which

3 will provide a substhntial increment of verification

4 that we did not take credit for in the initial

5 discussion this morning. And I thank you very much.

6 MR. YOLLMER: I-think as se went through the ,

7 inf ormation that has been provided, there were a number

~

8 of holes in the information which are identified in

9 topics 1, 2, 3, 4. I do not know how best to approach

to it. Did you have a presentation on staff effort,

11 numbers of people, that type of thing, for the various

12 organizations?

13 MR. H3CH: Yes. Dr. Cloud does have

14 information available on that. I will turn it back to

15 him .

16 MR. VOLLMER: Mr. Reedy's organization, we

'' would also like to discuss the size and experience.

18 Harold.

19 MR. DENTON: On November 13 we we re asked by

20 Congressman Dingell and others to define what staff .

21 meant by the word " independent." And the Commission has

*

22 recently responded to Congress, and I wanted to pass out

23 s t this time copies of that letter back to Congressman

24 Dingell and call your attention to our answer to

25 question 2 in it.

!

|
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1 Items 5 and 6 on the agenda today with regard

2 to the qualifications flow directly from these types of

3 considerations given'in the response to question number

4 2. Rather than read our response into the record, maybe

5 ve will give it to the transcriber and have this part of

* 6 the letter just incorporated.

7 [The material referred to follows 1
.

8 " Question 2: Please provide the criteria to

9 be used in assuring that the proposed audit will be

10 'independen t . '

11 " Response The competence of the individuals

12 or companies is the most important factor in the

13 selection of an auditor. Also, the companies or

14 individuals may not have had any direct previous

15 involvement with the activi'.ies at Diablo Canyon that

16 they will be reviewing.

17 "In addition, the following factors will be

18 considered in evaluating the question of independence

19 "One, whether the individuals or companies

20 involved had been previously hired by PGEE to do similar'

21 seismic design work.
.

22 "Two, whether any individual involved had been

23 previously employed by PGEE (and the nature of the

24 employment) . .

25 "Three, whether the individual owns or
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1 controls significant amounts of PGCE stock.

2 "Four, whether members of the present

3 household of individuals involved are employed by PGCE.

4 "Five , wh ether an y relatives are employed by

5 PGCE in a management capacity.

6 "In addition to the above considerations, the .

7 following procedural guidelines will be used to assure
.

8 independences

9 "One, an auditable record will be provided of

10 all comments on draf t or final reports, any changes made

11 as a result of such comments, and the reasons for such

12 changes; or the consultant will issue only a final

13 report (without prior licensee comment).

14 "Two, NRC will assume and exercise the
,

15 responsibility f or serving the report on all parties."

16 MR. DENTON4 These are the types of issues

17 tha t we will focus on specifically, so we can determine

18 h ow each of the companies involved compare to these

19 criteria.

20 Now, we could either walk through these .

21 questions with these consultants, or if they have an
^

22 overall presentation that follows along the outline of 4

23 a nd 5, we could start that way and then be sure that we

24 have covered each of these considerations.

25 MR. CLOU D s On this one, I think we might as
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|

1 vell start on a piece-maal basis.
,

2 MS. V3LL5ER: Piece-meal being organization by.

3 organization or itan' by item?

4 HR. CLOUDS Either way.
1

4

5<

6-

!- 7
'

.

! 8

i 9

10

11

12

13

i

144

i 15

16

17

18

| 19

20'

21
.

22

23

|
- 24

i

25

|
|

|
|
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1 MR. DENTON4 Let's start with you then, Mr.

2 Cloud.

3 MR. CLOUDa' I have this packet that you have

4 just given us, and turned open to a thing that says

5 responses to questions. Is that what you are reading

6 from? -

7 MR. DENTON: Right. Specifically the response
.

8 to question 2.

9 HR. CLOUDS Specifically the response to

10 question 2: Please provide the criteria to be used in

11 ensuring th e proposed audit will be independent. And

12 the specific questions are whether the individuals or

the first one13 companies in volved have been previously --

14 was previously hired by PGCE to do similar seismic work.

15 My organization has done seismic -- we have

16 performed , our or73 niza tion has performed projects for

17 PGCE since we opened for business in '79, and one of

18 which is related to the seismic design in the plant.

19 Tha t would be the seismic systems interaction program,

20 and the objective of that program is to examine the -

21 modes of f ailure of the nonseismic equipmen t and
.

22 determine the possibility of an interaction with

23 saf ety-rela ted equipment if it fails in an earthquake.

24 And the technical work vis primarily associated with the

25 determination of the response of the nonsafety,
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1 nonseismic equipment and its modes of f ailure, and that

2 is the seismic program specifically, part of the Diablo

3 Canyon work.
"

4 I do not believe that any of the existing

5 verifications bear on that program. We have done two

8 other projects for PGCE. One, which was a smaller-

7 effort, ~was a brief review of the rupture restraint
.

8 design. When that comes up or if it it comes up in

9 phase 2, we will make sure that others, people other

10 than either myself or our organization, do that.

11 It was, as I said, a very small effort, about

12 two man-months.

13 MR. VOLLMER This was an analysis effort

14 rather than a design ef f ort?

15 MR. CLCUD: Yes. It was really a

18 reverification ef f ort late in the game, if you will,

17 because there were some concerns about the whip

18 restraint.

19 And the third program that we have done for

20 PGCE is essentially a research program. That was done*

21 in parallel with the seismic systems interaction progtam
.

22 having to do with the development of, for lack of a

23 b e t te r tera I will say quicn and easy means of improving

24 the seismic capability of the nonsafety-related pipe and

25 equipmen t.
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1 Those are the three projects that my

2 organization has previously been involved with at PGCE.

3 The individuals --

4 MR. DENTON: Let's stop there for a moment.

5 Have you been involved with PGCE in nonseismic work, or

6 are these three projects the total extent of your -

7 company's involvement with PGEE?
.

8 MR. CLOUD: It is the total extent, and I am

9 distinguishing because the rupture restraints were

10 essentially not part of the seismic effort. The

11 question sa ys similar seismic design work. The rupture

12 restrain t wa s a verification of the rupture restraint

13 design. It wasn't seismic. The seismic systems

14 interaction was primarily devoted to the nonseismic

15 equipment, and the seismic research was to develop

16 improvements of fixing the nonseismic equipment, if it

17 had to be done. And that is the totality of the work

18 v e ' ve done.

19 MR. DENTON: I was going to go beyond, for

20 discussion purposes, similar seismic work, but you're .

21 saying that is all of the previous work you have done
.

22 for PGEE on Diablo Cenyon, those three things?

23 MR. CLOUD: That is my company. I myself

24 during the period of 8-71 to 8-78 as the manager of the

25 mechanics and materials technology organization at
i
.
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1 Westinhouse had second-level management responsibility

2 for the mechanical and -- well, for the mechanical

3 qualification of the' Westinghouse-supplied and NSSS

4 systems. So my group was responsible for the dynamic

5 analysis of all of the Westinghouse-supplied equipment,

6 one of which was, in that period of time, Diablo-

7 Canyon. So that I am connected to the work that would
.

8 be related to the Westinghouse scope of supply. And if

9 ve get into that, I will have to remove myself. We have

10 discussed that with PGCE.

11 MR. DENTONs Well, if you don't get into it,

12 how will you assure yourself that that part of the

13 Westingh ouse equipment is adequate?

14 MR. CLOUDS Several times today we carefully

15 delineated what this program addresses and wha t it

16 doesn '* address, and consistent with the scope of the

17 order I said this morning and I will repeat that this

18 program addresses the service-related contesctors and
|

19 PGCE as rega rds the vendors and the manufacturers. It

20 only addresses the applicability of the data that is*

21 transmitted to them from the safety-related or from the
|

!' 22 service-rela ted con tractors at PGCE.;

23 The order didn't request nor does the program

f 24 propose to do a verification of the NSSS suppliers.

l

|
25 MR. DENTON: Now, with these three that you

!

!
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1 did is there anything to prohibit our discussing th e

2 amounts of these contracts in rough dollar totals so we

3 can understand how b'io an involvement these three

4 activities were? Or you could supply it later. I would

you know, if one of5 like to know just how extensive --

6 these were a hundred million dollar contract, it might ,

7 be more interesting than one might think.
~

8 ER. CLOUD 4 Did I understand you correctly? A

9 hundred million dollars?
,

10 (La ugh te r ? )

11 I don't mind discussing this with you. And

12 f urther , I can understand your feeling and need to

13 kno w. I only ask you that if you want to talk about it

14 in this forum, and you know, if you say yes, I will tell

15 you the numbers. If you say no, I will do it later.

16 MR. DENTON: I wo uld like to talk about it in

17 this forum with approximate numbers as opposed to the

18 exact dollars, beca use I think it would enable us to put

19 those three activities in their proper perspective.

20 Steve, maybe you would like to get in on this. .

21 MR. SKJEI: Iour question drives to --
~

22 MR. CLOUD 4 I'm sorry. I haven't met you.

23 MR. SKJEI I'm Steven Skjel. I'm from the

24 economic analysis branch of NRE. My responsibility is

25 to look precisely a t the questions we're now dealing
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1 with. And your questions, Harold, were similar to mine

2 in thrust. I was curious in the larger extent about the

3 percentages of business that Robert Cloud and Associates

4 has and has had in the past. It may be best for him to

5 answer your question and then come back to mine.

6 MR. DENTONa Okay. Let's do it tha t wa y.-

7 MR. ClOUDa The first program that we did was
.

8 the review of rupture restraints. The dollar amount was

9 between $25,000 and $30,000. The second program that I

10 did , which is continuing , is the seismic systems

11 interaction program. It has been ongoing at a steady

12 level sinca October of 1979, and the billings on an

13 annualized basis would be approximately $200,000 per

14 year.

15 MR. DENTON: I thought the systems interaction

16 study was over, but you're saying it is still --

17 MR. CLOUDS It is still in the final phases.

18 The third program on the stops research, the

19 total billings on that were about $100,000. And even

20 though the work was finished about six months ago, there'

21 is still a five percent wrapup effort, five or ten
| .

22 percent wrapup effort. So those are the amounts.

23 With respect to the issue of percentages of

24 business , I don 't ha ve tha t exactly, but it is less than

25 half for certain --
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1 MR. SKJEI: Could you provide a more precise

2 figure as to the percentages in a week or so?

3 MR. CLOUD ' Yes, I could.

4 MR. SKJEI: One question that relates to this

5 is the percentage of your business that is with

6 investor-owned utilities. -

7 MR. CLOUD You would like to know the total
.

8 percentage of my business with investor-owned utilities?
_

9 MR. SKJEI: Yes.

10 MR. CLOUD: I would have to provide exact data

11 at a later time. I would estima te , however, that it

12 would be in the 80 to 90 percent range.

13 MR. DENTON: Let me ask one. Who owns the

14 company ?

15 MR. CLOUDS My company?

16 MR. DENTON: Yes.

17 MR. CLOUD I do.

18 MR. DENTON: Wholly owned, solely owned?

19 MR. CLOUD: Yes. No backers, no debt.

20 MR. SKJEI: How many employees ha ve you, -

21 professionals?
.

22 MR. CLOUD I understand your question, and

23 we 've had a couple of changes, but we have 14 plus or

24 minus 1.

25 MR. SKJEI: When you began business in 1979,
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1 was that estly in '797

2 MR. CLOUDS April 2nd.

3 MR. SKJEI:' How many employees did you start

4 off with ?

5 MR. CLOUD: One.

6 MR. SKJEIs Thank you.-

7 I have further questions with respect to other
.

8 financial relationships, but if you wish to go down to

9 address the second question under 6 and then pick up

10 with those other la ter, we can do that.

11 MB. DENTONa Let's make an effort to deal

12 f ully with the financial ones since we've started on

13 them .

14 MR. SKJEI. All right. The rest of my

15 concerns relate to stock ownership between Dr. Cloud and

16 Dr. Cooper, Mr. Reedy, and Robert Cloud Associates, and

17 Teledyne, and PGCE. And I'm not sure the best way to

18 proceed , but I would like to suggest I will just ask the

19 question and then each of you may answer in turn.

20 The first question is do any -- Dr. Cloud, Mr.1 -

l

21 Reedy , or Dr. Cooper -- own or control any stock in PGCE7
< .

22 MR. CLOUDS Do any of us personally? -

23 MR. SKJEI: Yes.

24 MR. CLOUDS I do not.

25 MR. REEDY: No.
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1 ha. COOPER: No.

2 MR. SKJEI: Now, do members of your immediate

3 family own such stocR?

4 MR. CLOUD: No.

5 MR. REEDYa No.

6 MR. COOPER: No. -

7 MR. SKJEI4 Now, does Robert Cloud Associates
.

8 or Teledyne own such stock?

9 MR. CLOUDS No.

to MR. COOPER: I could not answer that question.

11 MR. SKJEI: Could you find the answer to that?

12 MR. COOPER: I may not. It could be requested

13 from our corporate offices. If you wish to do that

14 through our president, why, that might expedite things.

15 MR. SKJEI: I think we may wish to find the

16 answer to that question.

17 MR. REEDY: Did you want an answer fron me?

18 MR. SKJEI: Yes.

19 MR. REEDY: The answer is no.

20 MR. DENTON4 Of course, our interest is

21 whether or not it is significant amounts of stock.
.

22 MR. COOPER: I could tespond by giving the

23 gent' leman an annual report fros Teledyne, Inc. for the

24 yea r 19 81, and I would call to his attention th a t in

25 this book there is noted major stock holdings of
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1 Teledyne, Inc. in other companies, but I see in my own

2 reading no mention of PGCE.

3 MR. SKJE!:' I know that, and I think that the

4 reporting rules that are required are five percent or

5 more, and that is why it was important to ask the

*
6 question. Tha t cutof f migh t be too high for our

7 purposes.
.

8 With respect to relationships between members

9 of the households, your individual households, with

10 PGCE, are members of your households employed by PGCE?

11 MR. CLOUDS No.

12 MR. REEDY: No.

13 MR. COOPER: No.

14 MR. SKJEI Are members of your immediate

15 f amilies or any reistives employed in a management

16 capacity by PGEE?

17 MR. CLOUDS No.

18 MR. REEDY: No.

19 MR. COOPER. Not to my kno wledge . I don' t

.

20 know how you define relatives. I mean I might have a

21 700th cousin some place.
.

22 (Laughter.)

23 MR. FKJEI For purposes of this question, Mr.
.

24 Cooper, I would be appreciative if the answer could be

25 done in terms of your siblings and their children, if
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1 any.

2 3R. COOPER: Then the answer is no.

3 3R. SKJEI:' Thank you.

4 The last question that I have I think is

5 focused directly on Dr. Cloud. Would you please

6 describe the present relationship between Robert Cloud, .

7 Robert Cloud Associations and URS/Blume?
.

8 MR. CLOUD: I uculd be glad to. I had planned
.

9 to raise tha t myself.

10 I think I have no relationship with URS/Blume,

11 and I have no rela tionship with EDAC, and I have no

12 relationship with Roland Sharp.

13 Does that cover all the bases?
I

14 MR. SKJEI4 I think that does it.

$ MR. CLOUD: I could amplify. I intended to

16 bring that up, and I had intended to discuss this matter

17 with your regional office. But when I left, when I

18 first went to th e West Coast in '79 I joined EDAC wi th

19 t h e intention of joining the company, and after I had-

20 been there a couple of months I decided tha t what I .

21 really wanted to do was to open my own office, so I set
.

22 about in a new direction. But I do have a reasonable

23 personal relationship with the president, the nov

24 president of EDAC.

25 And I made an arrangement once we got into
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1 this verification program -- I knew that we were going

2 to need more people, because I knew that there was a

3 possibility that we sould need more people because I

4 couldn't tell at first which way it was going -- and so

5 I had planned to use them as a safety valve in my

6 manpower effort. And about near the end of December or*

7 the first part of January we did bring aboard some three
.

8 of their people to help us with the review of some of

9 the components, and we are doing that. And last week --

to I've lost track of time now, but I guess it was last

11 week for certain someone asked me if any of the people

12 had a continuing interest in Blume, and frankly, it was

13 a question that I had never thought about, but I did

14 inquire and when I inquired I was told that the

15 gen tleman you mentioned, Mr. Sharp, did retain some and

16 does own some stock in URS/Blume. And I didn't ask how

17 much, so I don't know. But as soon as I found that out,

18 I called my people together, and he was not working on

19 any of the review, any of this Diablo Canyon work, nor

20 has he ever, nor in fact ha ve I talked to him in I don't*

21 know how long, so he has not been involved.
.

22 But we talked it over with our people and

23 decided that because of the extreme sensitivity that we

24 have on the questions of independence, et cetera, that

25 we had to terminate this relationship, e ven though in
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1 actual fact there was absolutely no conflict in any way,

2 manner, shape or form. The work that the EDAC people

3 were doing was on the review of things that were not

4 analyzed by Blume. And further, the people that were

5 doing it had never worked for Blume. But nevertheless,

6 and in spite of every other consideration, we called in -

7 two hours later and told them that it would be necessary
.

8 to terminate the relationship, and that has been done.

9 And I have discussed tha t a t some length with Mr.

10 Shackleton.

11 I think it's a shame that we have to do our

12 business in this way, but nevertheless, tha t's the way

13 it is.

14 HR. SKJEI. Thank you.

15 MR. DENTON: These factors that the Commission

16 has spelled out apply to individuals, I think, who are

17 doing the work, and since they may be employed by you, I

18 wo uldn ' t expect you to be able to answer today whether

19 they meet this criterion, but I think that we should get

20 f rom you an indication of what the answers will be to
*

21 the se things, these five areas, by the employees who are
.

22 actually doing the work. Maybe you have already checked

23 on some of these factors.

24 MR. Cl0UD: Yes. With respect to question 2,

25 none of the people in our organization have been
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1 employed by PGCE. None of the people in our

2 organization owns or controls significant amounts of

3 PGCE stock. The f ather of one of our engineers owns 63

4 shares. None of the members of the present household of

5 any of our people are employed by PGEE, nor do they have

6 relatives in a management capacity.*

7 MR. REEDY: I can speak for myself and for the
.

8 individuals who have been working with me and state that

/reviously hired by PGCE to do any9 none of us have be -

10 work of any kind previously, snd that is in any aspect

11 of the company we are presently with or have ever been

12 with for all individuals in my company and for anyone

13 workino with me.

14 MR. DENTON: That last statement was rather

15 broad.

16 MR. REEDY I researched it quite thoroughly.

17 MR. DENTON: Do you mean GE?

18 3R. REEDY: I said none of the individuals

19 have done any work for PGCE. None of the individuals

20 who have worked for me have done anywork fo r PGCE.*

21 MR. DENTON: I thoughtyou said that none of
.

22 the companies that you have worked for have ever done

23 s n y work --

24 MR. REEDY I'm s,rry if I gave you that

25 imp ression. What I meant was either in my capacity now

.
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1 or in the company I had previously worked for, I have

2 never done any work for PGCE, and the same for all of

3 the people involved *with'me. None of us have been

4 previously employed by PGCE. I have one individual who

5 worked with me in doing one audit who owns 500 shares of

6 PGCE stock, but tha t 's all. No one else owns any. None -

7 of the members of any of our households are currently
.

8 employed or have ever been employed by PGCE, and none of

9 them have any relations, direct relations as defined

to previously, in a PGCE management capacity.

11 MR. COOPER: I would quote from our president

12 M r. Bailey 's letter to George Maneatis, which was an

13 enclosure in the December 4th PGCE submittal to NRC, and

14 the sentence I will read concerns previous vork with

15 PGCE. "We have been previously retained by PGCE for

16 work rela ted to Diablo Canyon. There was a minor

17 project involving two days' consulting by R .D . Flanders,

18 senior vice president, and a major $1.2 million project

19 in response to NRC ICE Bulletin 79-02 concerning pipe

-20 support systems."

21 That happens to be .04 percent of the
.

2'l corpora te sales f or that year.

23 With respect to the other questions that are

i
24 before us, my company president advised me that they

|

|
25 vill be answered upon written taquest. I will state

|

|
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1 that for myself I have already answered all of the

2 questions, including the one about previously working

3 for PGCE. I was not' involved in any of those earlier

4 projects. I would also say that the normal resumes we

5 prepare for the people, which are available, do not

6 indicate that any people that we can presently identify.

7 as planning to use on the project have been previously
.

8 employed by PGCE; but I would caution that that is not a

9 certain answer. And I have no basis to answer the other

10 questions on behalf of the other individuals who I would

11 now contemplate working on the project or I might

12 con templa te using in the future.

13 MR. DENTON: I would think some sort of

14 .nternal company disclosure sta temen t in these areas

15 would be a way you could assure that these could be

16 answered in the nega tive.

17 MB. COOPER: New England company presidents

18 h av e particularly strong prejudice against even doing

19 tha t without somebody requesting them, and I would

20 suggest that if PGCE were to do so, we would respond.-

21 MR. DENTON I think we can look to PGEE' to
.

22 provide answers to these for all of their contractors.

23 MR. HOCHs Do you mean answers further than

24 those given here in the instances where these answers

25 haven 't been complete? Are you asking for written
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1 answers in addition to the answers that have been given

2 here today?

3 MR. DENTON': No. I had more in mind the

4 situation with Teledyne where we might need some

5 direction f rom you.

6 HR. HOCH: PGCE will make ef f orts to do what -

7 Dr. Cooper has suggested.
.

8 MR. DENTON: So that we can understand the

9 answers to these so that we can properly convey the

to answers back to tne Commission. And I don't think

11 individuals have to be iden tified by na'me in these kinds

12 of things, and quite often in a big company there are

13 adequate resources for people to be able to respond

1-4 negatively to all of these questions and still have an

15 ample technical capability.

16 Other questions about these five from Steve or

17 anyone else ?

18 (No response.)

~

19 MR. DENTON: Let's go down to 1 and 2 then, if

20 1 , f or exam ple , is met by each contractor. And 1 says -

21 there are t wo ways to meet th e re por tin g issue. One is
.

22 an auditable record of all comments on the draft

23 planning reports, and the changes that were made in such

24 comments and the reasons for such changes, or the

25 consultant will issue only a final report without prior
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1 licensee comments.#

2 Should we discuss each one in turn and how

3 that bears on that esquirement?

4 Well, the Reporter normally takes a 5400 break

5 so that the transcripts can be available tomorrow for

6 the session we have had to date. let's take a break*

7 here and resume in a f ew minutes.
.

8 (Recess.)

9

10

11

12 ,

13

14*

15

16

17

18

t.

19

*
20

21
.

22

23

24

25
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1 MR. DENTON: I think we've covered the items

2 in item 6 of the agenda and we now need to return to

3 item 5, which was also in the opening paragraph of the

4 Commission's response, namely the confidence of the

5 individuals or companies is the most important factor.

6 So item 5 on our planned agenda vent to the size and -

7 technical qualification of the review team.
.

8 Steve, were you handling that one?

9 HR. SKJEI No. But I have one more question

to for PGCE.

11 When you request the information f rom

12 Teled yne , v o t'l d you also request information as to the

13 investor-owned utility business, magnitude of that

14 business as far as TES is concerned?

15 MR. HOCH4 Yes.

16 MR. SKJEIi Thank you.

17 P. R . DENTON: I guess I need to go back to this

j 18 report before we go to item 5 and address whether or not
i

19 the various reporting schemes comply with the guidelines

i 20 in item 1. So maybe we should ask the consultants -

!

21 directly their opinion on whether their arrangements --
\

=

i 22 MR. HOCH: Perhaps maybe 'ne could answer first

23 a nd if there is a follow-on from the consulta nts, fine.

l
l 24 We have already, I think, addressed the subject of

| 25 Teledyne and the fact that all transmittals from PGCE to

!
,

I
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1 Teledyne will simultaneously go to the NBC. I think

2 tha t is quite straightf orward.

3 Mr. Rocca has sonething to contribute about

4 the RICA.
'

5 MR. COOPER: You said all transmittals. I

6 believe you meant all reports.-

7 MR. HOCH: Well, all reports and your errors.

.

8 and open items.

9 MR. COOPER: Those we all reports.

10 MR. HOCH: So those two items.

11 MR. DENTON: Everything of a technical nature

12 bea ring on the reverification effort will go to us at

13 the same time it goes to you?

14 KR. HOCH That is correct.

15 HR. DENION: And the only types of things from

16 Teledyne that'will go to you without going to us are

17 those of an adninistrative contractual nature, billings

18 a nd so forth?.

19 MR. HOCH Well, I would assume requests for

20 inf orma tion . My thinking was we were talking about a*

|
21 finding kind of thing, either an error or an open item

j -

22 o r a report of a conclusionary r c.cre, as opposed to,'

23 will PGCE please send us a set of their final safety

24 analysis reports.

25 There's no problem, I guess, with sending that
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c

1 kind of request simultaneously.

2 MR. DENTON: But once you start drawing the

3 line, there's alvsys'the question of wha t you don 't

4 send. I liked your first answer best.

5 MR. HOCH4 Well, it seems to me that is sn

6 administrative burden. But let me throw it back to Dr. -

7 Cooper, if he is willing to cope with sending everythino
.

8 that he sends to PGEE, including requests for a final
.

9 safety analysis report or a request for information.

10 MR. COOPERS We will do what we are requested

11 to do. I men tioned that all of these, all such things,

12 will be -- I had mentioned that all such things, in fact

13 everything we developed, will be in the O A system and

14 a uditable.

15 My intent of my remarks earlier would have

16 been th a t this would be true only in the case of those

17 things we call reports. They are in open item reports

18 a nd the phase reports. But I add that simply to clarify

19 m y original intent. We will do wha t is requested of

-

20 u s .

21 MR. DENTON: Well, certainly reports we want
.

22 to see, and you've agreed to that, and these reports

23 would include the items equivalent to the errors and

24 ope n items. I guess I don't see any real problem wi th

25 requests for various drawings and packages and safety
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1 analysis reports not coming to us.

2 I would be interested, though, if a request

3 got into a very in te' resting , sophisticated technical

4 area, and that was the trouble with drawing a

5 distinction.

6 MR. HOCH4 It would seem to me that if the.

7 conclusionary material would be the material that --

.

8 well, let me tell you why I'm concerned, not

9 particularly with this item, but with the kind of door

10 tha t it's opening. I remember when we had six people on

11 the service list. We are now producinq material for 100

12 and some people.

13 We just printed our 483rd final safety

14 soslysis esport set, at several hundred dollars a set.

15 I just an envisioning the time when, if we send it to

16 you or if Teledyne sends to you in duplicate all of

17 their requests to you, then the next thing is all of the

18 information we send to them in answer to that request of

19 course comes back to you, 2nd then we serve everybody on

I
20 the service list. Hr. Hubbard s going to eventuallyi

*

21 have ten copies of the FSAR at his house.

22 MR. DENTONs Well, the wording and the

23 language here goes to the word "repo rts," a nd it says

24 the NRC will assume and exercise responsibility.
|

25 MR. HOCH4 That is why I like the word

,

l

|
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1 " report" awfully well.

2 MR. DENTON: 'J e l l , why don't.we leave it at

3 report, and just recognize my sensitivity that if the

4 requests get off into sounding like reports I consider.

5 them reports, if they do.

6 HR. COOPER: May I suqqest that the way to .

7 resolve this perhsps is to try to find some wording in
.

8 our project plan which says that if for any reason we

9 send you something of a -- something that reports a

10 conclusion on our part that is other than an error or an

11 open item report or one of the phase reports, that that

12 also be so transmitted ?

13 MR. DENTON: I think that is a reasonable way

14 to go.

15 MR. HOCH: Okay, then if we could add, Mr.

16 Rocca could add, s sta tement concerning how we propose

17 to handle the Cloud transmittals.

18 MR. ROCCAs I will put this into the record

19 here. Addressing the semi-monthly reports, the status

20 reports as received from RLCA will continue to be -

21 submitted to the NRC, appended without comment or change
.

22 to the PGCE semi-monthly status report. And that would

23 be handled no dif f erent than what is happening now.

24 As regards the final technical reports, BLCA

25 will submit separste final reports upon completion of
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1 its work for both phase one and phase two. Drafts of

2 these what we now call draft final reports will be

3 furnished simultaneodsly to PGEE, Teledyne and the NRC.

4 PGEE and Teledyne will review these drafts and

5 furnish comments as appropriate to RLCA and the NRC to

6 assure that the reports are factually accurate and*

7 complete. After reviewing these comments, RLCA vill

8 simultaneously submit the final report, accompanied by

9 the respective comments, to the NRC, PGCE and each of

10 the consultants.

11 MR. DENTON: Let me see if I can say that

12 b a ck . Does that say that sny report that you receive

13 f rom Cloud, whether it be labeled preliminary draft,

14 interim , whatever title happens to be attached to it,

15 vill be given to Teledyne and the NRC7

16 MR. ROCCA: That is correct, other than his

17 semi-monthly , the other semi-monthly report.

18 MR. DENTON: And that whatever comments you

19 may make on those drafts will eventually get

20 incorporated verba tim -- I mean, will be reflected in~

21 sttachments somehow to whatever final report Mr. Cloud
.

22 may issue, so that your comments on that preliminary

23 d es f t in terim version would be bound into the report and

24 clearly indicated to all parties?

25 MR. ROCCA: We're saying we will even send you
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1 copies of our comments as they go back to Cloud.

2 MR. DENTON: So we will receive any comments

3 you make simultaneously when you 're sending them back?

4 MR. ROCCA: Yes.

5 MR. DENTON: Then does my last sentence apply,

6 then? -

7 MR. ROCCA: Well, then Dr. Cloud will submit
.

8 his final report secompanied by the comments again. So

9 yes, your final comment does follow.

10 MR. CREWS Did you understand that he said

11 "all parties"?

12 MR. DENTON: He said -- under item 2 of his

13 letter it says, "We assume the responsibility of serving

14 it on all parties."

15 MR. ROCCA4 We are just sending it to NRC and

16 Teledyne.

17 MR. DENTON4 That is with regard to the Cloud

18 reports. Now what about the Reedy reports?

19 MR. ROCCA4 They are incorporated in, whatever

20 we ge t from Reedy are inco rpora ted , by Dr. Cloud. So *

|

21 I'm told. Mr. Reedy would have to answer to his part on
.

22 his own .

| 23 MR. REEDY My reports as they leave my office
i

|
24 are considered final reports. There is no draft that I

i
i 25 send out for comments to anyone prior to sending and
1
l
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1 submitting the final report to Dr. Cloud?

2 MR. DENTON: It still isn't clear why your

3 reports don't get treated in the same manner as Dr.

4 Cloud's reports. Why aren't they provided directly?

5 MR. REEDY 4 Well, I f eel tha t my services that

8 I give are an independent set of services that depend-

7 upon no input either from Cloud or from PGCE with regard
.

8 to the technical content, where it is different with the

9 technical reports and reviews that are done,

10 calculations , et cetera.

11 I am going out to audit an independent

12 o rganization , for example, reach my conclusions as to

13 whether or not that organization has met the

14 requirements of appendix B, and send off my report and

15 my conclusions. Now, with regards my audit of PGCE

16 there will be an exit interview in which we will state

17 our findings a t the time of the exit interview. But I

18 don ' t feel that it is necessary to have a preliminary

19 copy of that sent out for comment.
!

! 20 MR. DENTON: Don, I indicated at the beginning-

l

21 I would try not to make this a decisionmaking meeting,
.

22 but an information-gathering meeting. But in view of

23 wha t Mr. Reedy says, I don't see why that report isn't

24 treated in the same prompt manner as say some of th e

25 Cloud reports, if it is an interim step.
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1 Maybe we can come back to this.

2 MR. BRAND: Excuse us one moment.

3 (Pause.) *

4 MR. HOCH: We have discussed a kind of

5 interesting problem. Although we have no problem with'

6 the arrangements you suggested, Mr. Reedy's contract is .

7 of course with R.L. Cloud Associates, and maybe we will
*

8 ask Dr. Cloud to respond to th a t.

9 MR. CLOUDS Well, certainly it's true that his

10 con tract is with me. Was there so me thing before that?

11 (Laughter.)

12 MR. CLOUD 4 What is it you want to know? I's

13 sorry.

14 MR. HOCH: Excuse me, Dr. Cloud. The

15 suggestion was made by Mr. Denton that Mr. Reedy's

16 report could be handled exactly the same as we've been

17 discussing with your reports and with the Teledyne

18 reports, and tha t is ostensibly, instead of being sent

19 to you and then on to us, Mr. Reedy would send his

20 report and simultaneously send it to you and us and the -

21 NBC.
'

22 And our comment was that we had no particular

23 problem with that, except that of course his contract

24 was with you . So we though t we would let you address

25 tha t.
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1 ER. CLOUDS I didn't understand. Is that a

2 request or not?

3 ER. DENTON's Though we weren't making

4 decisions today, in view of Mr. Reedy's comments that

5 his reports are stand-alone, that you ship them on

6 f ree-standing as they are, I didn't see what was gained*

7 by any delay. And it would be prompter in the sense of
.

8 getting the reviews done and audited and so forth from

9 all parties if a report tha t Mr. Reedy provides you were

10 provided to the NRC, and we would serve it on all

11 parties, so that items that come up we would hear about

12 directly from !r. Reedy rather than through the

13 gra pevine, so to speak.

14 MR. CLOUD: I've been called a lot of things

15 tod a y , but a grapevine, no.

16 (Laughter.)

17 MR. DENTON: Given my preference -- and bear

18 in mind, I am trying to refrain from injecting them

19 today -- in view of the fact that they do stand alone,

20it could be a strong argument for treating them, all'

21 three of these reports, in the same fashion. I mean,

.

22 it's plainer for me to explain to somebody, we have a

23 complica ted flow of paper.

24 MR. CLOUD: Well, of course. And the reason I

25 set out in this direction in the first place is, if it
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1 is a request, tell us, we will do it. At the moment the

2 only action to be taken from Reedy's reports, unless

3 somebody has something planned that I don't know about,

4 but the action is on our part we have to decide if his

5 report represents additional verification or not.

6 And so it was for tha t rea son tha t we have -- *

7 that we set up the flow of information in the way it now
.

8 exists. I am reminded here by my conscience on my right

9 tha t our QA program would not permit Reedy's program to

10 go unreviewed. But conceivably, with some imaginative

11 rewriting --

12 (Laughtar.)

and provided that PGEE vould13 ER. CLOUD: --

14 see fit to give approval, things could be rearranged.

15 So if you request it, yes, we will do it.

16 MR. DENTON: Well, I won't request it at the

17 mom en t. And there is also this matter, I guess, of

18 reading the letter from PGCZ to Chairman Palladino which

19 talked about the role of Mr. Reedy and Mr. Cooper, and
-

20 exact clarifica tion. So ma ybe when you clarif y what the

21 company's intent was in that letter --> do you have the
.

22 date of tha t letter?

23 MR. NORTON: November 13th.

24 MR. DENTON: In the November 13th letter you

25 talked about a team of Mr. Cooper and Mr. Reedy. That
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1 would be the time to, whenever that relationship is

2 clarified, maybe the reporting issue should be

3 cla rified. And this'might be something where, Don, you

4 would want to, whan you supplement the re co rd , so to

5 speak, after the meeting, something you would want to

8 cla rif y..

7 MR. BRAND: Fine.
.

8 NR. HOCH: I think, instead of letting

9 something remain tha t we owe you, that we have to do,

10 why don' t we just say that we vill request tha t Dr.

11 Cloud handle this, direct Mr. Reedy to handle this

12 report the way you have succested and submit it

13 simultaneously directly to the NRC.

14 MR. DENTON: It is much easier frOm our

15 sta ndpoint, and I a pprecia te tha t.

16 MR. CREWS Just for clarification, now, there

17 s re two such reports. -

18 5R. CLOUDS That is correct. We will copy

19 them and send them to everybody.

20 ER. DENTON: If you can get them to us, we-

1

; 21 will serve them on other pa rties.
.

22 Mov I think we can go to item 5. Does anyone

1
l 23 have any remaining interest?

24 MR. VOLLMER: Okay, on item 5, John, I think
|

| 25 you had indica ted that there would be some presen ta tion s

;
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1 in ?rms of staff, power and qualifications as indicated

2 in agenda item 57

3 MR. HOCH: *Yes, I believe so. I believe Dr.

4 Cloud has some material.

5 MR. CLOUD: The first question under Roman

6 numeral V is identification of qualifications of -

7 individuals performing QA review, and I'm going to ask
.

8 Mr. Reedy to speak to this.

9 MR. REEDYa The individuals involved in this

10 Q A review are myself as the project manager; we have Mr.

11 Bill Gibbons, who has had quite a few years experience

12 a t GE and at Bechtel in quality assurance and is

13 currently Chairman of the 'Jor k in g Group of Quality

14 Assurance on the ASME Code Committee. And both of us

15 have been involved in trying to incorporate into the

16 ASME Code the new NOA-1 quality assurance requirement.

17 So we have been working on quality assurance for quite

18 some few years.

19 The next man we have is Paul Herbert, who also

20 has experience at GE in materials, and with Southwest -

21 Research, Bechtel Corporation, and also Rotterdam
.

22 Drydock . And he has been involved in responsible charge

23 of Q A activities both at Rotterdam Drydock and at

24 Bechtel. He has -- Bill Gibbons, Paul Herbert and

25 myself have over 15 years experience in this type of
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1 activity.

2 We also have Mr. Rick Swayne, who has

3 approximately savan tears Q A background and was QA

4 aanager for the West Coast operations of

5 Anchor-Darling.

6 And we have also brought on board Ed Varnum,*

7 who was QA manager for Chicago Bridge C Iron as far back
.

8 as 1966, and currently has his own business in which he

9 is devoting full time to quality assurance and helping

10 people perform those activities.

11 And we have also used Mr. Bob Petrokas, who

12 has performed a great number of audits on Q A

13 design-rela ted activities.

14 Those are the people we are using currently.

15 MR. VOLLMER4 What level of manpower? Are

16 these all full-time or a third of each or what?

17 MR. REEDY It is approximately full time for

18 myself, and it is full tine for Bill Gibbons and Paul

| 19 Herbert, and about half time for Rick Swayne. And we

|

|
20 had been using Ed Varntu f ull time; currently he has'

i

|
21 cone home to solve atother problem. And Bob Petrokas

, .

22 right now is about approximately one-third time.
i

23 MR. VOLLMER So a little over four full-time

24 professionals?

25 MR. REEDY 4 That is correct.
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1 MR. CLOUD: Number two is the expertise of

2 individuals in civil structural design and analysis.

3 MR. DENTON' Well, maybe I'm slow and don't

4 vant to quite leave one yet. What is the overall scope

5 of effort, Mr. Reedy, in terms of man-years that you see

6 being required to perform your task? .

7 MR. REEDY: Well, we have finished performing
.

8 the audits of the six subco,ntractors, and we may have to

9 add to that, depending upon some further studies that"

10 may come along, one or possibly two other people or two

11 other organizations. So all of the activity has been

12 com pleted .

13 We have not completed the final reports,

14 except for the ficst two. We are currently inside PGCE

15 and I do not know how we have gone so far. We have been

16 in there for two days and depending upon how things are

17 going it may be a week and it may be two weeks. I just

18 c a n ' t state right off the top. But that wo uld be just

19 about the end of phase one.

20 NR. DENTON4 What is the projected level of -

21 manpower, then, to do phase one as you presently
.

22 envision it, if you had man-months or some way of

,
23 quantifying the level of effort?

24 MR. REEDY: If I had man-months in terms of'

25 f rom when we started to where we are today?
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1 ER. DENTON: No, to the completion of the

2 program.

3 MR. REEDY:' I would say between 12 and 16

4 man-months.

5 MR. VOLLMER Okay. I think, if that is all

6 on 1, item 2 was directed toward expertise in Cloud*

7 Associates, was it not?
.

8 MR. SCHAUER Yes.

9 MR. CLOUDS The expertise of individuals in

10 civil structural design and analysis -- 2 and 3 I will

11 take tCgether -- and seismic analysis of structures.

12 That work is being done by two people in our office,

13 primarily , and these gentlemen have -- they both have

14 P h . D . 's . One has 20 years experience directly related

15 to seismic analysis of structures and civil structural

16 analysis, and this is the more senior person. He has 20

17 years experience directly related.

18 The next person, who is working under him, has

19 -- he has his Ph.D. He has 15 years experience total in

20 civil design , but has only recently joined the nuclear*

21 field.
.

22

23

24

25
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1 In addition to that, we have recently

2 completed arrangements to have Dr. Chris Holley of

3 Hanson, Holley C Biggs looking over our shoulder and

4 particularly to help us with the review of the building

5 modes. We are very pleased to have him aboard. And he

6 will also be looking over the shoulders of the other two .

7 gentlemen.
.

8 MR. DENTON: Where is he located?

9 MB. CLOUDS In Massachusetts. He is in

10 Boston. He was here today and will be in California

11 tomorrow and the next day.

12 Then number 4, assignment of individuals with

13 appropriate expertise to specific tasks. At the moment

14 we have seven-plus people working in small-bore piping,

15 pipe suppor ts, and the like. On the average, these

16 people have an svarage amount, an average number of

17 years of experience of ten. These are all approximate

18 numbers.

19 And their qualifications, they have master's

20 deg rees -- I a m sorry, four have master's degrees. And -

21 in tne components we have three people essentially
.

22 f ull-time, and they have an average of five years'

23 e xpe rience .

24 And it now looks like we will be doing rome

25 soils work . And we have an arrangement to ha ve Dr. Bob
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1 MacNeil, who may be known to some of you. Some years

2 ago he was with Webber C MacNeil, and he recently has

3 left his job at Sandia and is now in the consulting

4 business. And he will be helping us in soils.

5 I have resumes for all of these people, and I

6 will be glad to give them to you.-

7 NR. VOLLMER: I think one of the reasons that
.

8 the item 2 in particular came up was it appeared from

9 our reading of the material submitted that from your own

10 particular background and that of Reedy and also the

11 resumes that we received from Teledyne, there was not a

12 great deal of strength anywhere, or there was limited

13 strength in areas of civil and structural.

14 Did we have a wrong reading from Teledyne?

15 MR. CLOUD 4 If I can control these men on my

16 lef t -- but what I wanted to acknowledge was I can

17 understand how you might ha ve f elt that way.

18 (Laughter)

|
19 MR. REEDY I would like to point out that I

20 graduated as a civil engineer more than 25 years ago.*

|
21 And I an a registered structural engineer in the State

.

22 o f Illinois .
,

|
23 MR. VOLLMER: Any comments from the

|
24 originators of the questions?'

25 MR. DENTON: I did not origin, ate it, but I
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1 have a few comments. You have outlined a very ambitious

2 program, and you have obviously found a lot of items

3 that you have identified that need resolution. I was

4 concerned in this area about the robustness of your

5 organization as to whether it had overall enCughi

6 across-the-board strength and depth to carry out the .

7 program you have outlined, because it is a very
.

8 exten sive progra m.

9 Perhaps you could comment on is it because

10 these people are going to be working for an extended

11 period of time or are they unavailable? I mean what

12 kind of limitations are there with regard to the big

13 push to complete such a program?

14 MR. CLOUDS Well, we have had certain

15 constraints that have arisen in the conduct of the

16 work. There has been an investigation going on by the

17 independents, and we could never tell how that was going

18 to come out . And that definitely would serve to dampen

19 our spirits.

20 I would say that with regard to the ca pability -

(
| 21 of the organization and the robustness, as you
l

22 characterize it, we have a lot of tall, really skinny

23 people, but they wo rk like hell.

24 (Laughter)

25 And I think that we have -- and I think that
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1 it is very plain that we have -- the technical depth and

2 the motivation to complete this task in the manner in

3 which it has been outlined. And yon can have some

4 independent verification of that from your people from

5 Walnut Creek , who have been in our office several

6 times.*

7 He have made very good progress on the
.

8 program, and we are very proud of the work that we have

9 done. And as soon as we can get an opportunity to work

to on it in an unfettered manner, it will be done. And we

11 are going to be proud of it, snd I am sure that our

12 client is going to be proud of it.

13 MR. DENTON4 I was wondering if you are under

14 constraints to do it all within a sum of m,ney or if

15 there wa s --

16 MR. CLOUD: We are under no constraints at the

17 momen t, nor have we ever been, for that matter, from the

18 point of view of financial limitation. We are working

19 a t the maximum rate that we can, and no one has

20 suggested to us that we ought to attempt to control our'

21 expenditures.
.

22 MR. VOLLMER4 I would like to get back and

23 cla rif y something, the civil structural engineering

24 aspect. I think we have talked a lot today about how

25 judgment plays such a large part in how you handle your
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1 findings. And the sampling plan, the disposition of

2 items are going to be handled largely on the part of

3 your own technical jbdgment.

4 The reason the item was brought up again, I

5 aust state, was that our reading of the resumes showed,

6 to be a little bit more specific, little experience that -

7 we could see in the structural, civil structural, of
.

8 large concrete structures, the seismic deisgn thereof.

9 And with reference to Mr. Reedy being the

10 structural engineer, et cetera, our reading of the

11 resumes made that finding. And I think it is quite

12 important that we correct that misimpression that we

13 hav e, particularly in view of the fact that there have

14 been so many stataments made about judgmental analyses

15 as being a large part of what we are doing here.

16 If that judgment is to be relied upon, then we

17 need some concrete evidence tha t the jhudgment has

18 experience behind it.

19 MR. SCHAUER4 I might add to that that we, in

*

20 reviewing this particular aspect, of course, did not

! 21 consider Professor Holley's participation, obviously,
.

22 nor did we consider Mr. Reedy's, because Professor

23 Holley was not on board with you at th e tim e th e people

| 24 ddressed this comment. And Mr. Reedy, I do not know if

25 he was on board or not with you, but certainly he was
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1 not participating as a structural engineer, nor is he

2 today.

3 So I think*that the record should show the

4 qualifications of the people you mentioned and also add

5 that Professor Holley onto this.

6 HR. CLOUD: Lat me hasten to confirm your-

7 observation that sotwithstanding Mr. Peedy's
O

8 many-splendored talents, it is true that he is not

9 involved in this effort, and certainly there was no

10 a ttempt to mislead you into thinking that.

11 The two individuals that -- the lead

12 individual that has been responsible for the building

13 work had several years of experience at Bechtel doing

14 exactly this work. He has his Ph.D. in structural

15 engineering from Berkeley. He had several years'

16 experience in the early days with a little-known

17 organiration named John Blume in the '60s. And not on

18 PGCE, not on Disblo Canyon, but in other areas.
;

19 And so perhaps it is conceivable to me that
!

20 you did not ha ve his resume available to you, but he is*'

21 certainly a very highly experienced and talented person
.

22 in the area of civil structural analysis. Anyway, this

23 is the person that has been working on it all during

24 this time.

25 The other person just received his Ph.D. a
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1 year ago from Rice University and had a lot of

2 experience before that. And the two are working

3 together, and I think it is as fine a team as a man

4 could ask for.

5 I could go f urther to say that although I

6 myself have published ro papers on structural analysis -

7 of buildings, I have in the past directed the analysis
.

8 and qualification of such structures. And I have worked

9 in teams in which that work was being done in addition,

10 although I would not claim to have that in my a rea.

11 In addition, nevertheless, we do want to give

i 12 the modeling of that building our very best scrutiny,

13 and that is the rea son tha t we asked Professor Holley to

14 come and work with us.

15 MR. REEDY My comment about being a civil

16 engineer and structural engineer also was not meant to

17 mislead you. I though t you had questions roncerning the

18 relationship of OA with soils and foundations and

19 structural work. And my background is 15 years as a

20 design manager of structural activities. So I feel that -

21 when I get into QA of a structural design firm, I do
.

22 know what to look for. And I thought you were

23 questioning that type of background on CA. It was not

24 to imply that I was doing part of the st ruc ttical

25 review. It was ra ther the QA portion of the structural
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1 firm.

2 MR. VOLLMER: Okay. Are there any further

3 questions on 5? *

4 (No response)

5 MR. VOLLMER I think wha t we would like to do

6 is caucus for a few minutes to make sure that all of the-

7 points that we feel are necessary in this agenda are on
.

8 the record, and if not, if there are any points of

9 clarification that have to be made, that we can take

10 care of them today.

11 HR. HOCHs That gives us an opportunity, of

12 cou rse, to do the same. But could I bring up one

13 procedural thing, because I as worried that I will

14 forget it at the end of the meeting.

15 Reference was made earlier today, I think, Mr.

16 Den ton, you made the reference to a la ter meeting the

17 staff had pisaned with Intervenors to obtain their

18 views , Join t Intervenors and Governor Brown's

19 represen tative . 'd e presume tha t we are invited at least

20 as observers to that meeting and will be provided with a*

21 schedule and a time and an agenda and so forth?
?

.

22 MR. DENTON: That is correct, you will be.

23 Before we caucus, let me turn to Mr. Lampher

24 snd see if he would like to comment before we caucus.

25 MR. LAMPHER: For the record, my name is Larry
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1 Lampher. And Richard Hubbard is here. And I represent

2 Governor Brown.

3 Just two brief comments, and then Dick Hubbard

4 has several that he would like to make.
5 First, we are going to withhold most of our

6 comments until we meet with the staff, and we understand -

7 that, hopefully, it will be next week. And tha t is
.

8 subject to further confirmation.

9 Second, with respect to the service of

10 reports, I think your suggestion , Harold, that

11 everything go to the NRC immediately and then you can

12 take care of service, that will facilitate getting

13 inf orma tion for us. And sometimes it has been hard to

14 get the information.

15 The one comment I would make on that is that

16 right now we have Mr. Cooper's reports going directly to

17 y o u a nd M r. Reedy's. It seems to me that also perhaps

18 D r . Cloud's reports at the same time tha t they are sent

19 to PGCE also could be sent to the NRC so that you could
-

20 serve those in the same manner. And that is a

21 suggestion.
.

22 And maybe yoc can ask PGCE about it, or

23 caucus, on if that could be done on all of the reports

24 that will be coming out, if they could be served in the
|

25 same manner in a timely fashion.

t

!

!
(
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1 MR. HUBBARD: I think my general comments were

2 summarized in the January 15th letter, and I think

3 overybody should be aware of that.

4 Second, today PGCE has identified one or two

5 additional organizations which may be included in the

6 Phase 1 program. I think it would be helpful to.

7 identif y those organizations and wha t the criteria will
.

8 be for deciding whether they are or are not included in

9 Phase 1. There has been repeated reference to that.

10 Third, we do not have the resumes of the Cloud

11 and the Reedy people, and the December 4th submittal

12 f rom PG CE. We have resumes from the Teledyne

13 personnel. And maybe that was inadvertently not

14 included in our package, but we do not have that.

15 A fourth matter, Teledyne does not propose to

16 supply the biweekly reports. And we think that that

17 would be helpful to have the biweekly report from

18 Teledyne saying how they are coming. And that is

19 particularly true because we do not have a schedule from

20 Teled yne , from Beedy, or from Cloud on when they-

21 anticipate getting done or really what it is they intend
.

22 to do in any time frame.

23 And a final thing, Harold, has to do with the

24 comments you made relative to an acceptance criteria,

25 where you were saying that maybe you would not get into
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1 the 15 percent acceptance criterion as part of a plan.

2 And I think we feel very strongly that we do not wan t

3 what we might call p'ost-diction, where we go run tests

4 and then la ter on we decide wha t the acceptance criteria

5 would be.

6 We think that equally important as deciding .

7 wha t tasks ought to be done, we should est.ablish right

8 now what the acceptance criteria vill be so there will

9 be no question about that during the future.

10 So that if we misinterpreted your comment, we

11 vanted to be sure that you understood how important we

12 think acceptance criteria are to this program.

13 And the other comments we save for next week.

14 Thank you.

15 MR. DENTON: Let us take a short caucus then

16 and see if any of us have any additional areas that we

17 wish to address.

18 (Brief recess was taken)

19 MR. DENTON: We have a number of comments that

20 we would like to convey on what we have heard today. .

21 These are areas where we have latent concerns about the
*

|
22 adequacy of some aspect of what we have heard or we need

i

23 to clarify areas tha t we have heard. And Dick Vollmer

24 will go th ro ugh these one by one. And maybe the thing

25 to do is to get them all on the table and you can decide
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1 whether any discussion of them is needed and how to

2 approach them.

3 But we wanted to get your feedback while you

4 are here on the rasponse to some of th e things we have

5 heard, recognizing this is in no var a sign-off but

6 rather a reaction of individual members of the staff to*

7 do some of the things we have heard.
.

8 HR. VOLLMER: Okay. I guess, as indicated

9 before, to the extent we can deal with them since the

10 transcript we agreed would constitute a modification of

11 the program agreed upon here, we would use it in that

12 r egar d.. And we would expect the plan to be upgraded to

13 reflect these changes. And I do not think we need to

14 agree on a date right now, because I think you need to

15 go back and take a look at what it really means.

16 I will go over the items as Harold suggested

17 and try to unscramble my cryptic notes here.
t

|

18 We believe that the Phase 1 effort should

19 verif y that Westinghouse and any, if there is another,

20 NSSS vendor who has supplied service f or the contracts,*

21 f or e xam ple , and has not been included in the program,
.

22 verif y that Westinghouse and others used appropriate

23 seismic input in changes thereto for design purposes,
|

24 the thinking thers being that as some of these are very

25 important elements in the design and since there have
i

!

:
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1 been changes in the seismic input, we want to be sure

2 that they as well as others use the appropriate input.

3 MR. DENTON's Now, that comes from an

4 understanding of while the existing program checks, that

5 they may have been shipped to Westinghouse, that there

6 was nothing in the Westinghouse file system that that *

7 inspection was the last one to use the design. So we
.

8 are not saying go check Westinghouse's piping design

9 codes or something, but verify that the proper spectra

10 not only shipped from PGEE to Westingheuse but was

11 actually used by Westinghouse.

12 MR. CREWS You are really talking about the

13 component suppliers. You said service contractors.

14 MR. VOLLMER: Well, Westinghouse did design

15 work. I think the reason they were excluded were

16 reasons that had been discussed before. But we had not

17 talked about just singly equipment suppliers, however.

18 MR. DENTON: The people who did design work.

19 MR. VOLLMER: That is right. They have to

20 sake use of those spectra rather than people who were
-

21 given qualified lists on certain dynamic loads.
.

22 Okay. The second item was we feel that the

23 Phase 1 effort should somehow verify that the Hoscri

24 evaluation reflects the latest and most correct seismic

25 data f rom Blume. And in the January 20 th letter there'
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1 is a discussion of this particular problem, and it

2 reflects our concern that the latest of the work done by

3 Blume has not been abpropriately disseminated to all

4 parties in the review process.

5 Now, maybe that is already being done, but it

6 is not clear to us that that is being done.-

,

7 The third item was that PGCE would request
.

8 Teledyne to provide their stock interest in the

9 com pany . There was an agreement to tha t, as I recall.

10 B ut that was an item brought up.

11 The fourth item was that resumes of all people

12 who have been invo,1ved in the process and have not been

13 supplied before -- snd- I understand we have that now.

14 Bob Cloud handed me a folder marked " Resumes." And I

15 vill assume tha t that is taken care of. So.that ites, I

16 guess, is taken care of.

17 MR. MIRAGLIA: Those resumes we have include

18 all the resumes from Cloud and Roger Reedy?

19 MR. C100D: Yes.

20 MR. MIRAGLIAs It might be appropriate that we*

21 just incorporate them wi th the transcript.
.

22 MR. V3LLMERs I think it was indicated that

23 br . Cloud , if ha got into any work or if he had to get

24 into any work he had previously accommodated, say,

25 Westinghouse, he would have to withdraw from tha t
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1 effort.
,

2 We were wondering if, in the Teledyne's 79-02

3 bulletin review, if 'there was any conflict of interest

4 there in the work that they do, that we could make a

5 similar arrangement. We do not know if there would be.

6 MR. COOPER: We certainly would not reveal
-

7 anything proprietary with respect to tha t.
.

8 MR. VOLLMER: We would also like to ask Dr.

9 Cooper to consider in his program any appropriate use of

to statistics that may be able to augment the program. I

11 think we are not looking for anything specific here, but

# 12 a consideration of whether or not any statistical

13 evaluation would be productive, beneficial, and helpful

14 to the review process.
,

i!

o 15 MR. CLOUD: I want to verify you said Dr.

16 Cooper?
,

17 MR. VOLLMER: In his reverification program at

18 Teledyne .

19 Okay. On the interfaces and the transmittal
~

20 of d a ta within the PGCE design network, that does not

21 appear to be treated in the same manner as with the
.

22 transmittal and design interf aces with the

'

23 service-rela ted con tractors. And this appears, for

24 example, I think it was raised before where somebody

25 doing the cable trays did not get some appropriate
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1 information or scae spectra information tha t was sent

2 from Blume.

3 So we need*to clarify whether or not the

4 interf aces of the transmittal data within the PGEE

5 design network is being looked at in this Phase 1

6 program.-

7 MR. C100D: I can assure you that, as we said
.

8 before, the interf aces within the PGEE organization are

9 being looked a t explicitly in the quality assurance and

10 a udit work.

11 In addition to that, as I have said a couple

12 o f times today, I think it is clear tha t the attendant

13 calculations will serve as in f act the best vehicle for

*

14 the verification of those interfaces.

15 And we have a substantial quantity of

16 engineering work that was done within the framework of

17 those interf aces. So from our point of view at the

18 moment, we f eel tha t they a re indeed being more than

19 adequately covered.

20 MR. VOLlMER: I think it was clear in the*

21 discussion today that that was precisely how the
.

22 interf aces were covered, and yet the issue still arose.

23 I guecs I would have to.ask if anybody wants to comment

24 o n that still being an issue.

25 MR. SCHAUER4 let me comment on it. The scope

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 of the order says development a network of design chain

2 of all safety-related structures and systems and

3 components involved. This should include all interfaces

4 where design information was transmitted between PGCE

5 design groups, internal design groups, and the

6 contractors.
-

7 I raise the issue that I really did not see
.

8 where this network had been put into place, that the

9 specific question answered, and that the samples had

10 been verified , proper transfer of information had taken

11 place.

12 Do you follow what I am saying?

13 MR. CLOUD: Yes. The network, the design

14 chain network, will be completed.

15 MR. SCHAUER: Is it your intention also to

16 take elements of that network and ph ysically check that

17 the information had properly been transmitted across the

18 interf aces?

19 MR. CLOUD: No. It will be our goal to

*

20 physically check to ensure that the design work which is

21 being independently verified covers an adequate or
.

22 adequately addresses or adequately verifies a sufficient

23 amount of the design work which passed through those

24 interfaces.

25 In other words, in the chart I showed early
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1 this morning, we pointed out th a t there would be a

2 substantial number of interfaces within PGCE and in fact

3 outside of PGCE that would be specifically verified by

4 means of the check on the testing of the electrical

5 equipment.

6 MR. SCHAUER: The information then would be --.

7 do you feel you can justify this as an adequate sample
.

8 of the population of interf aces in the plan t?

9 MR. CLOUDS Yes, we intend to do that.

10 MR. VOLLMER Does that mean tha t is

11 resolved?

12 MR. SCHAUER4 For now, I think it would be,
.

13 y es ,

14 MR. V0lLMER4 Okay. We also were looking for

15 clarification of whether or not the soils consultant is

16 included in the Phase 1 verification' program.

17 MR. CLOUDS He will be included in the Phase 1

18 verifica tion program in the follow-up work follo wing th e

19 Q A a udit. And his resume is included.

20 MR. VOLLMER4 The last of the technical+

21 issues.
| -

22 .i R . MIRAGLIA4 Could I ask one question ?

23 MR. V3LLMER: Go ahead.

24 MR. MIRAGLIA: Your response is not in

25 relationship to th e soil consultant that you were going

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY. ANC,
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1 to have follow the soils work, I take it. I think the

2 question was to what extent is the soils work that was

3 done in relationship' to the structural analysis.

4 HR. CLOUDS Both are covered.

5 HR. VOLLMERa The last of th e technical areas

6 were that we feel that the independent analysis should
-

7 include -- or the ve rification should include some
.

8 sampling of the design, actual design of structural

9 elements. As we understand it, we progress down but do

10 not really do analysis of the structural elements in the

11 aux building. Do you have plans to do that?

12 MR. CLOUDS We always had it in the back of

13 our mind to do that, to do a sample of the structural

14 elements in the aux building. Since you have asked for

15 i t , we will do it.

16 MR. VOLLMERs Good. Okay. The last item then

17 was the service of reports, and the question there is

18 whe ther or not we could get all reports served in the

19 same manner.
*

20 ER. DENTON: We seem very close to getting all

21 the reports in the same fashion.
.

22 MR. HOCRs If you are referring to -- I think

23 the only thing we have remaining is the semimonthly

24 report from Dr. Cloud. I think we have agreed to

25 everything else. And we can agree to that being se n t to
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1 that being sent again simultaneously to the NRC

2 simultaneously with his transmittal to us. So I think

3 that gets everything'under the same umbrella.

4 MR. DENTON: Don, do you have any comments you

5 would like to make?

6 MR. BRAND May we caucus for a moment before*

7 ve respond?
.

8 MR. VOLLMER: Surely.

9 (Pause)

to MR. HOCHs I think we have two items, if you

11 will, that we would like to add. The first of them is I

12 was finally able to understand the 14-day, 21-day

13 thing . Mr. Norton explained it to me.

14 So we would like to add to our response to

15 item III the discussion that we had about item III about
16 including items in the samimonthly report, the following

17 little subparacraph. And let us threw it out for your

18 approval, that "These items will be included in our

21 ' ays19 semimonthly status reports within a maximum of d

20 f rom the time of either of the following: receipt at*

21 PGC E or iden tification by PGCE."
.

22 The former applies to items sent to us and

23 identified by either Robert F. Cloud Associates, Roger

24 Reedy, or Teledyne. And the latter identification by

25 PGCE to our own items that have been identified
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1 internally. The 21-day period is chosen to avoid the
.

2 kind of situation that Mr. Norton referred to earlier.

3 MR. VOLLMER: Tha t is fine.

4 MR. HOCH: The other item Mr. Norton wanted to

6 address.

6 NR, NORTON: We would ask that the resumes not .

7 be a part of the hearing transcript.

8 MR. V3LLMERs We will put them in the meeting

9 report.

10 HR. MIRAGLIA2 Mr. Norton, to clarify that,

11 they will be put in. You do not want them publicly

12 dissemina ted ?

13 MR. NCRTON We have no objection to Mr.

14 Lampher and Joint Intervenors, Hr. Hubbard having copies

15 o f them. But we tre not particularly anxious to have

16 them distributed throughout the world. I guess we have

17 no problem in it being a public document, but this

18 transcript, I do not see any need for that, because that

19 goes all over.

20 MR. MIRAGLIAs What we had in tend ed to d o wa s -

21 to have a meeting summary prepared and say that we had
-;

' 22 this meeting and who attanded and ha ve the a t tenda nce

23 list and indicate a transcript was taken and append that

|
24 transcript, and then say, in addition, resumes of'

25 individuals were received at that meeting, and as

|
L
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1 appended in the meeting summary. And it is going to get

2 almost the same type of distribution.

3 MR. NORTON's Is there any possibility of

4 giving the resumes back and having us take personal

5 addresses and phone numbers and those sorts of things

6 off of the resumes?.

7 MR. MIRAGLIAs That is fine. And you can
.

8 submit the resumes and forms. That would be fine.

9 MR. HOCH: I think there is only one more item

10 then . And I will not belabor this. But we talked

11 briefly before about the meeting with the Intervenors,

12 and subsequently, I think, they referred to next week.

13 MR. DENTON: As soon as it is firm, we will

14 let you know where and when. And you will be invited to

15 participata .

16 3R. HOCH: Do you intend to have that before

17 -- we understand you intend to brief the Commission.
I

18 You announced that at the beginning of the meeting. Do
!
1

| 19 you intend to have that meeting before you brief the

20 Commission?-

21 MR. DENTON: That is correct. A number of the

22 Intervenors were given by the Office of General Counsel

| 23 seven days af ter the release of the last investigativet

24 report before they had to finalize their comments.

25 Well, if there are no more comments or
l

I
!
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1 questions by anyone --

2 MR. BRANDS Together with Mr. Hoch 's earlier

3 comments regarding the 21-d ay period, we would agree to

4 the other requirements that you just listed. And we

5 would like our agreement to be part of the record.

'
6 MR. VOLLMER: Thank you.

7 MR. DENTON: If there are no more comments,
.

8 the meeting is adjourned.

9 MR. BRAND: Well, may I just say that on

10 behalf of PGCE, that we are very pleased that we have

11 gotten to this point today. It has been a long day. It

12 has been, in our mind, a very informative day in terms

13 of sharing with you more detail with regard to the

14 program . If you need additional information, please let

15 us know. Thank you.

16 MR. DENTON: This meeting is adjourned.
;

17 (Thereupon, at 7:25 p.m., the meeting was

18 adjourned. )

19

*

20
|

21
.

22

23

24

25
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.

II} I)
Total Item Population Sa=ple

Item Population by Class Size

Buildings 4 1~

Pipe Analyses 230 10

Pipe Supports 2500 20,*

Small Bore Pipe 5000 ft. 200 ft.

Conduit Supports 400 20

Heat Exchangers 2 ,1 1
,

'

Tanks 13 3 3

Pumps 10 5 4 -

Valves 43 13 2

Electrical Equip. 6 5 2'

(Analysis)

Electrical Equip. 42 '7(3) 7
'

(Test)
HVAC Equip. 36 16 2

HVAC Duct 6 2
,

.

.

E-\>: i
| ..

*

5-
' Notes

,

(1) Population within scope of PGandE and service related
contractors

(2) Multiple identical items are groupd by class

I3) Grouped by com=on floor spectra
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TABLE II

PIPING SAMPLE '

RLCA Piping
Analysis Piping Design Review

No. Bldg. System Isometric

RLCA 100 Aux. Containment 446540 Rev.9
Spray .

*

RLCA 101 Aux. Safety 446546 Rev.8
Inj ection .

RLCA 102 Aux. Chemical Volume 446544 Rev.11
Control 446542 Rev.10

RLCA 103 Aux. Residual Heat 446541 Rev.7.

Removal

RLCA 104 Turbine Con.ponent Cool- 449314 Rev.3
Aux. ing Water 449315 Rev.3

449316 Rev.3_ ,

RLCA 105 Cont. Reactor Coolant 437991 Rev.16
System 445884 Rev.S

RLCA 106 Cont. Component Cool- 446491 Rev.10
ing Water

.

RLCA 107 Aux. Containment 446540 Rev.9
'

Spray 446542 Rev.10

RLCA 108 Aux. Auxiliary 445878 Rev.14
Feedwater

RLCA 109 Aux. Auxiliary 447119 Rev.12
, Feedwater .
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PIPING AND SMALL BORE FIELD CHECK

1. Location

a. Area
,

b. Elevation

c. NS/EW Orientation
2. Size

a. Diameter -
.

b. Elbows
--Type .

--Sweep

--Radius .

3. Attachments

a. Insulation

b. Vents
.

--Location

--Size
.

c. Valves

-Orientation ,

--Location Number
.

.

--Support

d. Flanges

--Location

e. Piping .

--Size

--Location
-

4'.' Supports

a. Location

b. Point of Attachment to Building--for Spectra .

Determination

c. Type
--Directions of Restraint

--Gaps

.
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Error and Open Item Classification
.

1.0 Definitions
-

. _ .
- error or inconsistency -

1.1 An Open Item is an possible
that has not been verified, fully understood and

-

its significance' assessed. - _ _ _ _ _ .'.
result that has been ,

An error is an incorrectmay be due to any of several1.2
verified as such. It.

reasons: _
__

4

mathematical mistake
use of wrong analytical method

.

.

omission of data
'

. ,

use of inapplicable data .

.

1.3 Class A .

An error is considered Class A if.

design criteria or operating limits of safety re-'

and changesare exceeded as a result,lated equipment
in design or operating procedures are required.

'

1.4 Class B
l ,.

An error isiconsidered Class B if
4

design criteria or operating limits of safety re-.

are exceeded, but are resolvable by
laced equipment

means of more realistic calculations..
,

.

! s -
,

1.5 Class C

An error is considered Class C if

.

.
O

e

e



-. _ .

'

*. . ..

.

.

incorrect engineering.or installation of safety
irelated quipment is found, but no design criter a

or operating if,mits are exceeded.
.

.

1.6 Class D

An error or Open Item is considered Class-D if .

safety related equipment.is not affected.
.

4

9

e

e

e

9

O

e

e

e

.
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ERROR AND OPEN ITEM SHEE1
,

-
'

_

- .

.

Classification . stror c1assificacio"1..

O strar ] Class (A, B, C, or D)
.

or-

.

Q Open Item
-

..
-

2. Description
shown on PGandE Design Review Isometric

., ,

RLCA field.

Valve 8805B is in a vertical position.in a horizontal position. .

~

.446544, Revision 11,. .

the valve isinspection showed that .

. .. .
.

.-
o -.. . .

_ . -

.
- . .

.

. - .- -t .:
. .

Significance ^ d upon3
The significance of this item can be better assessewith PGandE

'

ison
completion of the RLCA analysis and compar

.

.

'
-

results. , -

.- .

..
.

.

-
.

- .
,

Recommendation ion of4.
A recommendation will be provided'upon complet

~

.

. the RLCA analysis - .

! .
,

*

.
.

. -
.

.
. *-

-. - ..
~

.
i

~

1/20/8i _

Ref. & Date_
andE Procress Reoort #6

-

,

Ref. & Date_ .

{ NRC
.

'
.

,..

Final Resolution
. ..

,

-

6.
.

1
-

-
.

.
-

.

, . .
|

I)vk* xwg20 SE Tfoj ect 56gineer/Date
* *'

%
Cu Gs Prior to Release*

'

~ Signed /Date -

.
.

Administrator /Date
.

~ Protect
~

- , . . r- i n n- -
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ERROR AND OPEN ITEM PROCEDUREr

.

APPLICATION

A. An Error and Open Item Report (E01 Report, see Appendix 2)
.

will be for 15% or greater differences in analysis after
the RLCA analysis has been checked and compared to the

.

PGandE work.

.

B. An EOI Report will be filled out for differences (defined

separately) between PGandE design and RLCA as-built in-

formation after the specific item has been checked in the
In addition, the incorrect value will be checkedfield.

for use in the PGandE qualification calculation or against ,

the PGandE as-built drawings.

C. An EOI Report will be filled out in other situations

(spectral differences, examination of PGandE criteria,

etc.) as necessary.

REPORT PROCEDURES (These same basic procedures are applicable
- to QA Findings and Observations)

A. The E0I classification will be determined by the criteria
.

.

in the " Error and Open Item Classification".
.

B. A list of items needed to close (resolve) an open item

will be included in the EOI Report.

_~ - d. r?
/

~

-Qe,5
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.

.

.

C. All EOI Reports will be signed by an RLCA e.ngineer. The

Proj ect Engineer will check all EOI Reports.a

D. A separate file nu=ber will be assigned to each EOI Re-

port. Each EOI Report is a controlled document.

DOCUMENTATION
.-

A. Each EOI Report will have an individual file. ,

B. Each EOI Report will be released under a transmittal

cover. The transmittal date will be noted on the report. ,

.

C. All EOI Reports will be noted.in the RLCA Progress Reports.

D. All meetings and telephone conversations wherein resolu-

tion information is discussed will be documented and

included in the file.

I

E. Copies of all documents used to resolve the error or open

, item will be ir.cluded in the file.
.

!

| FINAL RESOLUTION
.

A. Resolution information will be sought prior to Final
|

Resolution.

|
B. The Proj ect Administrator will check the EOI Report upon

Final Resolution for adequate documentation. His signature

will appear on the sheet.
i

*

(

{

__
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

* COMPARISON OF QA FANUAL AND PROCEDURES TO 10CFR50 ,

APPENDIX.B, SELECTED CRITERIA
.

* CONSIDERED ANSI N45. 2.11' AND N45.2. 20 FOR SUPPLEFSNTARY

QA AND DESIGN CONTROL F2ASURES

* CONCENTRATED ON CONTROL OF INTERFACES AND CRITERIA

.

* MANUAL AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE FROM INITIAL ACTIVITIES

TO JUNE 1978
.

=

.

$

.. ._ _ __ _ _ _ .



PROGRAM REVIEWS, (CONT)

ORGANIZATIONSCRITERIA

APPENDIX B PGandE EDS EES H LA_ ANCO WYLE URS/BLUME
-

,

I. ORGANIZATION X X X X X X X

II. PROGRAM X X X X X X X

III. DESIGN CONTROL X X X X NA NA X

IV. PROCUREMENT X NA NA X NA NA X

DOC CONTROL~

V. INSTR. PROCED. X X X X X X X

DRAWINGSi

VI. DOC. CONTROL X X X X X X X

VII. CONTROL OF X NA NA X NA NA X

PURCH. MAT'L
SERVICES "

NAII. IDEN & CONTROL NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

OF MAT'LS, PTS,
COMP*

IX. CONT. OF SPEC. NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

PROCESS

X. INSPECTION NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

| XI. TEST CONTROL NA NA NA X X X NA

M& TE NA NA NA X X X NA
! XII. CONTROL OR
'*

STORE NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
.

XIII HAND, SHIP &
! e

|

XIV. INSP, TEST &OPER NA NA NA NA NA NA~ NA

YV. NONCONF. MAT'L NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

PTS, COMP
;

ACTION X X X X X X XXVI. CORRECTIVE

XVII. QA RECORDS X X X X X X X,

>N III . AUDITS X
' X X X X X X

RI4A
M-3

|
|

.- .
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A00tT CHECKLISTINC1

._.

DERIVED PROM GA MANUALS, ')RocEDVEBE AND
-

O

RESULTS OF RUESTioNNNFE MEBTIN6t3 .

o USED G1ENERio SHEoKLMT WHEEE MANUAL 4

AND PROGEPURES WEEE INADERVATE

o MOPIFI5D 6HECKLl5Ts DUEN61 AUp!T To PIT
~

NEW INFORMATl0M
-

SMB6 ell 5TS-

- TYP16 ALLY 16 MAJOR (TEMs

- 2. To eH SOSITBMS
-

- 50 To (p0 ENTRIES TOTAL -
-

.

.

FacA
EE.-4



5.

AUDITS

APPLIED CHECKLISTS AS PRACTICABLE-*

USED INTERVIEWS TO SUPPLEMENT EVIDENCE AVAILABLE AND*
-

PROGRAM WEAKNESSES

.

REVIEWED AVAILABLE OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE*

* EMPHASIZED CONTROL OF CRITERIA, INTERFACES, INPUT-0UTPUT,

COMPUTER PROGRAM VERIFICATION
.

* EXIT MEETING .

9

e

.

!

* ~

! 8

\

1

O

PICA
RR-5

. _ _ __ _ . . . . .- -
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REPORT 6

REPORT i=0RMATo
-

.

-

o IN~X6D06"loN

ScofB - TYPE OF A&TIVITIB5 ?BRFORMED

CONTRACTS - APPLICABLE To
PRE - J UNB 1978

BVALUAT10N COTBMJ A - AP. B, ETC.
.

o CONCLUSIONS

o ME~iH0D of )2EVIEW - STEF5 AND APPROA6H
'

o SUMMARY OF FINDIN613 ANP 06SERVATloMS
.

'

t

! oATTAC!AMFX[g ,

ATTENDANCE LISTS

AVPlT FINDIN61 REPoET6

PRoSRAM REVIEW

AUDIT CHECKL!5T - CoMPLKBD

|

2 6 /o
.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
,

.

...

1.0 Definitions
.

to
1.1 A finding is a nonconformance with respect

,

the Quality Assurance Program adequacy or
implementation that requires corrective action
due to potential' impact on quality.

An observation is a noncomformance which does1.2
This noncon ,require corrective action.,

not.

formance does not,have an apparent impact on
quality.

.

0 .

e

RLC4'

A R. 7.
-

. ._ _ - .. _ -. . _ _ . . - _
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"A'TF1 FDYNE ENGINEER!NG SERVICES : /- / ., ,
, ; ~.

BY #2 DATE #2dels SHEET NO. / OF__ A

CHKD.BY DATE PROJ.NO. #5/ /

.

.

DCNPP DES GN.

REVERlFICATI O N ?_AN

TE S PROJEC~~ 55i I
.
.

PRORCT VA\ LAGER:
W. E. COOPER

~

Summary prepared for
.

'

N RC meeting os =eb.3, 982:

_.
._ __ - . - _ _ _ _ _ -_ _- _
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.,

"RTELEDYNE ENGINEERNG SERVICES
2 0F OBY M DATE h o/_7a SHEET NO.

CHKD.BY DATE PROJ.NO. 8#//

i OBJECTIVE:
.

DETERMIN E THE ADCQ UA CY -

OF TH E. DESIGN VERIFICAT/oN

PROG RAM BY REVIEWlNG THE

| PE R FORM AN C E AND

CONCLU.S ONS OF THAT PROGRAM'

AND BY EVALUATING THE RESULTS

OF THAT REVIEW WITH

CONS JDERATION OF -

'

,S U PPLE M ENT ARY EFFORTS '

CObjDUCTED BY TES.
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|

"#PTELEDYNE ENGNEERNG SERVICES

| BY_[+[6 DATE flor A.. SHEETNO. OF I
CHKD.BY DATE PROJ.NO. ##/ /

.

i

-

E S TASKS :-

.

LNT LAL PLAKN/NG &

PROGRAM DEVE_OPM_rNT

VERTFICATION PROGRAM
REV2 W.

EVAi UATiON
.

REPORTS

.

h
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"/PTF1 FDYNE ENGINEERING SERVICES

BY M DATE 840sPm SHEET NO. Y OF A
PROJ.NO. II/ /

CHKD.BY DATE

IN IT A _. IASX:

REVIEW :
-

-

'

NRC ORDER t LETTE R
PG4E RES PONS E S
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